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Anas Al-okaily, Ph.D.
University of Connecticut, 2016
This dissertation proposes solutions for the following problems: Approximate Pattern Match-
ing, Planted Motif Search, Genome assembly, and DNA compression.
Approximate Pattern Matching is a fundamental problem in bioinformatics and information
retrieval applications, involving different matching metrics such as the Hamming distance,
edit distance, and wildcard matching. The input usually is a text of length n over a fixed
alphabet of length Σ, a pattern of length m, and an integer k. The task is to find the set
of positions of subsequences that are at no more than k Hamming distance, edit distance,
or wildcards matching with P . Many algorithms and indices have been proposed to solve
the problem more efficiently, but owing to the complexities of the problem in terms of space
and time, most tools have adopted heuristic approaches based on suffix tree, suffix array, or
Burrows Wheeler Transform to achieve a practical implementation. This dissertation mainly
proposes a novel tree structure designated as Error Tree (ET). The structure is designed to
solve approximate pattern matching problems using less space and time. For the Hamming
distance and wildcard matching, the tree structure needs O(n
logkΣn
k!
) words and takes
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+-O(m
k
k!
+ occ)(O(m +
logkΣn
k!
+ occ) in the average case) query time for any online or offline
pattern, where occ is the number of outputs. For the edit distance, the structure requires
O(2kn
logkΣn
k!
) words and O(m
k
k!
+ 3kocc)(O(m+
logkΣn
k!
+ 3kocc) in the average case) query time
for any online or offline pattern.
The second problem, Planted Motif Search, is an important and challenging problem in
many biological applications that involve the search for promoters, enhancers, locus control
regions, transcription factors, and more. The (l, d)-Planted Motif Search is one of several
variations of the problem. In this problem, there are n given sequences over alphabets of
size Σ, each of length m; and two given integers, l and d. The challenge is to find a mo-
tif M of length l, where each sequence includes at least an l-mer at a Hamming distance
of no more than d from M . As the problem requires finding approximate matches, we
propose an algorithm, ET-Motif, which employs the ET structure to resolve the problem
more efficiently in terms of time and space. The algorithm can solve the PMS problem in
O(nm2
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
) time and O(nml) space. The time bound can be further reduced by a factor
of m with O(m
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ−1)j) space. In the case of a balanced suffix tree where the suffix
tree is built for the input sequences, the problem can be solved in O(nm2
∑d
j=0
(
logΣnm
j
)
)
time and O(nml) space. Similarly, the time bound can be reduced by a factor of m using
O(m
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ − 1)j) space. Moreover, the variations of the problem namely, the Edit
Distance PMS and Edited PMS (Quorum) can be solved using ET-Motif but with simple
modifications and an increase in the time and space bounds. For the Edit Distance PMS
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problem, the time and space bounds are increased by O(3d). For the Edited PMS prob-
lem, the increase is by a factor of (n− q + 1) only for time bound.
Next, current high-throughput sequencing technologies generate millions or billions of short
reads (100-1000 bases) that are sequenced from a genome that is millions or billions of bases
long. The third problem, De novo Genome Assembly problem, requires assembling the origi-
nal genome such that it is as long and accurate as possible. Although high quality assemblies
can be obtained by assembling multiple paired-end libraries with both short and long insert
sizes, the latter is costly to generate. Moreover, the recent GAGE-B study showed that a re-
markably good assembly quality can be obtained for bacterial genomes using state-of-the-art
assemblers run on a single short-insert library with a very high coverage. The dissertation
introduces a novel hierarchical genome assembly (HGA) method that takes further advan-
tage of such high coverage by independently assembling disjoint subsets of reads, combining
the assemblies of the subsets, and finally re-assembling the combined contigs along with the
original reads. We empirically evaluated this methodology for eight leading assemblers using
seven GAGE-B bacterial datasets consisting of 100bp Illumina HiSeq and 250bp Illumina
MiSeq reads with coverage ranging from 100x-∼200x. The results show that HGA results
in a significant improvement in the quality of the assembly for all evaluated assemblers and
datasets. Nevertheless, the problem involves a major step, which is overlapping the ends of
the reads together and allowing few mismatches (i.e., the Approximate Matching problem).
This requires computing the overlaps between the ends of all-against-all reads. The compu-
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tation of such overlaps is an intensive step. Use of the aforementioned ET structure is
suggested for this process in order to speed up the step.
Lastly, owing to the significant amount of DNA data being generated by Next-Generation-
Sequencing machines for genomes of lengths ranging from megabases to gigabases, there
is an increasing need to compress such type of data to reduce storage-space and speed up
transmission-time. Huffman encoding that incorporates the characteristics of DNA sequences
proves to better compress DNA data. This dissertation provides different implementations
that are centered on the selection of frequent repeats so that the Huffman tree can be forced
to be skewed, in addition to the construction of multiple Huffman trees when encoding. The
implementations demonstrate improvements on the compression ratios for five genomes with
lengths ranging from 5-50 Mbp, compared with the standard Huffman tree algorithm. Hence,
the dissertation suggests an improvement on all DNA sequence compression algorithms that
employ the conventional Huffman encoding. Moreover, approximate repeats can be com-
pressed to further improve the results by encoding the Hamming or edit distance between
these repeats. However, computing such distances requires additional cost in both time and
space. These costs can be reduced by using the ET structure.
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Chapter 1
Introduction: Approximate Pattern Matching in Biological
Sequences
Amidst the growing trend of internet-based searches, information retrieval, data-mining ap-
plications, and bioinformatics research, there is a great need to resolve the problem of de-
termining whether a given pattern occurs as an exact, approximate, or wildcard match in a
given database. The pattern is usually small in size (such as words or sentences), while the
database is much larger (such as web documents, genomes, and books).
The exact matching problem is the simplest form among pattern-matching problems,
while approximate and wildcard matching are more complicated. For the exact matching
problem, a tree structure was proposed by [91] and improved later by [53, 89], which led to
an optimal solution of a linear structure and linear query time.
Approximate matching involves two metrics: Hamming distance and edit distance (also
known as Levenstein distance). The Hamming distance between two strings is the minimal
number of substitution operations required to transform the first string into the second one.
The edit distance is the minimal number of substitution, insertion, or deletion operations
required to transform the first string into the second. On the other hand, wildcard matching
occurs when the pattern has a wildcard, also known as ”do not care” character, represented
1
2by Φ, that can match with any other character in the alphabet set. No linear solution (in
structure size and query time) has yet been found for these matching metrics.
The dissertation proposes a novel tree structure, named as Error Tree (ET ) [3], that
aims to solve the approximate pattern problems and wildcard matching. The description
of ET is detailed in Chapter 2. Briefly, the tree structure is based on the suffix tree with
additional hash tables. Moreover, the space and time bounds for building ET are proved
to be better when compared to any other structure, also its design is easily extendible.
Lastly, ET contributes to better resolutions for several bioinformatics problems: alignments
of Next-Generation sequencing reads, motif search, genome assembly, and compression of
DNA sequences, which are addressed in this dissertation.
The first problem is the alignments of Next-Generation sequencing reads. The problem
can take different forms; the most common form is the read-to-genome alignment. Given a
genome of n bases of a finite set of size Σ (four for DNA sequences), a read P = p1p2...pm,
and an integer k. The goal is to find the set of positions of the subsequences in the text that
are at k Hamming or edit distance or k wildcard matching with P .
The lengths of genomes range from millions of bases (such as bacterial genomes) to
billions of bases (e.g., mammalian genomes). The number of reads is usually in either millions
or billions depending on the genome’s length and the desired convergence of the sequencing.
The length of the reads ranges from 100-1000 bases, where the expected error (including
mismatches, insertions, or deletions) rate in each read is 2-5%.
Naively, the alignment of reads can be solved by matching them with subsequences at
each position in the genome. However, as the length of genomes is long and the number of
3reads is very large, this solution is not efficient in terms of time complexity. An alternative
approach, which is currently the most common, is to index the genome and then align each
read using that index. This requires more space (needed to build the index) but is time-
efficient.
Most algorithms that introduce a practical query time require an index with a space
that is polynomial to the genome length or exponential to the parameter k. Therefore,
the current alignment tools use linear indices that are oriented to solve the exact matching
problem such as suffix tree [89], suffix array (enhanced) [1], and FM index [28]; then, apply
heuristic methods such as seed-extend in order to obtain practical space and time solutions.
The ET structure can deterministically solve the reads alignment problem by construct-
ing a tree structure, where the needed space is efficient and the design is easily extendible.
For the Hamming distance and wildcard matching, the cost of constructing ET is O(n
logkΣn
k!
)
words, with a query time of O(m
k
k!
+ occ)(O(m +
logkΣn
k!
+ occ) in the average case) for any
online or offline pattern, where occ is the number of occurrences to be reported. For the
edit distance, a construction space of O(2kn
logkΣn
k!
) words is required, where the query time is
O(m
k
k!
+ 3kocc) (O(m+
logkΣn
k!
+ 3kocc ) in the average case) for any online or offline pattern.
Although reducing the construction space of the ET structure is left for future work,
a practical alignment tool using the ET structure for large genomes is still realizable. This
can be achieved by utilizing the fact that the average error rate in a read 100 bases long
is 2% (k = 2). Thereby, the alignments for a Hamming distance of two can be computed
by constructing the ET for k = 1 (costing O(nlogΣn) words); then, the alignments of the
1-neighbors of a read are determined. The 1 -neighbors of a read r that is of length m are
4the sequences that are at a Hamming distance of 1 from r, i.e.,
∑1
j=0(Σ − 1)
(
m
j
)
= 3m.
Therefore, the query time will be O(m2 + occ) (O(m+ log2Σn+ occ in the average case).
The second application that is addressed in this dissertation is the motif search prob-
lem. This is an important and challenging problem in biology and bioinformatics. A motif
is a substring that occurs in each sequence of a set of DNA or protein sequences, where
the substrings can differ in some number of mutations. The problem is also known in the
literature as the closest substring problem. In terms of biological applications, finding such a
motif can lead to finding promoters, enhancers, locus control regions, transcription factors,
and more.
The problem involves several formulations, the most prominent one is the Planted Motif
Search (PMS). Given n sequences of length m each, l as the length of the motif of interest,
and d as the number of mutations allowed; the (l, d)-PMS problem is to find a motif M that
has at least one substring of length l (l-mer) in each sequence, where the Hamming distance
between M and each such substring is less than or equal to d.
The solution to the PMS problem can be exact or approximate. An exact solution
guarantees the discovery of all motifs in the input sequences, whereas the approximate so-
lution does not. For both types of solutions, there are two main approaches: pattern-driven
and sample-driven. The motif using the pattern-driven approach can be found by first se-
lecting a candidate motif (selected from the input sequences), and then searching for its
validity. By contrast, the solution using the sample-driven approach is to find the positions
of the motif’s instances in the input sequences. A motif’s instance is defined as the sequence
that is at a Hamming distance of a given value of k from the motif.
5Clearly, the main complexity of the PMS problem is computing the approximate
pattern-matching. For this, an algorithm ET-Motif [6], described in Chapter 3, employs the
ET structure for a better resolution of the PMS problem. The algorithm takesO(nm2
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
)
time and O(nml) space. Moreover, the time bound can be further reduced by a factor of
m with O(m
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j) space. In case the suffix tree built for the input sequences is
balanced, the problem can be solved in O(nm2
∑d
j=0
(
logΣnm
j
)
) time and O(nml) space. More-
over, the time bound can be further reduced by a factor of m but using O(m
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ−1)j)
space.
The third problem, the de novo genome assembly problem, is one of the fundamental
challenges in bioinformatics. Beginning from short reads that are sequenced for a genome,
the task is to assemble the genome such that it is as long as possible using these reads. On
its face, the problem appears simple, but it is actually quite complex owing to sequencing
errors, repeats in the genomes that are longer than the reads, and non-uniform sequencing
coverage.
Many approaches have been proposed to solve the problem. Some of the main ap-
proaches are: greedy algorithms, overlap graph, and de Bruijn graph. Furthermore, the
divide-and-conquer method can be employed to produce better assembly results [4]. Chapter
4 describes an implementation of this method and improvements in the results of assemblies
for bacterial genomes.
All of these approaches need to compute the matching between each pair of reads,
whether as an end-to-end alignment in order to disregard duplicate reads, or matching the
ends of the reads to find an overlap among them. Due to the sequencing errors in the reads,
6the matching process must be approximate. Finding the approximate matching between
the ends of the reads is an extensive process and requires matching of all-against-all reads.
Further, it is more complex to compute the approximate matching than the exact one. As
the ET structure contributes in resolving the approximate matching problem, it can be used
to reduce the costs of such computations. Since the overlap graph is a more memory-efficient
solution than the de Bruijn graph [67], this dissertation recommends the use of the former
with the ET structure for future research.
Lastly, this dissertation addresses the need for compressing the increasing amount of
DNA data being generated by Next-Generation-Sequencing machines. Data compression is a
classical problem that has been comprehensively discussed in the literature. The compression
of data allows a reduction in costs associated with the storage and transmission bandwidth.
There are two types of compression: lossy and lossless. Lossy compression does not guarantee
an exact restoration of the original data due to unnecessary content or live transmission,
whereas lossless compression does.
Many specialized compression algorithms that target DNA sequences have been pro-
posed recently due to particular characteristics of DNA sequences. The first characteristic is
the fact that DNA sequences contain only four letters, which is a relatively small alphabet
size compared to the English alphabet for instance. Secondly, DNA sequences contain a
relatively high percentage of repeats, which in turn carry significant biological implications.
Several compression techniques have been applied by DNA-specialized compressors;
one such example is Huffman encoding, which is an old compression method but one of the
most common algorithms in data compression. The algorithm functions by encoding high-
7frequency symbols with shorter bit-codes and low-frequency symbols with longer ones. A
specialized tree structure, called Huffman tree, is built for this purpose.
Due to the uniform distribution of the bases in DNA sequences, Huffman encoding
is not the most efficient method to compress such sequences. However, a new method,
called MUHTL [5], shows how Huffman encoding can be better employed to improve the
compression of DNA sequences. Implementation of the MUHTL method can improve the
compression ratios of several small-to-medium genomes. The central idea of this method is
to select frequent repeats so as to force a skewed Huffman tree. It also aims to construct
multiple Huffman trees when encoding. The MUHTL method is described in Chapter 5.
Compression of approximate repeats has been reported to improve the compression
results of DNA sequences [17, 16]. These repeats can be found by computing the approxi-
mate pattern-matching between the subsequences in the genome. As the ET algorithm can
contribute to such a computation, the ET algorithm is intended to be included in the future
version of the MUHTL method in order to find those repeats and eventually improve the
compression results.
Chapter 2
Error Tree: A Tree Structure for Hamming and Edit Distances
and Wildcard Matching
This chapter considers the following problems. Broadly speaking, the main focus is on
problem 2.
Problem 1: Dictionary Indexing
Inputs: A dictionary of N strings, where each string s is of length m symbols of a
finite set of size Σ and
∑N
i=1 |si| = n, a pattern P = p1p2...pm, and an integer k.
Outputs: The set of strings in the dictionary that are at a Hamming distance of less
than or equal to k (k-Hamming distance), edit distance of less than or equal to k (k-edit
distance), or less than or equal to k wildcard matching (k-wildcard matching) with P .
Problem 2: Text Indexing
Inputs: A text of n symbols of a finite set of size Σ, a pattern P = p1p2...pm, and an
integer k.
Outputs: The set of positions of the subsequences in the text that are at k -Hamming
distance, k -edit distance, or k -wildcard matching with P .
Note that problem 1 is a simple case of problem 2. To simplify the presentation, we
assumed that all the strings in the dictionary are of the same length.
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9A novel tree structure, Error Tree (ET ), is proposed to solve the aforementioned
problems. The design is to construct a tree structure that is based on the suffix tree with
additional hash tables. Then, the pattern can be queried using the tree structure. The
space bound for building the ET is efficient and its design is easily extendible. For the
Hamming distance and wildcard matching, the cost of constructing the ET is O(n
logkΣn
k!
)
words with a query time of O(m
k
k!
+ occ)(O(m +
logkΣn
k!
+ occ) in the average case) for any
online or offline pattern, where occ is the number of occurrences to be reported. For the
edit distance, a construction space of O(2kn
logkΣn
k!
) words are required, and O(m
k
k!
+ 3kocc)
(O(m+
logkΣn
k!
+ 3kocc ) in the average case) of query time for any online or offline pattern.
2.1 Background and related work
Many algorithms have been recently proposed that index the text or the dictionary initially to
allow for faster querying. Table 2.1 provides a comparison of most of these recent algorithms.
Some algorithms were designed to solve the k -Hamming distance, k -edit distance, wildcard
matching, or all of them. For the Hamming or edit distance, the data structure of [21] can
output the k -edit distance in O(3kmk+1 + occ) time, where the construction of the structure
requires O(nlogkn) words of space in the average case and takes O(KNΣ) time, where N is
the number of nodes in the index. An algorithm with upper space bound was proposed by
[88], where the space complexity of the index structure is O(n1+) words for any constant
 > 0, but with a query time of O(m + loglogn + occ) for both the k -Hamming and k -edit
distances.
Some algorithms solve both distances using a lower structure space and an upper query
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Table 2.1: Comparison of the known results of the Text Indexing problem for the different
matching problems and a bounded k. Hamming distance (HD), edit distance
(ED), and wildcard matching (WM).
Authors Construction Space Query Time
HD
[22] O(n
(c1logn)
k
k! ) words O(m+
(c2logn)
kloglogn
k! + occ) c1, c2 > 1
[88] O(n1+) O(m+ loglogn+ occ)  > 0, same for ED
ED
[22] O(n
(c3logn)
k
k! ) words O(m+
(c4logn)
kloglogn
k! + 3
kocc) c3, c4 > 1
[43] O(n
√
logn) bits O(Σkmk(k + loglogn) + occ)
[15] O(n), O(m+ logk(k+1)nloglogn+ occ)
O(n) O(logn(Σkmk(k + loglogn) + occ)) 0 <  ≤ 1.
[21] O(nlogkn) words O(3kmk+1 + occ), average case O(KNΣ) time, N :
number of index’s nodes
[39] O(nlogn) bits (Σkmkmax(k, logn) + occ)
WM
[22] O(n
(k+logn)k
k! ) words O(m
2kloglogn
k! + occ)
[12] O(nlognlogk−1
β
n) words O(m+ βkloglogn+ occ) 2 ≤ β ≤ Σ
[45] O(nlogknlogΣ) bits O(m+ 2klogn+ occ)
time. Among these algorithms, a linear space index O(n) was presented by [15], but with
O(m + logk(k+1)nloglogn + occ) query time. Moreover, a data structure of O(n
√
logn) bits
was proposed by [43], which requires O(Σkmk(k+ loglogn) + occ) query time; by using O(n)
bits of space, the query time can be O(logn(Σkmk(k + loglogn) + occ)), where 0 <  ≤ 1.
By using more space, [39] showed an index structure that requires O(nlogn) bits and takes
(Σkmkmax(k, logn)+occ) query time; the index could also be reduced to O(n) by increasing
the query time by a factor of O(logn).
For k -wildcard matching, there is a slight reduction in both time and space costs
over the Hamming and edit distances. Many algorithms introduced structures for solving
this matching problem such as [12, 45]. The algorithm that was introduced by [12] could
generalize the structure of [22] and reduce the space to O(nlognlogk−1β n) words; however,
the query time increased to O(m + βkloglogn + occ), where 2 ≤ β ≤ Σ. A structure with
less space was presented in [45], where the required space was O(nlogknlogΣ) bits; however,
with a slight increase in the query time, O(m+ 2klogn+ occ).
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Data structures with different bounds for the approximate matching problems were
presented by [22]. These include a data structure that requires O(n (c1logn)
k
k!
) words and allows
the k -Hamming distance to be found inO(m+ (c2logn)
kloglogn
k!
+occ) time, and also a structure of
O(n (c3logn)
k
k!
) words that allows the k -edit distance to be found in O(m+ (c4logn)
kloglogn
k!
+3kocc)
time, where c1, c2, c3, c4 > 1 are constants. For wildcard matching, their data structure
requiresO(n (k+logn)
k
k!
) words, which solves the problem inO(m2
kloglogn
k!
+occ) time. The design
of these structures is mainly based on the centroid path decomposition. The construction
of subtrees, which corresponds to the operations of substitution, insertion, deletion, and
wildcarding is performed by using LCA tree [37] and a new data structure called longest
common prefix.
2.2 Preliminaries
The length of string s is len(s). Substring s[x : y] is the substring from position x to position
y. The ith suffix of string s is denoted as suff(s, i). For a list l, l[i] is the item at index
i, l[−1] is the item at the last index, and l[−2] is the item before the last item in l, and so
forth.
2.3 Dictionary Indexing Algorithm
To explain the steps of the algorithm, the steps for k = 1 are shown first. Then, the general
design for k ≥ 2 is explained.
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2.3.1 k = 1 Case
The algorithm involves two stages: construction of a tree and searching for the strings that
are at a one Hamming distance from P .
Construction stage:
1. A generalized suffix tree (GST ) needs to be built for the strings in the dictionary [89].
Therefore, by the definition of the suffix tree, a leaf node for each suffix of the strings
in the dictionary is constructed. The cost is O(n) words.
2. All leaves and internal nodes in the suffix tree are assigned a unique key. The cost is
O(n) words.
Definition 1: A suffix tree with a unique key identifying each leaf and internal node
is called a keyed suffix tree (KST ).
Definition 2: For a string s and a given KST, the function All Visited Nodes, denoted
as AVN(s), returns a list of the nodes′ keys and the edges′ lengths along with their
order, which results from traversing s in the KST.
Corollary 1: In the case of k = 1 and because in problem 1 there exists leaves for all
suffixes of the strings in the dictionary, AVN(s)[-1] can be found for any suffix s of any
string in the dictionary in a constant time. This is owing to the fact that AVN(s)[-1]
is the key of the last visited node after traversing the suffix s in the KST, which must
be a leaf node. Therefore, by hashing all the leaves, AVN(s)[-1] can be returned in a
constant time without traversing s in the KST.
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Corollary 2: Given a KST and two strings, s1 and s2, where len(s1) = len(s2) and s1
is in the KST, if the Hamming distance between s1 and s2 is 1 and a mismatch occurs
at a position x that is not the last position, then AVN(suff(s1, x+1)) = AVN(suff(s2,
x+1)). Similarly, AVN(suff(s1, x+1))[-1] = AVN(suff(s2, x+1))[-1].
3. Construct a compact tree for all the strings in the dictionary; O(n) time and space.
4. For each internal node v, a hash table I1 is initialized. Let L be the set of all the
leaves of the subtree rooted at v, and assuming v at level (symbol depth) i. Then,
for all l in L, first choose any string s labeled at l, and then add to I1 a tuple of
(AV N(suff(s, i+ 1)[−1], l). Therefore:
For each internal node v in the tree:
initialize a hash table I_1
i = get_level(v)
L = get_desc_leaves(v).
For l in L:
choose a string s labeled at l
v.I_1.add(AVN(suff(s, i+1)[-1], l)
Definition 3: Without loss of generality, such a tree structure is called 1 -ET because
it is constructed to find one mismatch.
Fig. 2.1 shows an example of a 1 -ET structure for the sequences CAATGCGAC,
GGAGGCGTC, and TCTGATGAC.
Lemma 1: The above tree structure uses a space of O(NlogΣN) words.
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Fig. 2.1: This tree structure is theGST for the sequences {CAATGCGAC, GGAGGCGTC,
and TCTGATGAC}, after truncating all the paths of depth greater than l = 5.
At the top of the GST , 1-ET and 2-ET structures are constructed. Each node
and leaf is assigned a unique key. Samples of hash tables, I1 and I2, are computed
and shown for the corresponding nodes. Node(x) implies the node with key x.
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Proof: Step 4 is performed for O(N) internal nodes, and at each node it is bounded to
the number of descendant leaves. If 1 -ET is unbalanced, then step 4 will not be performed
for the leaves under a branch that is on a heavy path (the path of most descendant leaves).
Namely, there are O(Σ) branches at each node; all descendant leaves of the branch on a
heavy path will be excluded in step 4 and treated in the query stage as an edge. This means
that the balanced tree will be the worst-case scenario. Then, at each level of the O(logΣN),
N keys will be stored in the hash tables of the nodes that are at that level. Therefore, the
bound will be O(NlogΣN) words of space.
Query stage
The first step is to add all the suffixes of the pattern P to the KST and then compute AVN(.)[-
1] for each suffix. Therefore, the results will be a list, R, that must equal {AVN(suff(P, 1))[-1],
AVN(suff(P, 2)[-1]),..., AVN(suff(P, m))[-1]}m. Secondly, traverse P in 1 -ET as follows. If
the walking (or traversing) is on an edge and the next symbol in P matches with the next
symbol on the edge, then continue the walk as an exact match. If the next symbol in P does
not match with the next symbol at level j, it means that a mismatch has been encountered.
In that case, jump over the next symbol (since the walking is on an edge) and continue the
walk as an exact match until a leaf node (if any) is reached. Then, output the strings that
are labeled at that leaf as a 1-Hamming distance at position j. Now, if the walking reaches
a node v where v is at level j, then check whether the key R[j + 1] is in the I1 table of v
(the constant time cost, I1, is a hash table). If the key is found, all strings that are labeled
at the leaves that are associated with key R[j + 1] are at a 1-Hamming distance at position
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j. Next, continue the walk as an exact match and search for k ≤ 1 mismatch. If the next
symbol in P does not match with any child of v, the search is discontinued.
Lemma 2: The above query requires a time of O(m+ occ).
Proof: Traversing the pattern in 1 -ET costs m. Assuming that m nodes are visited
during the walk, then m hash tables need to be looked up. The cost of each look-up is a
constant time. If any, the cost for outputting the occurrences must also be added.
Theorem 1: When k = 1 and for the Hamming distance and wildcard matching, problem
1 can be solved by indexing the dictionary using O(NlogΣN) words with a query time of O(m
+ occ).
Proof: By lemmas 1 and 2.
Extension for indels
The design can be extended to handle the operations of insertions and deletions. This means
that all strings with an edit distance less than or equal to k (k = 1) with P can be found.
Insertions and deletions result in shifting of the suffixes; such shifts must be tracked
and manipulated by the design of the structure using the AVN function. If two strings s1
and s2 are at an edit distance of 1 that is caused by a deletion operation at a position x of
s2, then this means that suff(s1, x)[1 : m − x − 1] = suff(s2, x + 1). Now, as the AVN
function starts at the root node and must end up at a node with a unique key, the design of
the structure should guarantee the same. For suff(s2, x+ 1), it must end up at a node and
this should not result in a conflict in computing AVN. However, suff(s1, x)[1 : m− x− 1],
which is actually 1 = k level up from the end of suffix suff(s1, x), may result in a conflict
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(as it may not be a leaf node). Therefore, this position must be guaranteed to be a leaf
node with a unique key. Such a preprocessing step must be performed accordingly. As an
alternative solution to creating a new node with a unique key at some point a in the middle
of edge e, one can identify such a point by the value of (t, key(sink(e))), where sink(e) is the
sink node of edge e, t is the distance between a and sink(e), and key(x) is the unique key
that identifies x. However, for a simpler explanation, let us create a new node to identify a
point in the middle of an edge. Hence, the following step must be performed.
Preprocessing step: Let us assume that at each internal node there is a list L that
stores the leaf labels under that node. Now, for each internal node v in 1 -ET, and for each
leaf l in L of the subtree rooted at v, and assuming v is at level i, choose any string s labeled
at l, then walk up by 1=k level of the parent node of the leaf node of suff(s, i). If a node is
reached, say x, then check whether x has a leaf node as a child. If not, create a new leaf node
with a unique key. If there is no node, then a new node with a unique key is created. As a
child of this new node, create a leaf node with a unique key. The cost will be O(NlogΣN)
space and time. This will help to track the effects of shifting the suffixes because of the
deletion and insertion processes.
Insertions and deletions can occur in the pattern or in the strings. Before explain-
ing these four possible cases, the following corollary must be introduced, given that the
preprocessing step has already been performed.
Corollary 3: Given a KST and two strings, s1 and s2, where len(s1) = len(s2) = m
and s1 is in the KST, if the edit distance between s1 and s2 is one and the edit operation is
a deletion at position x in s2 where x is not the last position, then
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AVN(suff(s1, x))[1:m-x-1] = AVN(suff(s2, x+1)). Similarly AVN(suff(s1, x))[-2] =
AVN(suff(s2, x+1))[-1]. Note that suff(s1, x))[1:m-x-1] will always end up at a leaf node
(that must have a unique key) because of the preprocessing step.
Corollary 4: Given a KST and two strings, s1 and s2, where len(s1) = len(s2) = m
and s1 is in the KST, if the edit distance between s1 and s2) is one and the edit operation
is an insertion at position x in s2 where x is not the last position, then
AVN(suff(s1, x+1)) = AVN(suff(s2, x)[1:m-x-1]). Note also that suff(s2, x)[1:m-x-1]
will always end up at a leaf node (that must have a unique key) because of the preprocessing
step; therefore, similarly, AVN(suff(s1, x+1))[-1] = AVN(suff(s2, x))[-2].
2. The four possible cases for the edit distance are as follows.
Case 1: Deletion in the strings. This can be handled using the I1 table. Based on
corollary 3, one can check whether AVN(suff(P , i)[-2] is in I1. If so, then all strings that
are labeled at the leaves that are associated with the key of AVN(suff(P , i)[-2] must have an
edit distance with P as a deletion (in the strings) at position i.
Case 2: Insertion in the strings. For this case, another hash table I1 ins needs to
be initialized at each internal node. Then, step 4 of section 2.3.1 should be computed, but
instead of adding (AVN(suff(s, i+ 1))[-1], l) into I1, (AVN(suff(s, i))[-2], l) is added to I1 ins.
Note that because of the preprocessing step, AVN(suff(s, i))[-2] is always a leaf node with
a unique key. This allows us to check whether AVN(suff(P , i + 1)[-1] is in I1 ins, based on
corollary 4. If so, then all the strings that are labeled at the leaves that are associated with
the key AVN(suff(P , i)[-2] must have an edit distance with P as an insertion (in the strings)
at position i.
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Before proceeding to the next two cases, note that a deletion in the strings is similar
to an insertion in the pattern. Likewise, an insertion in the strings is similar to a deletion
in the pattern.
Case 3: Deletion in the pattern. There is no need to modify the construction of 1 -ET.
This case can be computed by searching AVN(suff(P , i+ 1)[-1] in I1 ins.
Case 4: Insertion in the pattern. This case can be computed by searching AVN(suff(P ,
i)[-2] in I1.
Theorem 2: When k=1 and for the edit distance, problem 1 can be solved by indexing
the dictionary using O(NlogΣN) words, and O(m + occ) of query time.
Proof: The cost for the preprocessing step will be O(NlogΣN) words. At each internal
node, there are two hash tables corresponding to the operations of mismatch and insertion.
Computing I1 ins will be the same as computing I1 in step 4 of section 2.3.1, which is
O(NlogΣN) words of space. The query time, as described for each case, will be O(m+ occ).
2.3.2 Case of k ≥ 2
In the case of k = 1, the main step in the design is the association of only the key of the last
node(leaf), AVN(.)[-1], of the suffixes that are labeled at the leaves. In the case of k ≥ 2,
the keys of all the nodes that are returned by AVN(.) for some suffix s need to be associated
with all tuples that contain s in the Ik−1 tables that are stored in the nodes on the path
of s in (k-1 )-ET. Before describing the steps of the design, we need to state the following
corollary.
Corollary 5: Given a KST and two strings, s1 and s2, where len(s1) = len(s2) and s1
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is in the KST, if the Hamming distance between s1 and s2 is k and the mismatches occur at
positions pos = {p1, p2, ..., pk−1, pk} assuming that there is a node at each level of position
in pos in the path to s1, then
AV N(s1[1 : p1 − 1])) = AV N(s2[1 : p1 − 1])),
AV N(s1[p1 + 1 : p2 − 1])) = AV N(s2[p1 + 1 : p2 − 1])),
.
.
AV N(s1[pk−1 + 1 : pk−1])) = AV N(s2[pk−1 + 1 : pk − 1]))
Equivalently,
AV N(s1[1 : p1 − 1]))[−1] = AV N(s2[1 : p1 − 1]))[−1],
AV N(s1[p1 + 1 : p2 − 1]))[−1] = AV N(s2[p1 + 1 : p2 − 1]))[−1],
.
.
AV N(s1[pk−1 + 1 : pk−1]))[−1] = AV N(s2[pk−1 + 1 : pk − 1]))[−1]
Construction stage:
1. The first step is to collect not only the key of the last visited node (leaf) in the path of
some suffix s, but also all the keys of the nodes in the path of s. Therefore, we perform
the following for each internal node v.
(a) Given that the descendant leaves under node v are stored in L and the level of
v is i, then initialize a hash table Ik, and for each leaf l in L choose any string
s. Next, compute AVN(suff(s, i + 1)). Note that in the computation of AVN(),
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if the walking is on an edge, then AVN() returns the length of that edge and a
tag indicating that fact. If the walking is at a node, then the key of that node is
returned with a tag indicating that the walking is at a node.
(b) After computing AVN(suff(s, i + 1)), first traverse k -ET to leaf l, skipping one
level, and perform the following:
if the next node u in AVN(suff(s, i + 1)) is aligned with the middle of an edge:
v.I_k.add( ((u.key(), edge), l))
if the next node u1 in AVN(suff(s, i + 1)) is aligned with a node u2:
for each tuple p in u2.I_k-1 that has l:
v.I_k.add(((u1.key(), p[1]),.., p[k]))
Note that there is no need to walk explicitly to leaf l; instead, we check the
alignment between a visited node in the path with a node in AVN(suff(s, i + 1)),
or the length of an edge that was visited in the path with the edge’s length in
AVN(suff(s, i + 1)), which is a simple convolution. Therefore, the following cases
must be experienced while walking to leaf l in k -ET.
Case 1: The next node u in AVN(suff(s, i + 1)) is aligned with the middle of
an edge in k -ET. Then, add to Ik of v a tuple that contains: the key of u, a tag
indicating the alignment is at an edge, and l.
Case 2: The next node u1 in AVN(suff(s, i + 1)) is aligned with a node u2 while
traversing k -ET. Then, for each tuple p that has l in Ik−1 of u2, associate the key
of u1 and the items in P in their order as a tuple and then add this new tuple
into Ik of v.
In the case of an unbalanced KST, steps 1.1 and 1.2 may cost more than O(logΣn)
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for each suffix. In step 1.1, the paths for all suffixes under some internal node are
computed by traversing the KST beginning from the root. This can be optimized
instead, as these suffixes share the same prefixes, hence the same nodes will be
visited. Furthermore, all tuples in an Ik−1 will eventually be associated with the
same aligned node’s key in the AVN(.) list, based on step 1.2.
Therefore, steps 1.1 and 1.2 can be computed using depth-first search and back-
tracking. Beginning by computing AVN(suff(s, i + 1)) for the leftmost leaf lf1
of, say the subtree rooted at v, where s is a string labeled at lf1, and i is the
level of v. While traversing 1 -ET, if a node u is reached, then for each tuple
in Ik−1 of u, associate the node’s key x (in AVN(.)) with each tuple, and then
add the new tuple into Ik of v, and store x in node u. If a node’s key x (in the
AVN(.)) is aligned with the middle of an edge, then add the (x, L) into Ik of v,
where L stores the strings that are labeled at the sink node of the edge. When
lf1 is reached, then backtrack to the parent node, p of lf1. Next, obtain the key
x that was stored at p, go to node x in the KST and beginning from x, compute
AVN(suff(s, i)) where s is any string labeled at the leftmost leaf lf2 of p, and i
is the level of p. Then, walk to leaf lf2 in the same manner by using the new
AVN() list. Repeat the process until the depth-first search is finished. Note that
this process will reduce the construction time by a factor of O(logΣn) in the case
of a balanced KST.
At the end of the walking, note that the keys of O(logΣn) node may be associated
with O(
logk−1Σ n
k!
) tuples that are in Ik−1 during the walking to leaf l. Therefore,
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eventually, each level costs O(N
logk−1Σ n
k!
) words of space. As there are O(logΣN)
levels, the bound will sum to O(NlogΣN
logk−1Σ n
k!
). Fig. 2.1 shows a sample of
2-ER.
2. Steps 1.1 and 1.2 are performed for suff(s, i+1) on the tables Ik−1 skipping 1 level.
Similarly, the same steps are performed for suff(s, i+2),...,suff(s, i+k-1) on the tables
of Ik−2,...,I1 skipping 2,..., k − 1 level, respectively.
3. Thus far, the above steps cover the case in which, at each internal node, the symbols
at the first k− 1 levels are errors. However, they do not cover the case in which all the
first k symbols after the internal nodes are actually errors. In this case, perform step
4 of section 2.3.1, for suff(s, i + k) instead for suff(s, i + 1) as in the case of k = 1.
The cost for this case is the same as that for case k = 1, O(NlogΣN) words of space.
Lemma 3: The above tree structure uses O(NlogΣN
logk−1Σ n
k!
) space.
Proof: As there are logΣN levels, note that all Ik tables at, say level i, contain all
tuples of tables I1, I2, ..., Ik−1 that are at each level i+ 1, i+ 2, ..., logΣN . This sums
up to
logk−1Σ n
k!
. Thus, over all O(logΣN) levels, the cost of constructing k -ET for any k
will be O(NlogΣN
logk−1Σ n
k!
) words.
Query stage:
When k = 1, the number of possible error positions is m, as m is the length of P . For k ≥ 2,
the number of possible combinations of error positions would be
(
m
k
)
, which is bounded to
O(m
k
k!
).
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Before stating the steps of querying a pattern, the following cases that may arise when
the AVN(.) function is computed for each suffix of the pattern need to be described.
Case 1: Traversing a suffix in the KST diverges at an internal node. The design of
the algorithm already covers this case, as all the internal nodes in the KST are marked back
in the ET.
Case 2: Traversing a suffix in the KST diverges in the middle of an edge. In this case,
jumping (skipping the next symbol in the edge) should be allowed k times during the walking
at that edge or any subsequent edge. If the walking ends up at a leaf after no more than
k jumps, then deduct the number of jumps that were performed out of the k mismatches
during the searching process. If the walking, after no more than k jumps, ends at an internal
node, then this case is similar to case 1 but after deducting the number of jumps that were
performed out of the k mismatches during the searching process. If a node (internal or leaf)
is not reached after exactly k jumps, then P will have no outputs at all of k mismatches with
any string in the dictionary, as one of its suffixes does not reach a leaf or an internal node
after allowing k jumps (where jumps represent mismatches). Note that jumps are counted
only at edges and not on any internal node, as the algorithm’s design is already marking the
internal nodes back in the ET, and the jumps (assumed to be errors) after these internal
nodes are already accounted for in the design.
According to these cases, we define the following function.
Definition 4: For a string s, an integer k, and a given KST, the function All Visited
Nodes with k jumps, denoted as AVNJ(s, k), returns a list of the keys of the nodes and the
lengths of the edges (with their order) resulting from walking s in the KST allowing k jumps
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(in case of mismatches) on only the edge, and the positions of any jumps that occurred.
Therefore, the query process is computed as follows.
1. Collect AV NJ(s, k) for each suffix s1, s2, ..., sm of the pattern. Then, there are m lists.
Let us call this list R.
2. Walk the pattern P in k -ET, then at each internal node v and assuming v is at
level i, search whether Ik contains any of the combinations of
(
m−i
k
)
keys that can
be extracted from the list R. If so, report the leaves’ labels that were associated with
the key combinations as the output. If the walk is on an edge, skip (jump) over any
mismatches that are encountered, which is a simple convolution.
Lemma 4: The above query time is O(m
k
k!
+ occ) or O(m+
logkΣn
k!
+ occ) in the average
case.
Proof: At each node v visited while walking the pattern, it is necessary to search in
the hash tables at v for combinations of error positions, which can be O(m
k
k!
), that can be
extracted from list R. Note that, in the average case, each list in R will have O(logΣn) nodes
(unique keys). Hence, in this case, a search of O(
logkΣn
k!
) combinations will be needed.
Theorem 3: When k ≥ 2 and for the Hamming distance and wildcard matching, problem
1 can be solved by indexing the dictionary using O(NlogΣN
logk−1Σ n
k!
) words, and O(m
k
k!
+ occ)
(O(m+
logkΣn
k!
+ occ) in the average case) query time.
Proof: By lemmas 3 and 4.
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Extension for indels
In order to handle the insertions and deletions for any value of k, the following modifications
should be considered.
1. A leaf node at the kth level above all leaves in the KST must be created or guar-
anteed. Therefore, visit k levels above each leaf and perform the preprocessing step
given in section 2.3.1. Note that, during the construction of 1 -ET to (k-1)-ET, the
preprocessing step for each case of 1 to k − 1 must have been computed already.
2. For insertion operations only, at each internal node and assuming i is the level of the
node, perform step 1 in section 2.3.2 for suff(s, i)[1:m-i-k-1] on table I1 ins, then add
the results into the Ik ins table. In addition, perform the same for suff(s, i)[1:m-i-k-
2],..,suff(s, i)[1:m-i-2] on the tables of I2 ins,..,Ik−2 ins.
3. Likewise, step 3 of section 2.3.2 must be performed, but for suff(s, i)[1:m-i-k] and by
adding the results into Ik ins.
Note that the edit distance can be any combination of substitutions, deletions, or
insertions. For this, perform steps 1, 2, and 3 above for all the tables at a node;
namely, the Ik and Ik ins tables, as well as Ik ins. Then, add the results into a hash
table Ik edit. This will add an extra space of 2
k words. Therefore, the total cost for
building k -ET that can handle a k edit distance will be O(2kNlogΣN
logk−1Σ n
k!
)).
4. The number of combinations to be searched will increase by a factor of 3k. Hence, the
query time for the edit distance will be O(m
k
k!
+ 3kocc)(O(m +
logkΣn
k!
+ 3kocc) in the
average case).
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Theorem 4: When k ≥ 2 and for the edit distance, problem 1 can be solved by indexing
the dictionary using O(2kNlogΣN
logk−1Σ n
k!
) words, and a query time of O(m
k
k!
+ 3kocc) (O(m+
logkΣn
k!
+ 3kocc) in the average case).
Proof: Omitted.
2.4 Algorithm Design for Text Indexing
The design and construction of the ET for problem 2 are similar to that of problem 1, but
there are some differences. Here, we describe the differences and preprocessing steps that
are required to resolve them in order to apply the same design and construction of problem
1 to problem 2.
1. The depth of each path in the suffix tree might not be less than or equal to m. Paths
with depths greater than m are useless while searching for a pattern of length m.
Moreover, such paths increase costs through backward traversing of the tree and during
the creation of new nodes.
2. In problem 1, a leaf node for each suffix of the strings must have been already con-
structed; this is guaranteed by the design and construction of generalized suffix trees.
This is not the case for problem 2, in which there is just one text string. The leaves
for the suffixes of each suffix (or specifically m-mer) are not constructed explicitly.
Now, in order to resolve these issues, the following steps are needed:
1. All paths in the suffix tree must have a depth of no more than m. This can be achieved
by traversing all the paths, then the depth of each path is counted by adding the lengths
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of the edges on each path. When a depth of m is reached, then if that point is already
a node, trim all edges/nodes below that node and store the labels of the descendant
leaves explicitly. If the point is on an edge, create a leaf node, then explicitly store the
labels of the descendant leaves of the sink node of the edge, and trim the edge below
that point. The cost of this step will be O(n) time and space, since there is no need to
read the edges’ symbols; only the length of the edges need to be read (constant time).
Moreover, the number of new nodes that will be created is O(n) . Such a suffix tree is
called a Trimmed Suffix Tree of depth m (TSTm).
2. Beginning from TSTm, we need to mark/tag suffixes of these suffixes similar to the
design of problem 1. Note that in problem 1 not all m suffixes of the strings were
considered in the design, since we only computed the AVN(.) for the suffixes of the
descendant strings under the internal nodes. Thus, O(nlogΣn) of suffixes will be under
consideration as opposed to O(nm). In order to resolve this, note that after performing
step 1, the sixth suffix (for instance) of the suffix at position 1020 will be the prefix
from root to position m− 6 of the suffix 1026. Therefore, the cost to guarantee/create
a leaf node for the sixth suffix of suffix 1020 is to start from the leaf node of suffix-1026
and walk as far as position m− 6. Then, make sure there is a leaf node there or create
a new one with a unique key for identification. Again, there is no need to walk on the
edge explicitly to reach point m− 6, as it is sufficient to read the length of the edges.
Hence, the cost will be O(logΣn).
In the case of an unbalanced suffix tree, this step can be performed by using a depth-
first search and backtracking to the KST, as described in section 2.3.2. In conclusion,
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the cost of guaranteeing/creating a leaf node for any suffix under consideration for any
string labeled at an internal node is O(logΣn) additional time.
3. There is no need to build another compressed tree for the text in this problem, as the
TSTm may be considered as a sufficient representation for all the k ETs. Therefore, all
operations and all the k ETs can be constructed at the top of the TSTm. Alternatively,
each of the k ETs can be constructed using an independent tree.
After performing these modifications, k -ET can be built using the same steps employed
in problem 1, at a cost of O(n
logkΣn
k!
) words.
The above design constructs an ET structure that can answer a query for any pattern
of length m. In order to design the ET to handle any pattern of length less than or equal to
n− k, perform the following modifications beginning from the KST.
1. Index all the leaves from left to right of the KST so that the set of leaves under the
subtree rooted at each internal node, v, is indexed using an interval of two integers.
2. Now, for any case of k (even in the case of k=1), collect the keys in the KST using
a depth-first search. In addition, instead of associating all the tuples of Ik−1 with the
explicit leaves’ label that are stored at a visited node, associate them instead with the
index label (computed by the above step) of a visited node instead. Therefore, step
1.b in section 2.3.2 is modified to the following, given that this step must be performed
using a depth-first search, as is discussed in section 2.3.2:
if the next node u in AVN(suff(s, i + 1)) is aligned with the middle of an edge:
v.I_k.add( ((u.key(), edge), IL(edge.sink)))
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// where IL(edge.sink)) is the index label of the sink node of the edge.
if the next node u1 in AVN(suff(s, i + 1)) is aligned with a node u2:
for each tuple p in u2.I_k-1:
v.I_k.add(((u1.key(), p[1]),.., p[k]))
Theorem 5: When k ≥ 1 and for the Hamming distance and wildcard matching, problem
2 can be solved by indexing the text using O(n
logkΣn
k!
) words, and a query time of O(m
k
k!
+ occ)
(O(m+
logkΣn
k!
+ occ) in the average case).
Proof: Omitted.
Theorem 6: When k ≥ 2 and for the edit distance matching, problem 2 can be solved by
indexing the text using O(n
logkΣn
k!
) words, and a query time of O(m
k
k!
+ 3kocc) (O(m+
logkΣn
k!
+
3kocc) in the average case).
Proof: Omitted.
Chapter 3
ET-Motif: Solving the Exact (l, d)-Planted Motif Problem Using
Error Tree Structure
In this chapter, an exact solution (ET-Motif ), for the (l, d)-Planted Motif Problem using the
Error Tree (ET ) structure is proposed. In addition, Quorum Planted Motif Search (qPMS)
and Edit Distance Planted Motif Search (EDPMS) problems are also addressed.
3.1 Introduction and Related Work
Motif finding is an important and a challenging problem in biology and bioinformatics. A
motif is a substring that occurs in a set of DNA or protein sequences, where the substrings
can differ in a number of mutations. The problem is also known in the literature as the
closest substring problem. In terms of biological applications, finding such a motif can lead
to the finding of promoters, enhancers, locus control regions, transcription factors, and more.
The problem involves several formulations: Planted Motif Search, Simple Motif Search,
and Edit-distance-based Motif Search. Planted Motif Search (PMS) is the most studied
formulation as it better reflects the models of real motifs in real DNA/protein data. The
problem is stated as follows: Given n sequences of length m each, l denotes the length of the
motif of interest, and d the number of mutations allowed, the (l, d)-PMS involves finding
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a motif M that has at least one substring of length l (l -mer) in each sequence, where the
Hamming distance between M and each such substring is no more than d. These substrings
are called instances or variants of the motif M . The Hamming distance between two strings
of the same length is the number of substitutions required to transform the first string into
the second one.
An algorithm that solves the PMS problem can be exact, where all motifs for the
given sequences can be found; or approximate, where not all motifs in the sequences can be
found. The worst time complexity of any exact algorithm must be exponential to one of the
parameters, as it has been proven that the exact PMS problem is NP-complete [44]. In this
dissertation, we address the exact solutions for the PMS problem.
For both, the exact and approximate algorithms, several approaches have been pro-
posed to solve the PMS problem; which are mainly pattern-based and sample-driven. A
pattern-driven approach selects candidate motifs from the input sequences, and then deter-
mines its validity. Many algorithms have adopted such an approach, such as Voting [20],
PMS1 [69], PMS2 [69], PMS3 [69], stemming [42], PMS4 [70], PMS5 [24], PMS6 [9], and
PairMotif [93]. On the other hand, sample-based approaches find the positions of the mo-
tif’s instances in the sequences. Among the algorithms that have adopted this approach are:
PMS8 [61], WINNOWER [65], DPCFG [92], RecMotif [83], and ListMotif [84].
Furthermore, PMS algorithms can be categorized based on the tree or graph struc-
ture adopted to solve the problem. Several graph-based algorithms were proposed, such as
WINNOWER [65], DPCFG [92], cWINNOWER [46], and MotifCut [30]. The main theme
in graph-based algorithms is to build a graph in which the nodes are l -mers (substrings of
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length l) derived from the input sequences, and an edge connects two nodes if the Hamming
distance between both of the nodes (l -mers) is no more than 2d. Then, the motif finding
proceeds by searching for cliques, then computes the motif out of these cliques. Such a design
was implemented in WINNOWER.
Several algorithms were proposed to solve the PMS problem by using different tree
structures. Most of these algorithms utilize the linear time and space of the suffix trees
(ST ) [89], and use different or novel tree structures such as search tree and neighborhood
tree [27]. Among these algorithms are mainly SPLELLER [74], WEEDER [63], CENSUS
[27], RISOTTO [66], FLAME [29], TreeMotif [85], and MITRA [26]. The first step in most
of these algorithms is to build a ST for the input sequences. Then, preprocess the tree
using several techniques or build another tree structure that employs the suffix tree. For
instance, all d -neighbors of all l -mers in the input sequences are traversed in the suffix tree
to be validated as a motif [74]. The d -neighbors of an l -mer r are all l -mers that are at a
Hamming distance of no more than d from r.
A survey of the PMS problem has been addressed in several papers such as [87], [94],
and [23].
3.2 Solving PMS problem using ET design
The design of ET contributes considerably from various aspects in solving the PMS problem.
First, the design of ET involves assigning each node in an ST a unique key, so that any string
(such as the prefix, substring, or suffix of a string) can be represented by a key value. Such
a representation allows for faster manipulation of the alignment process by hashing these
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keys. In addition, it facilitates referencing of the same tree to track prefixes, substrings,
and suffixes between the strings in the input data and the string that needs to be aligned.
For the PMS problem, this can be of great benefit since the problem involves considerably
redundant prefixes, substrings, and suffixes. Before proceeding to the second contribution,
let us state the following definition.
Definition 3: Assume strings x and y are of Hamming distance of no more than d
and P = p1, p2, .., pd is a sorted list of the positions where the mismatches occur. Then, we
call s[p1 + 1..p2 − 1], s[p2 + 1..p3 − 1], .., s[pd + 1..|x|] the common exact substrings.
The design of ET enables us to compute the alignment without computing the enumer-
ation of (Σ−1)d strings. This is due to the fact that ET’s design computes the alignment by
finding the common exact substring and disregards the mismatch positions as the alignment
is of no more than d distance.
Lastly, finding alignments using ET is dependent on the depth of ST. If the depth is
O(l) (unbalanced ST), then the alignment cost can be O(
(
l
d
)
+occ). If the depth is O(logΣn)
(balanced ST), then the cost is O(l +
(
logΣnm
d
)
+ occ), where d is the allowed Hamming
distance and nm is the total length of the input sequences. Note that, processing of each
l -mer in the input sequences is independent from that of the other l -mers; this disregards
any similarities (even approximate) among them. Undoubtedly, these similarities can be
exploited for a faster solution. Therefore, employing tree structures that can reveal such
similarities can result in a faster solution.
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3.3 Algorithm for PMS problem
The problem is to find a motif M of length l, where in each sequence there is at least one
l -mer at a Hamming distance of no more than d from M .
The main ideas of the ET-Motif algorithm are as follows. First, all d -neighbors of
each l -mer in an arbitrary sequence in the input sequences can be generated. Then, the
alignments of no more than d Hamming distance between each neighbor and all l -mers in
the other input sequences can be searched using the design of ET. Second, as the d -neighbors
of the suffixes at positions i of all d -neighbors of an l -mer r are the same as the d -neighbors
of suffix i of r. Therefore, any processing that can be computed on the d -neighbors of the
suffix at position i of r, can be applied implicitly for each suffix at the same position i of all
d -neighbors of r. Thus, there is no need to explicitly perform the same processing for each
suffix at the position i of all d -neighbors of r.
Before describing the algorithm, let us state the following definition:
Definition 3: Assume ST is a suffix tree in which each node is assigned a unique key.
Then, the function keys(ST, s, p1, p2, .., pd) returns a tuple of (k0, k1, k2, .., kd) keys where
k0 = key(s[1..p1 − 1]), k1 = key(s[p1 + 1..p2 − 1]), .., kd−1 = key(s[pd−1 + 1..pd − 1]), kd =
key(s[pd + 1..|s|]).
3.3.1 ET-Motif algorithm
The algorithm is stated as follows.
1. Build a generalized suffix tree (GST ) [91], for all n input sequences.
2. Trim (truncate) all paths in the GST so that each path is of a depth of no more than
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l.
3. Assign a unique key for each node in GST.
4. For each l -mer r in s1, initialize a hash table E. Then:
(a) Generate d -neighbors for r, associate each neighbor with two integers, t and c,
and add them into E. The integer t is used to temporarily store the sequence
number of the last alignment that supported the associated neighbor. While the
integer c stores the number of sequences that support the associated neighbor.
(b) Add all l -mers in E into the ST. For any node that was visited by at least one
l -mer, mark it as a Target Node (TN). Then, store a set N that stores all such
l -mers at each TN .
(c) Initialize l − 1 hash tables, S1, S2, .., Sl−1. Then, for each Si, compute for each
combination of
(
l−i+1
d
)
, say P , and suffix i of r, say s, the function keys(ST, s, P ).
Then, add the result into Si.
(d) At each TN node, let us have n − 1 lists, L2, .., Ln, where Lj stores the leaves’
labels (input sequences’ l -mers) that are in sequence j.
(e) For each i in 2, 3, ..., n:
For each descendant leaf f in Li at some TN , say tn, that is at level v:
For each combination of
(
l−v+1
d
)
, P , and suffix v of f and s, compute
keys(ST, s, P ). Then, find the entry of keys(ST, s, P ) in Sv. If found,
for each neighbor h in N at tn, search for h in E. Then, check if the
variable t that is associated with h is equal to i. If yes, do nothing.
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If not, set t to i and increment the variable c that is associated with
h by 1. Stop the search for the other leaves in Li, because an l -mer
that is of no more than d Hamming distance of the neighbors in h will
already have been found in sequence i.
(f) Scan all neighbors in E. If the variable c that is associated with some neighbor
is equal to n, output that neighbor as a valid motif.
3.4 Time and space complexity and comparison
This section states the time and space complexity of the ET-Motif algorithm, and presents
a comparison of common tree-based algorithms.
Theorem 1: The (l,d)-planted motif problem can be solved in O(nm2
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
time and
O(
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j) + nml) space.
Proof: Steps 1, 2, and 3 each costs O(mn) time and space. Step 4.a and 4.b each
cost O(
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ − 1)j) time and space. Step 4.c costs O(∑dj=0 (lj) time and space. For
step 4.d, the cost is O(nml). Alternatively, if we use n indices for the leaves’ labels of each
sequence, this step can be performed using O(n2m) space. For step 4.e, the time cost is
O(nm
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
in total (assuming all O(nm) l -mers in the input sequences are labeled at all
TN nodes). Lastly, step 4.f costs O(
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j) time. Since step 4 can be performed
in m− l+ 1 l -mers, then step 4 costs O(nm2∑dj=0 (lj) in total. Therefore, the total time cost
is O(nm2
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
, and the space cost is O(
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j) + nml).
Theorem 2: If the GST of the input sequences is balanced, the (l,d)-planted motif
problem can be solved in O(nm2
∑d
j=0
(
logΣnm
j
)
time and O(
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ − 1)j + nmlogΣnm)
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space, .
Proof: the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 1 except in two steps. Step 4.d
costs (nmlogΣnm), because the depth of the ST is (logΣnm). For step 4.f, not all l suffixes of
each l -mer of the input sequences are considered for such computations, but only (logΣnm)
suffixes; hence, the total time cost is O(nm
∑d
j=0
(
logΣnm
j
)
).
Theorem 3: The (l,d)-planted motif problem can be solved in O(nm
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
) time and
O(m
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j) space.
Proof: This theorem indicates that by using more space (factor ofm), the PMS problem
can be solved using a lower time bound by a factor of m. This can be achieved using the
following modifications.
1. Steps 1, 2, and 3 are the same.
2. Initialize a hash table E. Then, for each l -mer r at position j in s1:
(a) Generate d -neighbors for r, and associate each neighbor with j and two integers
t and c. Then, add them into E.
(b) Initialize l−1 hash tables, S1, S2, .., Sl−1, then for each Si and for each combination
of
(
l−i+1
d
)
, P , and the ith suffix of r, s, compute the function keys(ST, s, P ).
Create a hash table at the entry of keys(ST, s, P ) and add j into this hash table.
3. For each tuple of (r, h) in E, where h is a neighbor that was generated from l -mer r,
add h into the ST. Let us mark any node that is visited by h as a Target Node (TN).
At each TN , create up to m sets where set j stores all the tuples that have j in their
first item (the first item of the tuple). In addition, associate a flag with each set. Let
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all such sets be stored in a list N .
4. Let us store at each TN node, n− 1 lists L2, ..., Ln; so that Lj stores the leaves’ labels
(input sequences’ l -mers) that are in sequence j.
5. For each i in 2, 3, .., n:
For each descendant leaf f in Li at some TN , say tn, where t is at level v:
For each combination of
(
l−v+1
d
)
, P , and for suffix v of f , s, compute
keys(ST, s, P ). Then,
(a) Find the entry y of keys(ST, s, P ) in Sv. If found, then for each tuple
(that is in the form (r, h)) in each set e in N at tn, search for r in the
hash table of y. If found, search for h in E. Then, check if the variable
t that is associated with h equals i. If yes, do nothing. If not, set t to
i and increment the variable c that is associated with h by 1.
(b) Set the associated flag with set e to 1, as the neighbors in e will have
already been supported by some l -mer with no more than d Hamming
distance in si.
(c) When all flags of all sets at tn are 1, stop the search for other leaves
in Li, because all neighbors in N will already have been supported by
an l -mer in si that is of no more than d Hamming distance.
Set all flags of all sets in N of all TN to be 0.
6. Scan all neighbors in E. If the variable c that is associated with some neighbor equals
n, output that neighbor as a valid motif.
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Theorem 4: In the case of a balanced generalized suffix tree (that is built for the input
sequences), the (l,d)-planted motif problem can be solved in O(nm
∑d
j=0
(
logΣnm
j
)
) time and
O(m
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j) space..
Proof: Omitted.
Many algorithms have been proposed for the problem. Table 3.1 presents a comparison
between the known bounds, and the ones that are proposed in this chapter.
Table 3.1: Comparison of the time and space bounds of the tree-based algorithms that
address the PMS problem, and the stated bounds in this chapter.
Authors Time bound Space bound (words)
SPELLER [74] O(lnm2
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j) (lnm2)
Mitra [26] O(lnm
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j) (lnm)
CENSUS [27] O(nm
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j) O(lnm)
RISOTTO [66] O(nm2
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j) (nm2)
This dissertation, balanced GST O(nm2
∑d
j=0
(
logΣnm
j
)
) O(nml)
This dissertation, unbalanced GST O(nm2
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
) O(nml)
This dissertation, balanced GST O(nm
∑d
j=0
(
logΣnm
j
)
) O(m
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j)
This dissertation, unbalanced GST O(nm
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
) O(m
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j)
3.4.1 Pruning Procedures
Several pruning procedures can be applied to speed up the solution for the PMS problem
and/or to reduce the required space. To explain some of the main procedures, let us assume
that the GST of the input sequences has already been built, and at each node in the GST
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we have n lists, L1, L2, .., Ln where Lj stores the leaves’ labels (input sequences’ l -mers) that
are in sequence j.
• Find the sequence that has the maximum number of common neighborhood in its
l -mers. The fastest and heuristically most feasible process to accomplish this is to
find the sequence whose l -mers share more exact substrings. There are two factors for
this computation, the length of the exact substring and the number of l -mers in the
sequence that contains such a substring.
Let us perform the process for some sequence x. First, we initialize an integer g. Then,
traverse each node t in the GST where t is at level j, and calculate the size of Lx ×
length of the suffix (which is j) × ∑dg=0 (jg)(Σ− 1)g, where Lx is the list that contains
all the leaf’s labels that correspond to sequence x. Add up this value to g. Perform
the same process for all the sequences in the input sequences. Then, let the sequence
with the maximum value of g be the sequence for step 4. The cost of this procedure is
O(nml) time and space.
• Similarly, we compute the 1-neighbor of each sequence. Then, add them into a hash
table where the count for each neighbor is computed using ET. For step 4, select the
sequence that has neighbors with the maximum total counts. Next, perform the same
steps for (2, 3, ..., d’ )-neighbors where d′ << d. The cost of these operations is
O(nm
∑d′
j=0
(
l
j
)
). Since d′ is small compared to d, this cost can be neglected but may
speed up the solution of the problem.
• This procedure attempts to prune neighbors that are not expected to be valid motifs
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based on the following observation. If an l -mer r is a valid (l, d) motif, then any
substring u of length l′ of r is also a valid (l’, d) motif. The contrapositive of this
statement is also true; meaning if u is not a valid (l’, d) motif, then r is not a valid (l,
d) motif. Applying this procedure can prune neighbors that are not candidate motifs.
To apply such a procedure, select l′ to be of a short length compared to l, i.e., l′ = l
2
.
Then, scan s1 using windows of length l
′ as follows: Let us assume that the window
w is s1[i..i + l
′ − 1], which is at position i. This means that w lies within each l -mer
i− l′, i− l′ + 1, .., i = L. Then, check if w is a valid (l’, d) motif. If not, for each l -mer
r in L and during the generation of d -neighbors of r, prune any neighbor that has w
as an exact match.
3.5 Edit Distance Motifs and Edited Motif problems
The algorithm can be modified in simple ways to handle other variations of the PMS problem;
namely, qPMS and EDPMS.
qPMS problem is defined similarly to PMS problem but with a slight modification.
The motif is valid if it is presented in q sequences instead of all n sequences. Therefore, to
solve the qPMS problem using the ET-Motif algorithm, step 4 must be computed not only
for one sequence (s1), but also for n− q+ 1 sequences; then, at each round, step 4.f must be
modified so that if the variable c that is associated with some neighbor is more than q, then
this neighbor is a valid motif. Hence, Theorems 1-4 can be modified by increasing the time
bounds by n− q + 1 factor; thereby, they are valid theorems for the qPMS problem as well.
The definition of the EDPMS problem is also similar to the PMS problem but with a
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simple modification. The motif must be no more than d edit distance instead of Hamming
distance with any l -mer in the input sequences. This can also be solved because the design
of ET does support the edit distance, but with an increase of a factor of O(3d) in the costs
of time and space. Therefore, the following modifications in Theorems 1-4 can be applied
so that they can be valid for the EDPMS problem. An increase of O(
∑d
j=0 3
j
(
l
j
)
) instead of
O(
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
) in the time bounds, and with a space bound of O(
∑d
j=0 3
d
(
l
j
)
(Σ−1)j) instead of
O(
∑d
j=0
(
l
j
)
(Σ− 1)j). For a balanced GST, the same increase in the space and time bounds
is still applied, but by using O(
(
logΣnm
j
)
) combinations instead of O(
(
l
j
)
).
Chapter 4
HGA: De novo Genome Assembly Method for Bacterial Genomes
Using High-coverage Short Sequencing Reads
A novel hierarchical genome assembly (HGA) methodology is introduced that is designed
to take advantage of high-coverage reads. The method starts by independently assembling
disjoint subsets of the sequencing reads, combining the assemblies of the subsets, and finally
re-assembling the combined contigs along with the original reads. Empirical evaluation
of this methodology for eight leading assemblers using seven GAGE-B bacterial datasets
consisting of 100-bp Illumina HiSeq and 250-bp Illumina MiSeq reads shows that HGA
leads to significant improvement in the assembly quality, based on N50 and corrected N50
metrics, for all evaluated datasets using most evaluated assemblers (those used to assemble
the disjoint subsets).
4.1 Background
De novo genome assembly is one of the fundamental problems in bioinformatics. Interest in
the problem has been renewed in the past decade because of the advent of next-generation
sequencing (NGS) technologies, which generate a large numbers of short (100-400 bp) reads
at relatively low sequencing error rates. There are three main approaches for de novo genome
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assembly: the greedy strategy, the string overlap graph, and the de Bruijn graph. In the
greedy approach, the assembly algorithm works by selecting seed reads and greedily ex-
tending them with maximum overlapping reads until no more overlap is possible. This was
the approach adopted by some early assemblers such as SSAKE [90], SHARCGS [25], and
VCAKE [40]. Unfortunately, the greedy approach does not take into account the ambigui-
ties that are induced by repeats and sequencing errors, resulting in numerous misassembly
errors.
The string overlap graph approach is based on building a graph with reads as nodes
and edges connecting every pair of nodes if the corresponding reads overlap given a minimum
overlap length. Building the overlap graph involves a computationally intensive all-against-
all pairwise comparison step. After constructing the graph, the reads layout is computed
and the consensus sequence determined using multiple sequence alignment. This approach,
which was implemented in assemblers such as Newbler [52], SGA [80], and CABOG [54], is
more efficient for long reads such as those generated by Sanger and 454 sequencing.
The third approach, based on the de Bruijn graph model [64], is by far the most
common technique in assemblers that target NGS data, including ABySS [81], ALLPATHS-
LG [33], Euler-USR [14], MaSuRCA [96], SoapDenovo2 [49], SPAdes [10], and Velvet [95].
Building the de Bruijn graph starts by collecting all substrings of length k (referred to as
k-mers) of all reads, then building a graph with k-mers as nodes and edges that connect two
k-mers a and b if the suffix of length k − 1 of a matches the prefix of length k − 1 of b and
the (k + 1)-mer obtained by overlapping a and b appears in the reads. The de Bruijn graph
can be built in linear time, but requires massive amounts of memory to store, typically much
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larger than the string overlap graph. After building the de Bruijn graph, each assembler
uses heuristics to simplify graph structures such as cycles and bulges (induced by repeats in
the genome) and bubbles and tips (created primarily by sequencing errors and heterozygous
sites). Lastly, assemblers select a set of simple paths in the de Bruijn graph that would
eventually form the contigs. For further details on algorithms for NGS genome assembly,
the reader is directed to [55, 77, 78].
Despite the large number of assemblers that have been developed, genome assembly
from NGS reads remains challenging. In particular, recent benchmarking efforts have shown
that the performance of existing assemblers is highly variable between datasets and degrades
appreciably with the complexity of the genome [41, 75]. For large genomes, the highest-
quality assemblies are currently obtained by jointly assembling multiple paired-end libraries
generated with a wide range of insert sizes using algorithms such as ALLPATHS-LG [33].
However, sequencing libraries with long insert sizes are expensive to generate. Recently,
the GAGE-B study [51] showed that a comparable assembly quality could be obtained for
bacterial genomes by running state-of-the-art assemblers such as MaSuRCA [96] and SPAdes
[10] on a single short-insert library with very high coverage (100-300×). In contrast, other
assemblers including ABySS [81], CABOG [54], SoapDenovo2 [49], SGA [80], and Velvet
[95], appeared less able to take advantage of such high-sequencing depth, with nearly flat
N50 contig length above 100× (see Fig. 1 in [51]).
Our contribution is to resolve the assembly problem using different approaches. The
contribution is summarized in the following observations. First, in relation to tips, bubbles,
bulges, cycles, and false branching, the graph will be less complex using lower coverage and
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short k -mers than it would be with higher coverage and short k -mers. In addition, resolving
these complexities will lead to more efficiency and produce fewer errors in the resulting
contigs, although they will generally be shorter. Therefore, in order to resolve this, we first
split the whole reads into several partitions to produce lower coverage in each partition.
Second, assembly using low coverage usually results in contigs that are shorter than
those from high coverage, and it produces more gaps. In order to resolve this, we merge
or assemble all the contigs that are produced from the assemblies of each partition along
with all the reads again. This recovers any gaps that are due to the low-coverage assembly.
Moreover, assembling contigs that are produced from all partitions adds support in selecting
the common contigs (more likely to be true contigs) and in filtering out any redundant or
false (partial or full) contigs. In addition, the more accurate the contigs that are inputted
to the re-assembly step, the better the assembly that can be expected.
The nature of the process of partitioning the reads and then assembling the results,
and the potential for applying several levels of partitioning especially for large genomes led
us to the notion of Hierarchical Genome Assembly.
4.2 Methods
Our study used four Illumina MiSeq datasets and three Illumina HiSeq datasets that were
used in the GAGE-B study [51].
Input data: The datasets are for four bacterial genomes. Table 4.1 describes the
genomes and the datasets.
As referred by GAGE-B, the data can be downloaded from the Sequence Read Archive
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Table 4.1: Descriptions of the bacterial genomes and sequence reads that were used. All
data sets are paired-end reads.
Dataset Genome GC content Sequencing Read Fragment Avg. #
size (Mb) (%) technology length (bp) length (bp) coverage Proteins
Bacillus cereus ATCC 10987 5.4 35 MiSeq 250 600 100x 6,014
Mycobacterium abscessus 6G 5.1 64 HiSeq 100 335 115x 4,992
Mycobacterium abscessus 6G 5.1 64 MiSeq 250 335 100x 4,992
Rhodobacter sphaeroides 2.4.1 4.6 69 HisSeq 101 220 210x 4,474
Rhodobacter sphaeroides 2.4.1 4.6 69 MiSeq 251 540 100x 4,474
Vibrio cholerae CO1032(5) 4.0 48 HiSeq 100 335 110x 3,693
Vibrio cholerae CO1032(5) 4.0 48 MiSeq 250 335 100x 3,693
at NIH’s National Center for Biotechnology Information using the following SRR accession
numbers: Rhodobacter sphaeroides, MiSeq: SRR522246, HiSeq: SRR522244; Mycobacterium
abscessus, MiSeq: SRR768269, HiSeq: SRR315382; Vibrio cholerae, MiSeq: SRR769320,
HiSeq: SRR227312; Bacillus cereus, MiSeq data were downloaded from the Illumina website.
Then, GAGE-B down-sampled the data to collect up to 250× coverage with HiSeq data and
100× coverage with MiSeq data. Next, the raw data were cleaned by removing adapter
sequences and trimming the reads based on q10 quality. Both the raw (down-sampled) and
the cleaned datasets are available at the GAGE-B website (http://ccb.jhu.edu/gage_b).
These are the datasets that were considered in this study.
All tested genomes have multiple chromosomes, while some have plasmids as well.
The genome of V. cholerae has two chromosomes, B. cereus and M. abscessus have one
chromosome and one plasmid, and R. sphaeroides has two chromosomes and five plas-
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mids. In order to compute the correctness of assemblies, the following strains were used
as reference genomes: B. cereus ATCC 10987 (GenBank accession numbers NC 003909 and
NC 005707); M. abscessus ATCC 19977 (accession numbers NC 010394 and NC 010397);
R. sphaeroides 2.4.1 (accession numbers NC 007488, NC 007489, NC 007490, NC 007493,
NC 007494, NC 009007 and NC 009008); V. cholerae 01 biovar eltor str. N16961 (accession
numbers NC 002505 and NC 002506).
Assemblers: We tested our method using the following eight open-source genome
assemblers, which were also tested in GAGE-B:
Abyss v1.5.1, Cabog v7.0, Mira v4.0.2 [11], MaSuRCA v2.2.1, SGA v0.10.13, SoapDe-
novo2 v2.04, SPAdes v3.0.0, and Velvet v1.2.10.
To describe the methods, we employ metrics that are used in the QUAST tool [36],
which is a commonly used and accurate tool for evaluating and analyzing assembly re-
sults. Namely, we use the following metrics: Number of contigs, N50, NA50, NG50, NGA50,
Genome fraction (%), Duplication ratio, Global misassemblies, Local misassemblies, number
mismatches per 100 kbp (MP100K), number indels per 100 kbp (IP100K), and number Un-
aligned length. For the descriptions of these metrics, we refer the reader to QUAST [36].
The descriptions of the metrics are also included in the Appendix.
4.2.1 Hierarchical Genome Assembly
The HGA method involves the following steps. First, all reads are partitioned into p disjoint
partitions, where p > 1. Then, each partition is assembled independently. After assembling
all partitions sequentially or in parallel, assemblies of all partitions are assembled together
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to form combined contigs, or merged together to form merged contigs. Lastly, the merged
contigs or the combined contigs are re-assembled with the whole reads again. Fig. 4.1 depicts
these steps diagrammatically.
This method will be compared mainly to the basic assembly process shown in Fig. 4.1,
which involves assembling the whole reads together, then outputting the assembly results.
We denote the basic assembly as B(k-mer, c), where k-mer is the k -mer length used in the
assembly and c is the coverage of the reads.
Partitioning step
The main motivation for partitioning the reads set into smaller partitions is to obtain a lower
data coverage. Thereby, we expect to obtain a graph with less complexity, permitting more
efficient resolution of the assembly’s ambiguities. It is true that the results of higher coverage
may produce longer contigs, but they are likely to contain more errors in terms of global
and local misassemblies, MP100K, IP100K, and unaligned contigs. In order to show this
experimentally, we added into Tables 3-9 (Appendix), a row presenting the average values
over all the partitions for each metric, in order to compare those results with the basic flow
results. The results show that, for most assemblers and most genomes, the average values of
local misassemblies, global misassemblies, MP100K, and IP100K over all the partitions are
less than the values for the basic flow (the flow that involves no partitioning of the reads
dataset), especially for HiSeq datasets for which the coverage is higher and the reads are
shorter (higher expectations of graph complexities).
For the steps of combining the contigs (contigs assembly) and the re-assembly, it is
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Fig. 4.1: HGA flows: Flow diagrams represent the basic assembly flow and hierarchical
assembly flows. The basic flow represents the assembly of all reads in the dataset
together. HGA flow using merged contigs represents the flow of partitioning the
reads in the dataset into p disjoint partitions, then assembling each partition in-
dependently. Next, the contigs of each partition’s assembly are merged together.
Lastly, the merged contigs are re-assembled with the whole reads. The only dif-
ference between HGA flows using merged contigs and combined contigs is that
the latter combines the contigs of all partitions’ assemblies rather than merging
them. We used Velvet to assemble the contigs.
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critical that the contigs that are involved in these steps are longer and contain fewer errors
in terms of local misassemblies, global misassemblies, MP100K, and IP100K. The results
of these steps will be more efficient and accurate with contigs that are longer and more
accurate.
The first step of the method is to partition the reads set by splitting the whole reads set
(N reads) into p disjoint partitions. Each partition thus contains N
p
reads. After performing
several experiments to determine the number of partitions to produce, we concluded that the
constraint is to obtain a coverage for each partition greater than or equal to 10x rather than
the number of partitions. Thus, in general, the partition’s coverage is the only constraint to
be considered for this step.
Contigs Assembly (combining) step
After assembling each partition, we merge the resulting assemblies together to form the
merged contigs, or assemble (combine) them together to form the combined contigs. Initially,
we assembled the contigs of the partitions using minimus2 [82], but after analysis of several
experiments, we found that minimus2 is actually misleading in combining contigs. Despite
the improvement in terms of NA50 of minimus2’s results, there was significant increase in
both duplication ratio and misassembly events. This occurs because the input data are
not short reads, but long reads (contigs). Therefore, as minimus2 computes the pairwise
alignment between all reads (contigs in this case), and if we have two or more contigs that
are true (aligned) but not contiguous in the reference and they share an x-mer (which may
be a repeat), then minimus2 will output these contigs as a single one. Moreover, one of these
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contigs will most likely again share x-mer truly or falsely with other contigs, resulting in
repeated outputting of the same contigs multiple times, eventually increasing the duplication
ratio. In addition, assembling true and not-contiguous contigs will increase the number of
global or local misassemblies. Hence, the improvement in the results of NA50 is mostly false
positive.
It is clear that string graph assemblers such as SGA would not work effectively on
assembling contigs. Some contigs may start overlapping in the middle of other contigs. This
is not covered by string graphs by definition, as they compute the overlap at the ends of the
reads (contigs, in this case). Therefore, we switched to assemblers that use the de Bruijn
graph. Among all assemblers based on the de Bruijn graph and that take contigs as input
data, we sought to determine which assembler has the best contigs-only assembly results.
Velvet was found to be the best choice. Moreover, experimenting with different k -mer lengths
in running Velvet to assemble the contigs, a k -mer value of 31 and setting the value of the
expected coverage to be equal to the number of partitions, led to the best contigs-assembly
results. The results of running Velvet as a contigs assembler and the comparisons with the
results of minimus2 are provided in Table 11 (Appendix).
The results of combining contigs is denoted as C(k-mer, p, c), where p is the number
of partitions, c is the coverage of each partition, and k-mer is the k -mer length used in
the assembly of each partition. Lastly, the contigs that result from merging the partitions’
contigs are denoted as M(k-mer, p, c).
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Re-assembly step
In this step, the merged or combined contigs are re-assembled with all the reads again. To
accomplish this, an assembler that takes long sequences (contigs) as an input is required. In
addition, the assembler should preferably be based on de Bruijn graphs. For these reasons,
SPAdes and Velvet were the convenient candidates. After testing both the candidates on two
genomes, SPAdes produced better re-assembly results than Velvet. Details of the tests and
results are provided in Tables 12 and 13 (Appendix). Hence, all re-assembly was performed
using the SPAdes assembler. We denote this step as HGA(k-mer, contigs), where k-mer
is the k -mer length used in the reassembly process, and contigs refers to the merged or
combined contigs.
In total, we have the following flows: B(k -mer), HGA preprocessing flows M(k -mer,
p, c) and C(k -mer, p, c), and HGA re-assembly flows HGA(k -mer, M(k -mer, p, c)), and
HGA(k -mer, C(k -mer, p, c)).
Re-assembling the reads with long sequences (contigs) has several advantages. First,
these contigs were produced not by assembling all the reads together, but by the combined
or merged contigs of the assembly of different partitions. Therefore, they are more accurate
and refined in terms of errors, are considerably longer than the reads, and are not redundant
(meaning that they are not produced from the assembly of the same reads as one parti-
tion; instead, they are assembled from several disjoint subsets, and are hence structurally
different). In addition, we found that if contigs, which are assembled from a dataset, are re-
assembled again with the same dataset then the final assembly’s results will not improve and
will even deteriorate. Secondly, re-assembling long sequences (contigs) may result in connect-
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ing different connected components in the graph. Finally, during the path-finding process,
the re-assembly process may increase the chances of selecting the true paths by traversing
the longest path (resulting from the inclusion of long sequences in the input data).
To further explore and justify the advantages of the re-assembly step, we performed a
simple test on a real dataset of M. abscessus bacteria (the dataset that was used in this study
and which was described in the previous section). We assembled the real HiSeq dataset of M.
abscessus, along with the genome of M. abscessus itself, using the SPAdes assembler and a
range of k -mer lengths of 21, 31,..., 91. The NA50 result of the assembly at k = 91 was 99%
of the length of the genome of M. abscessus. This indicates that the assembly of contigs with
the reads would indeed be computationally effective and could lead to an optimal assembly.
However, the more accurate these contigs, the better the re-assembly results.
4.3 Results
Before presenting the results, it must be noted that, some assemblers, namely, Abyss, Mira,
MaSuRCA, SGA, SPAdes, and Velvet, are newer versions than those used in GAGE-B. For
these assemblers, we did the following. Firstly, the assemblies’ results reported in GAGE-B
were compared. Secondly, as these assemblies were obtained using older versions, we ran
the basic flow using the new versions of all assemblers employing k -mer lengths (or overlap
lengths for SGA) of 21, 31,..., 91 for HiSeq datasets, and 21, 31,..., 101 for MiSeq datasets.
Then, we reported the assembly that has the highest N50. Moreover, MIRA and CABOG
assemblers do not take k -mer or overlap values as parameters, so their single assembly is
reported rather than the maximum assembly results over the k -mer (or overlap value) range.
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Each dataset was assembled by each assembler as paired-end reads. We followed the run
commands for each assembler that were provided in GAGE-B’s supplementary document,
which are also in the Appendix. For the basic assembly flow, we used k -mer lengths (or
overlap lengths for SGA) of 21, 31,..., 91 for HiSeq data sets, and 21, 31,..., 101 for MiSeq
data sets for all assemblers, except for MIRA and CABOG. For HGA flows, we split the
reads into 2, 4, and 8 partitions. We did not split the reads more than that because the
coverage of each partition would be too low (less than 10x) to assemble. Then, we assembled
each partition independently using the same k -mers set that was used in the basic flow (note
that this step can be performed in parallel). For instance, we split the reads data sets into 4
partitions, then assembled each partition using k -mer lengths of 21, 31,..., 91 for HiSeq data
sets, and 21, 31,..., 101 for MiSeq data sets.
During the next step of combining the contigs, we first merged the contigs of all
partitions together to form the merged contigs. In addition, we combined them to form
the combined contigs using Velvet with a k -mer length of 31, and specifying to Velvet the
expected coverage to be the number of partitions. For the re-assembly step, we used the
SPAdes assembler.
For experimental purposes and for the HiSeq datasets, the following combinations exist:
(1, 21), (1, 31),..., (1, 91); (2, 21), (2, 31),..., (2, 91); (4, 21), (4, 31),..., (4, 91); (8, 21), (8,
31),..., (8, 91). For each combination, we run the re-assembly step using k -mer lengths of 21,
31,..., 91 with the merged or combined contigs that were produced from the combination.
For the MiSeq datasets, there are the following combinations: (1, 21), (1, 31),..., (1, 101);
(2, 21), (2, 31),..., (2, 101); (4, 21), (4, 31),..., (4, 101); (8, 21), (8, 31),..., (8, 101). For
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each combination, we run the re-assembly step using k -mer lengths of 21, 31,..., 101 with
the merged or combined contigs that were produced from the combination.
4.3.1 Assembly results
Figure 4.2 shows the results of the assemblies using both flows of the HGA method compared
to GAGE-B’s best-reported results. We compared the results based on the corrected N50
(NA50) correspondent to the highest N50 result, which is a common metric that has been
used to evaluate the accuracy of the assembly outputs for de novo genome assembly. In
addition, GAGE-B reported the evaluation results of their assemblies, but as QUAST had
a newer version and as the genes GFF files may be updated, we downloaded the assemblies
from the GAGE-B website and assessed them along with the assemblies of HGA using the
same versions of QUAST and the latest gene GFF files, for consistency.
The HGA method has two main flows: HGA(k -mer, M(k -mer, p, c)) and HGA(k -
mer, C(k -mer, p, c)), as illustrated in Fig. 4.2. We abbreviate them as HGA(merged) and
HGA(combined), respectively. The full results of the main flows, preprocessing flows, and
GAGE-B results for the different metrics are available in Tables 3-9 (Appendix).
Note that the results using the same assembler always improve using the HGA method.
In addition, the maximum result of HGA flows across different genomes is larger than the
maximum of GAGE-B’s reported results. Of the following assemblers, SPAdes, MaSuRCA,
and Velvet generally produce the best HGA assembly. We can see that the results using
HGA were improved significantly for both HiSeq and MiSeq datasets. For R. sphaeroides
HiSeq datasets, it improved from 177 Kbp (the maximum of GAGE-B results) to 315 Kbp
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Fig. 4.2: NA50 Results: NA50 (corrected N50) corresponding to the assembly with the
highest N50 results for GAGE-B and HGA assemblies.
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(the maximum of HGA results). Likewise, it improved from 189 Kbp to 344 Kbp for M.
abscessus and 236 Kbp to 354 Kbp for V. cholerae.
The results of the MiSeq datasets showed a considerable improvement. B. cereus
results improved from 247 Kbp to 1,276 Kbp, and R. sphaeroides from 143 Kbp to 246 Kbp.
The improvement for M. abscessus was from 210 Kbp to 309 Kbp. Moreover, V. cholerae
results increased from 247 Kbp to 356 Kbp. Lastly, as a result of these improvements, the
number of positively called proteins did increase, as shown in Fig. 1 (Appendix).
The way in which the HGA method contributes to improving the assembly process is
described as follows. Assembling the whole reads together using a long k -mer length, which
is effective in resolving repeats in the genome, will decrease the overlapping between the
reads due to errors in the reads. Hence, there will be more connected components in the
graph and eventually the resultant contigs will be shorter. Now, let us assume that such an
assembly involves correct contigs (with no errors). Then, firstly, such contigs will connect
different connected components. Secondly, reads will overlap with such contigs. Thirdly, at
a branching point, the branch that is connected with contigs will have more weight. This will
aid assemblers in selecting the true path during the path-finding process. In conclusion, this
will improve the overall assembly process firstly by assembling repeat regions more accurately
and secondly by producing longer contigs. The problem now is to produce contigs that are
as accurate as possible. Furthermore, the process is also true in reverse, meaning that if
the contigs are not highly accurate but are assembled from repeat regions, then assembling
such contigs with the whole reads using short k -mer lengths will also improve the assembly
results, as shown in Tables 3-9 (Appendix). This is because repeats were already resolved in
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the inputted contigs and performing the assembly using short k -mer lengths is more feasible
for correcting the errors in the reads or contigs.
In order to produce contigs that are more accurate, note that without even partition-
ing the whole reads, assembling the whole reads using a short k -mer and then re-assembling
the resultant contigs with the whole reads using a long k -mer leads to an improvement in
the assembly results. As an example, Table 5 (Appendix) shows that the result of assem-
bling one partition (the whole reads) using a k -mer length of 21, and then re-assembling
the resultant contigs with the whole reads using a k -mer length of 41 was better than 2, 4,
and 8 partitions, and was even the highest compared to all other methods and assemblers.
Moreover, besides the fact that a short k -mer length is better in correcting the errors in the
reads, we observed experimentally (Tables 3-9 (Appendix)) that contigs that were produced
from low coverage contained fewer errors in terms of local misassemblies, global misassem-
blies, MP100K, and IP100K in most experiments. Therefore, we decided to apply such an
approach as an attempt, along with using short k -mers, to produce more corrected contigs
to be inputted to the re-assembly step.
Partitioning the whole reads has two main advantages. First, when building a graph
using a set of reads, all errors in all reads will create error-related complexities (such as false
branching, tips, and bubbles) in the graph. While all errors in the reads will still induce
error-related complexities, when building a graph using, for instance x partitions of the reads,
those errors will be distributed into x graphs. Hence, in each of the x graphs, we will have
less error-related complexity compared to the graph that is built using the whole reads set.
This will aid the assembler in applying the algorithms to resolve more feasibly the error-
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related complexities in each graph, and ultimately contigs that result from all partitions will
contain fewer errors. However, note that the complexities that are usually induced by, for
example, repeats or SNPs will still be present.
Second, with the assembly of a single partition, assemblers are compelled to produce
contigs of coverage of 1×, in order to avoid redundancy in the assembly results. Therefore,
at a branching point (a node in the graph with indegree = 1 and outdegree ≥ 1), assemblers
must traverse a single and best possible branch, given that it might be heuristically false
positive (hence produce a false contig). Now, when partitioning the whole reads into multiple
partitions, the resultant contigs of all partitions’ assemblies will initially be of coverage P×
and not only 1× where P is the number of partitions. Then, it is highly possible that, at
the same branching point, different branches will be traversed in the assembly of different
partitions. Hence, as more branches will be traversed, the true branch is more likely to be
traversed, resulting in a true contig. Thus, the resultant contigs of all partitions will be
more likely to contain true contigs. This latter analysis also explains the reason that the
re-assembly process using merged contigs (P× of converge) showed better results compared
with both the combined contigs (1× coverage) and the re-assembly results using the contigs
that were produced from one partition.
4.3.2 Multi-k-mers assembly
Some assemblers use multi-k -mers for assembly such as SPAdes. The results of SPAdes
that were provided by GAGE-B were already optimized over multiple k -mers. Moreover,
we executed SPAdes using two k -mers: one in the preprocessing step and another in the
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re-assembly step. This was performed to test for improvement using multi-k -mer assembly
using the same k -mers that were used in the HGA method. Some results showed slight
improvements over the single k -mer assembly, but were not even close to the improvements
observed for the HGA methods. Some results were even worse; this can be explained by the
fact that the complexity of the de Bruijn graph using multiple k -mers would not be reduced,
and may even be increased compared to the complexity of the de Bruijn graph of a single
k -mer. In addition, it is hard to find the combination of k -mer lengths that will lead to
the best assembly, as this process involves costly enumeration and running trials for each
tested combination. The HGA methods utilize multi-k -mers not collectivity but in a phased
manner.
4.3.3 Impacts of contig correctness and length in the re-assembly process
The correctness and the length of the contigs that are re-assembled with the whole reads
are critical in improving the HGA results. As an example, Tables 3-9 (Appendix) show
that MaSuRCA HiSeq assemblies are among the highest in terms of MP100K compared to
the other assemblers, but, in terms of local and global misassemblies, MaSuRCA is one of
the assemblers that show the lowest results. Moreover, as an evaluation for the re-assembly
step, lower MP100K and IP100K would produce better results than lower local or global
misassemblies, since MP100K and IP100K are measured per 100 kbp. Therefore, a genome
of length 5 Mbp and MP100K = 5 will induce 250 mismatches, whereas local or global
misassembly values are usually in the tens on average. As for the MP100K for MaSuRCA’s
HiSeq assembly, basic flow of R. sphaeroides it is 47.5 (∼2,090 mismatches = genome length
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(Mbp) × 10 × genome fraction of the assembly × MP100K), for M. abscessus it is 21.2
(1,080), and for V. cholerae it is 23.8 (930). Such a large number of mismatches in the
contigs will induce fewer overlaps between the reads and these contigs during the re-assembly
process. These values were reduced by the partition step to 22.8 (1,000), 6.7 (340), and 14.8
(570), respectively, and were further reduced/increased in the combining step to 18.3 (800),
5.6 (280), and 17.2 (670), respectively. This explains why the re-assembly process was better
using the combined contigs rather than the merged contigs for the results of HGA using
the MaSuRCA assembler. The exception was for V. cholerae, which correlates with the fact
that the combining step did not decrease the errors but actually increased them. It is worth
mentioning that, although the HiSeq contigs (combined and merged) by MaSuRCA showed
more errors in terms of MP100K, these contigs were more contiguous (longer) compared to
those resulting from other assemblers. The longer the contigs that are re-assembled using
the HGA method, the better the HGA results. The results of HGA using MaSuRCA were
among the best for MiSeq assemblies and the best for two HiSeq assemblies, M. abscessus
and V. cholerae.
In conclusion, this analysis suggests that resolving the causes of MP100K and IP100K
more carefully at least during the steps before the re-assembly process (namely the assembly
of the partitions and/or combining the contigs), would improve the results of the re-assembly
step, and hence the overall assembly results.
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4.3.4 Testing error-free reads
As noted in the discussion section, the contigs in the partitioning and combining steps were
expected to obtain as much correction/refining as possible before being re-assembled again
with all reads. This explains the improvement in the HGA results. For a further justification,
reads with no errors were simulated from the M. abscessus genome with the same coverage
as the real dataset, and then HGA methods were run on those reads. The assembly results of
the HGA flow of combining contigs and HGA using combined contigs showed no improvement
over the basic flow. This was not the case with the real dataset, which involved errors in the
reads and for which the improvements were more significant.
This indicates that the HGA methods were able to correct more errors in the reads
than in the basic flow. Moreover, even with error-free reads, HGA using merged contigs
showed an improvement over all the other HGA methods and the basic flow. This again
supports the point that assembling contigs that are high in coverage (P× of coverage) with
the whole reads is better than combining the contigs (which produces a coverage of 1×) first,
then assembling the combined contigs with the whole reads. The test results are provided
in Table 10 (Appendix).
4.3.5 Partition-k-mer to re-assembly-k-mer relations
As the HGA method involves two assembly steps (preprocessing and re-assembly), each step
uses the same or different k -mer lengths. Moreover, as we tested all combinations of the two
k -mers and selected the assemblies with the highest N50 results (eight highest assemblies
for eight assemblers for both combined and merged flows). In Fig. 4.3, out of these 16
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Fig. 4.3: Partition-k -mer to Re-assembly-k -mer Relations: As there are 16 highest results
(two flows for eight assemblers), we built two plots. The first plot is a surface
chart that shows the count of combinations of k -mers (preprocessing k -mer to
re-assembly k -mer) that were applied by the 16 highest results. The second plot
shows the counts of partitions that were applied by the 16 highest results.
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assemblies, we plot how many times each k -mer was used during the preprocessing and
re-assembly steps in order to observe any correlations.
It was observed that the best assembly results on MiSeq data were obtained when short
k -mers (21 and 31) were used in the preprocessing step and long k -mers (61, 71, and 81) were
used in the re-assembly step. For HiSeq data, short k -mers (21 and 31) in the preprocessing
step and medium k -mers (31, 41, and 51) in the re-assembly step yielded better assembly
results.
Fig. 4.3 shows the plots of the k -mer lengths that were used in the preprocessing and
re-assembly steps, as well as how many times each k -mer was observed. We note that 21 and
31 were dominant during the preprocessing step. This can be explained by the fact that the
assembly process using short k -mer lengths leads to more accurate contigs that are inputs
to the next step (re-assembly step). This again emphasizes that the more the accurate the
contigs, the better the assembly results. For the re-assembly step, medium-to-long k -mers
were dominant. This can be explained because, with such lengths of k -mers, resolving the
complexities that are induced from repeats is prior, especially when the corrected contigs
collaborate in reducing the complexities/computations that are usually induced from errors.
Therefore, the assemblies using such a combination were mostly the highest in terms of N50
results.
Adopting a short k -mer as a stereotype in the preprocessing step and a medium-to-
long k -mer in the re-assembly step might help in eliminating the common confusion of which
k -mer length (short or long) to apply for assembly. In addition, it might help in avoiding
the need for extra steps; for example, running preprocessing tools such as K-merGenie [19]
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to find the best k -mer length to use in the assembly process. This process involves trying
several assembly trials, and then selecting the best assembly results. In addition, avoiding
running an assembly using multiple k -mers (which costs more space and time) and finding
the best k -mer set is a difficult process because many combinations need to be tested.
Lastly, we plot the most frequent number of partitions used among the highest assembly
results, as shown in Fig. 4.3. We conclude that more partitioning (less coverage) was most
frequent. This can be explained, again, by the fact that low-coverage assembly results in a
graph that is less complex, hence more corrected contigs are inputted into the re-assembly
step.
4.4 Discussion
Firstly, we designate the following notations: R as the length of the reference genome, L as
the length of the input reads, C as the expected genome coverage by the reads, K as the
length of the k -mer, and Ideal case as the case in which there are no errors in the sequencing
reads, the length of any repeat in the reference genome is greater than L, and the reads were
sequenced uniformly.
Analysis 1: In the ideal case when C is greater than or equal to 100×, for instance,
building the de Bruijn graph using short or long k -mers will lead to the same and optimal
assembly. The only difference is that the assembly using large k -mers results in faster and
more memory-efficient assembly. For a non-ideal case, reads contain errors that induce tips,
bubbles, or false branching. In the genome, repeats shorter than L will induce cycles, bulges,
false branching, tips, and bubbles. Non-uniform coverage results in varying k -mer counts and
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reduces the overlapping between the reads, thus creating gaps and increasing the number of
components in the graph.
There is a tradeoff between using long or short k -mers. Long k -mers lead to fewer
false branching, better resolution of repeats, and fewer cycles. However, this allows less
error correction and detection and less overlapping between the reads (more components
and gaps). In contrast, short k -mers output the opposite, namely, more false branching,
more cycles, and lower repeats resolution, but more effective detection and correction of
errors and fewer components and gaps in the graph.
Analysis 2: When the reads are of a high coverage, there is less chance of missing some
regions of the genome, and the contigs resulting from these reads will be longer. However, the
graph will be more complex than one built from low-coverage reads. Hence, the algorithms
for error-correction and path-finding that are applied by the assemblers will be less effective
at a high coverage. This is the main motivation behind partitioning the whole reads to
low-coverage sets. In order to resolve the effects of having more gaps in the assemblies of the
partitions compared to the assembly of the whole reads, the contigs are re-assembled with
the whole reads, thus utilizing the high-coverage of the original whole-reads set.
4.5 Availability and requirements
Project name: HGA v1.0.0. ‘’ Project access: github.com/aalokaily/Hierarchical-Genome-
Assembly-HGA.
Operating system: Tested on Linux/Ubuntu OS, AMD Opteron(tm) 2.4GH, 256GB
Memory, 64 cores. Programming language: Python 2.7.6.
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Other requirements: SPAdes v3.0.0 , Velvet v1.2.10. Velvet must be installed as
indicated in Appendix.
License: GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE.
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None.
List of abbreviations
HGA: Hierarchical Genome Assembly. NGS: next-generation sequencing. MP100K: number
of mismatches per 100 kbp. IP100K: number of indels per 100 kbp.
Additional Files
Appendix — supplementary tables, experiments, and descriptions
Appendix contains detailed results of the assemblies of the genomes, the assemblers that
were used in this research, the results of experiments that were performed to explain the
method, and the improvements showed in the manuscript, descriptions of the datasets, the
metrics that were considered for evaluating the results, and the run commands that were
used for each assembler.
Chapter 5
Toward a Better Compression for DNA Sequences Using Huffman
Encoding
Due to the uniform distribution of the bases in DNA sequences, Huffman encoding is not
the most efficient encoding method to compress such sequences [76]. The focus therefore
of this chapter is on how Huffman encoding can be customized for DNA sequences for a
better compression ratio. For this, we propose an implementation of Huffman encoding that
incorporates the nature of the repeats that occur in such sequences. The selection allows us
to control the topology of the binary tree, skewed in our implementation, in order to produce
bit-codes that yield a better compression ratio.
5.1 Background
Data compression, in a nutshell, is the process of encoding information using fewer bits
than the original representation. The process helps to reduce the consumption of valuable
resources such as storage space and transmission bandwidth. Data compression has been an
active research topic for long, and a number of algorithms have been proposed for different
types of data such as texts, images, videos, audio and others. In general, there are two types
of compression: lossy and lossless. The lossy scenario may exclude some unnecessary data
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during the compression such as frequencies in audio data that a human cannot hear. The
lossless algorithms, in contrast, ensure the exact restoration of information and do not allow
any loss in data. Several lossless tools for text compression exist in the literature such as
the Lempel-Ziv (LZ ), Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW ), gzip [31], and bzip2 [79]. These tools work
well for texts with large alphabet sizes (such as English alphabet), and on the other hand,
are not tailored toward compressing biological sequences, which constitute a relatively small
alphabet size, and some specific biological characteristics such as repeats.
Taking DNA sequences for example. DNA sequences are composed of just four letters
(bases) A, C, G, and T. In addition, there are repeats in different forms within a DNA
sequence which have important biological implications. These repeats, often known as motifs,
appear in the sequences with a much higher frequency statistically. DNA sequences can
have repeats within chromosomes, the genome itself, or genomes from different species. The
number of repetitions in a set of sequences depends on the amount of similarity between the
sequences. These repeats usually happen in the noncoding regions of the genomes. They are
likely to occur in genomes of individuals of the same species. The genomes that are members
of the same species are largely similar; it usually reaches 99.5% repetition.
A few algorithms that are specifically designed to compress DNA sequences have re-
cently been proposed. As opposed to general-purposed compression algorithms, these DNA
sequence compression algorithms are referred as special-purpose ones and have been cat-
egorized as Horizontal-mode and Vertical-mode compression [34]. Horizontal-mode com-
presses the DNA sequence using the information in that sequence. Methods falling within
this category include those that are substitution-based, statistics-based, two-bit based, and
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grammar-based. In contrast, Vertical-mode compression compresses a set of DNA sequences
using the information from the entire dataset, usually by referencing substrings to a different
substring from the dataset. In general, Vertical-mode compression performs better for large
DNA datasets [8].
For substitution-based methods, the DNA sequence is compressed by replacing a long
DNA string with a smaller one that is mapped back to the original one when decoded.
BioCompress is a representative implementation [34]. A subsequent version, the BioCom-
press2, further adopts the order-2 arithmetic coding to encode nonrepeat regions of DNA
sequences [35]. The reported results indicate a compression ratio of 19.50% by BioCompress
and 22.22% by BioCompress2, compared with the 25% by a general-purpose tool [34].
Similar to BioCompress, the Cfact uses a two-pass process to look for the longest exact
and reverse complement repeats [72]. To do that, the algorithm at first builds the suffix
tree of the sequence then encodes the sequence using LZ in the second pass. The nonrepeat
regions are encoded by using two bits per base. The GenCompress makes use of approximate
repetitions [16]. In this algorithm, an inexact repeat subsequence is encoded by a pair of
integers and a list of edit operations for the mutations in those repeats. The algorithm
has two versions: GenCompress-1, which uses the Hamming distance (to substitute) for the
repeats; and GenCompress-2, which uses the edit distance which involves the operations
of deletion, insertion, and substitution when encoding the repeats. The compression result
of GenCompress is within an average of 21.77%; however, it does not perform well when
compressing large sequences.
Furthermore, another tool DNACompress improves the results of GenCompress [17].
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The tool runs in two passes. Firstly, all approximate repeats along with their complementary
palindromes are found; this step is carried out by the PatternHunter software [50]. After
that, both of the approximate repeats and the nonrepeat regions are encoded by the LZ
compression technique. The result of DNACompress indicates a better compression ratio
with an average of 21.56%. The tool is able to handle larger sequences in less time compared
to GenCompress.
Algorithms based on statistical methods usually work on replacing the most frequent
symbols by a shorter code. The CDNA algorithm is the first to combine statistical compres-
sion with approximate repeats [47]. Other statistical DNA compressors include the ARM
algorithm [7] and the XM algorithm [13].
Grammar-based compression methods use a context-free grammar to represent the
input text. After that, the grammar is transformed into a symbol stream to be finally encoded
in binary. An example of a grammar-based compression algorithm is the DNASequitur [18].
This algorithm works by inferring a context-free grammar to represent the sequence as an
input. The results do not show any better compression ratio compared to the other methods.
Algorithms that adopt the two-bit based method, which assigns 2 bit for each base of the
four DNA bases before the encoding process, also exist [73].
5.1.1 Approach
New technologies for producing high definition audio, videos, and images are growing at
a fast pace and this has resulted in the generation of massive amounts of data that can
easily exhaust storage and transmission bandwidths. To use the available disk and network
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resources more efficiently, the raw data in those large files are often compressed. The Huffman
algorithm is one of the most commonly used algorithms in data compression [38]. Huffman
encoding is a lossless encoding algorithm that generates variable length codes for symbols
that are used to represent information. By encoding high frequency symbols with shorter
codes and low frequency symbols with longer codes, the original information is encoded as
small as possible. The codes are constructed in such a way that no code is a prefix of any
other code, a property that enables unambiguous decoding. While it was proposed half a
century ago, the Huffman algorithm and its variants are still actively used in the development
of new compression methods [32, 62, 48, 2].
Table 5.1: Base frequency and new bit representation.
Base Frequency The new representation The old representation
A 9 0 01000001
G 5 10 01000111
C 4 110 01000011
T 3 111 01010100
Given the DNA sequence “ACTGAACGATCAGTACAGAAG”, for example, which
contains twenty-one bases, its bit count is therefore 21×8 = 168 bits, assuming each base is
stored with an 8-bit ASCII code, where A = 01000001, C = 01000011, G = 01000111, and
T = 01010100.
The compression by Huffman method works as follows. The algorithm at first counts
the frequency of each base, as described in Table 5.1. Each base, along with its associated
frequency, is to be regarded as a tree node. Mark the four initial nodes as unprocessed.
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Fig. 5.1: The steps of constructing a Huffman tree.
Then, a binary tree is constructed by iterating the following steps. Firstly, search the
two unprocessed nodes with the lowest frequencies. Then, construct a parent node whose
frequency is the sum of those of the two child nodes. Lastly, return the parent node to the
unprocessed list of nodes. The tree construction process ends when all nodes are processed.
The construction of the Huffman tree for the given example is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Note
that, the left link of each internal node is labeled 0, while the right link is labeled 1.
After building the Huffman tree, each symbol has a new bit representation that can
be extracted by traversing the edges and recording the associated bits from the tree’s root
to the desired symbol (which must be located at the leaf level). For example, the path from
the root to base A results in a bit representation of 0, while the path from the root to base
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T results in 111. The new bit representation for each base is described in Table 5.1.
The new bit count after encoding is (9×1)+(4×3)+(5×2)+(3×3)=40, with a compres-
sion ratio of 40/168=23.8%.
Typical algorithms extending from the concept of Huffman encoding when approaching
DNA sequence compression include the G-SQZ [86] and the Huffbit [71]. During the first
scan, G-SQZ encoding calculates frequency for each base + quality pair, and constructs
a Huffman tree to generate pair-specific codes. High-frequency pairs have shorter codes.
During a second scan, a header and encoded read-blocks is written to an output binary
file. Each read block consists of read identifier fields followed by encoded base-quality data.
The Huffbit compresses both repetitive and nonrepetitive regions in a DNA sequence. This
algorithm first constructs an extended binary tree, and then derives the Huffman codes from
the newly created extended binary tree. The authors claim a compression ratio of 12%, 20%,
and 26% in the best, average, and worst-case scenarios, respectively.
Also extended from the Huffman encoding, this research aims to incorporate the char-
acteristics of DNA sequences when constructing the binary tree, in order to derive bit-codes
that allow for a better compression ratio than the conventional Huffman encoding. Hence,
this research suggests an improvement for all DNA sequence compression algorithms that
employ the conventional Huffman encoding.
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5.2 Methods
5.2.1 The algorithm in general
First, the general approach of compression is to find the most repetitive substrings with a
length up to a maximum value of k. Note k is empirically determined. Then, encode the
resultant substrings using the bit-codes. Specifically, given a set of DNA sequences G and
an integer k, construct the set of substrings S, where ∀s ∈ S, |s| ≤ k, so that encoding all
members of S results in the best compression ratio.
The algorithm, in general, works as follows.
1. Perform Run Length Encoding (RLE) on the genome to encode homopolymers (i.e.,
sequences of identical bases). In brief, RLE for the sequence DDDDDDD is D7, where
7 is the count for the RLE and D is the base of the homopolymer. Some counts
may appear more frequently than others. Therefore, the frequencies of the counts are
collected as well. Let R be the set of tuples of the counts and their frequencies.
2. Scan G and collect the frequency of each substring of length no more than k. Let A
be the set of all collected substrings.
3. Find the set of substrings S, so that by encoding this set the best compression ratio
is reached. This is the major step of the algorithm. For this, a few different encoding
schemes based on the Huffman encoding are designed and discussed in the following
subsections.
4. Genome files may contain non-DNA bases. These bases need to be encoded into bits
too. For this, scan G and collect the frequency of any non-DNA base. Let N be the
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set of all collected bases. This, along with Step 2, can be merged as one step.
5. Input S, R (collected in Step 1), and N to the Huffman algorithm. The output will
be the bit-codes that best represent the members of the three sets.
6. Scan G and encode each substring in G with its Huffman code. This will convert the
DNA sequence to an (encoded) bit string.
7. Convert the bit string into ASCII codes to produce the compressed DNA sequence.
This step involves adding headers of the words (members of the three sets) that were
encoded and their bit-codes, as well as some other headers. These headers will be used
during the decompression process.
5.2.2 Unbalanced Huffman tree
For Step 3, we propose a new implementation of the Huffman encoding called unbalanced
Huffman encoding/tree (UHT). For DNA encoding, forcing the Huffman tree to be unbal-
anced is a better approach than the standard Huffman tree (SHT ), because when the UHT
method is applied, three bases can be guaranteed to be encoded using two bits and the fourth
using three bits. This, however, cannot be done by the SHT method; as encoding the best
20 k -mers (substrings of length no more than k), for instance, will encode each of the four
bases with more than 2 bits.
Forcing the Huffman tree to be unbalanced can be achieved as follows.
1. Sort all collected k -mers, where k ≥ 2, based on their frequencies.
2. Select the k -mer with the maximum frequency, say f .
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3. Scan all k -mers with frequencies lower than f in a descending order until a k -mer with
a frequency lower than f
2
is found. Select this k -mer and set f to be equal to the
frequency of the selected k -mer. Note that, no selected k -mer is properly contained
in another. This allows reducing overlap among the selected k -mers; hence, increasing
the number of bases to be compressed.
4. Repeat steps 2 and 3 until no more k -mers can be selected.
5. Finally, input the k -mers (which were selected above) in addition to the four bases, to
the Huffman encoding algorithm.
5.2.3 UHT that prioritizes encoding the k-mers that contain the least
frequent base
Using the UHT method, the base with the lowest frequency, x, will be encoded using 3 bits,
whereas the other bases will be encoded using 2 bits each. As a result, encoding the k -mers
(k ≥ 2), which contain at least one occurrence of x will be more feasible. For this, Step 1
is modified to allow only the frequencies of the k -mers, that contain x at least once, to be
collected. We denote this method as UHTL (UHT that prioritizes encoding the k -mers that
contain the Least frequent base).
5.2.4 Multiple SHT/UHT/UHTL encoding
Note that, a single SHT, UHT, or UHTL can encode few k -mers; however, they might be
insufficient. Moreover, in the UHT/UHTL approach, there is no control on the number
of k -mers to be encoded as the design is restricted to select k -mers that form an unbal-
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anced Huffman tree, regardless of the number of such k -mers. One way to allow more
k -mers to be encoded is to apply multiple encoding. We denote this approach as Multiple
SHT/UHT/UHTL encoding, MSHT/MUHT/MUHTL, respectively.
To apply multiple Huffman encoding, multiple markers can be identified/implanted in
the genome sequences, so that there is a Huffman encoding associated with each marker. The
marker can be a pattern or a periodic position, for example the position at some position x.
Then, only the k -mers after such markers are encoded. Clearly, adopting periodic positions
as markers is faster than the pattern markers. In fact, instead of computing the periodic
positions or pattern markers, one can simply divide the genome sequence into multiple parti-
tions, then encode each partition using an independent set of k -mers (hence, an independent
bits encoding).
An extra cost is required because of the multiple-partitions, i.e., storing the headers
(k -mers and their bit-codes, which will be used during the decompression process) for each
partition. However, this will allow us to encode the best local k -mers for each partition, which
eventually saves more space than storing global k -mers when no partitioning is performed.
Moreover, more k -mers are encoded than the single global scheme.
5.2.5 RLE encoding
Encoding a homopolymer using RLE depends on the base that forms the homopolymer,
whether it is a DNA or a non-DNA base, and its length. If the bases of a homopolymer
are a DNA base and since each base is expected to ultimately be encoded using at most
3 bits, such homopolymers can be encoded by RLE if its length is greater than 10. Since
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the RLE count is expected to be encoded using at least 16 bits plus 2-3 bits for the base,
this indicates that encoding a homopolymer is feasible when its length is more than 10. For
homopolymers of non-DNA bases, the RLE count is required to be greater than 2, because
any non-DNA base is expected to be encoded using 8 bits or more.
Moreover, there are different approaches to encode the RLE counts. First of which,
is by recording the position of the RLE’s encoding along with the count. However, since
the sizes of the genomes are usually in millions or billions, this will require at least 22 bits
(genome size of 5 million) to store the positions along with the needed space for storing
RLE counts (i.e., it needs more than 30 bits in total). A second approach is to add a
special character before and after the RLE count, and then encode the special character and
encode the digits of the count number using independent encoding scheme. However, this
will require at least 8×2 bits to encode both of the special characters plus encoding the count
(at least 24 bits in total). Both approaches are expected to be not feasible compared to the
adopted approach as the maximum length of encoding using the adopted approach (Steps 1
and 5 in the general algorithm) is expected to not exceed 24 bits.
5.3 Experimental Results and Analysis
5.3.1 Data sets
DNA data sets of five different species have been used in the experiments, including Cholerae,
Abscessus, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Neurospora crassa, and Chr22 [56, 57, 58, 59, 60],
respectively. Additional information about these datasets is presented in Table 5.2.
The sequence data format that our tool supports is FASTA (with extensions .fasta and
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Table 5.2: Data Sets Used
Length (in Mbases) File size (in MByte) Data Format
Cholerae 4 4.1 FASTA
Abscessus 5 5.2 FASTA
S. cerevisiae 12 12.3 FASTA
N. crassa 38 41.6 FASTA
Chr22 50 51.5 FASTA
Table 5.3: Compression ratios of the five genomes using different Huffman encoding meth-
ods, SHT, UHT, and UHTL. In SHT, the selection of the number of the most
frequent k -mers is shown, whereas, in the UHT and UHTL methods, the k -mer
range is specified. Note that single bases are also encoded, by default.
Dataset SHT, % UHT, % UHTL, %
Cholerae
Abscessus
S. cerevisiae
N. crassa
Chr22
k=8 k=16 k=32 k=64
29.10 30.12 32.05 31.11
29.07 29.07 29.58 30.29
29.95 29.86 30.27 30.99
30.59 30.27 32.07 31.70
22.47 22.70 23.97 23.13
k∈[2,10] k∈[3,10]
27.12 26.72
26.72 25.33
27.29 25.97
27.15 26.97
20.85 20.57
k∈[2,10] k∈[3,10]
26.01 26.33
25.72 25.44
26.09 25.59
26.34 26.69
19.75 20.11
.fna). FASTA is a text-based data format that starts with a description, usually followed by
a nucleotide sequence.
As a preprocessing step, we convert the bases from lowercase to uppercase. This pre-
processing is required only for genomes containing lowercase bases within the entire sequence.
Among the five genome data sets used in our experiments; two genomes, S. cerevisiae and
N. crassa, needed a preprocessing step.
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5.3.2 Results of SHT, UHT, UHTL, and MUHTL
We implemented the algorithms that are proposed in Section 5.2. Scripts for the SHT, UHT,
MUHTL methods, and for decompressing the compressed files have been made available
online. Note that the UHTL method becomes a special case of the MUHTL method when
the number of partitions is set to one. The github link of the programs is in Section 5.4.
The SHT script considers only one parameter, which is the number of k -mers to encode, for
which the k -mer range is 1-10. The UHT script does not consider any parameter and the
k -mer range is 1, 3-10. The reason for excluding k = 2 is discussed in the following section.
The MUHTL script considers one parameter, i.e., the number of partitions. This parameter
is left to the users so that the size of each partition can be changed any time. By observing
our empirical results, we recommend the partition size to be around 1 Mbp. In addition,
the k -mer range for the MUHTL method is 1-10. Lastly, the decompressing script considers
no parameter. It simply takes the compressed file as an input. The compressed file can be
generated using any of the three scripts, where the file extension is ’.uht’. When compared
with the other tools, the MUHTL method is used with a partition size of 1 Mbp.
Note that with the SHT approach, the straightforward method for selecting the k -mer
set to be encoded is to select the x most frequent k -mers. Clearly, when x is large, more
bits are needed to encode each selected k -mer, as described in Table 5.3. While there is
no control on the number of k -mers to be selected using the UHT approach, the number of
k -mers to be encoded is determined by the number of k -mers that are selected so that they
form an unbalanced Huffman tree.
After analyzing the results of the UHT method using k -mers with k in [2,10] and in
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Table 5.4: Compression ratios (CR) of different partitions of the MUHTL method. The
number of partitions is denoted as P and the variable Size denotes the partition
size.
Data set used Cholerae Abscessus S. cerevisiae N. crassa Chr22
P Size, M Size, M Size, M Size, M Size, M
CR, % CR, % CR, % CR, % CR, %
1 4 5.2 12.3 41.6 51.5
26.01 25.72 26.09 26.34 19.75
2 2 2.6 6.2 20.8 25.8
25.96 25.67 26.11 26.36 19.81
4 1 1.3 3.1 10.4 12.9
25.99 25.59 26.10 26.33 19.74
8 0.5 0.65 1.5 5.2 6.4
25.91 25.65 26.08 26.33 19.80
16 0.26 0.32 0.77 2.6 3.2
25.98 25.66 26.10 26.28 19.85
32 0.13 0.16 0.38 1.3 1.6
26.00 25.63 26.11 26.16 19.88
64 0.06 0.08 0.19 0.65 0.8
26.05 25.71 26.15 26.16 19.90
128 0.03 0.04 0.09 0.33 0.4
26.19 25.81 26.19 26.16 19.93
256 0.016 0.02 0.05 0.16 0.2
26.47 26.03 26.25 26.18 19.97
512 0.008 0.01 0.02 0.8 0.1
27.05 26.45 26.44 26.23 20.06
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[3,10], we noticed that the results of the range [3,10] tend to be better, as shown in Table
5.3. This is likely due to the following fact. With the UHT encoding, there is a base that
must be encoded using 3 bits and a 2-mer must be encoded using 4 bits. If the 2-mer does
not contain the 3-bit base (in other words, contains any of the other bases that is encoded
using 2-bits), encoding this 2-mer becomes unnecessary as it can be encoded using 4 bits,
while encoding its bases independently also costs 4 bits. This is not the case when the
range is [3,10], since any 3-mer, regardless of its bit-code, will always produce a worthwhile
compression. In fact, this reason is the motivation of the UHTL method, as discussed in
Section 5.2. A comparison between the UHT and UHTL methods based on the compression
ratio is given in Table 5.3.
We carried out experiments on the MUHTL method using different numbers of parti-
tions (1, 2, 4, 8, · · ·, 512). The results are given in Table 5.4.
After analyzing the compression results of different partitions’ sizes, and using the
tested datasets in the experiments, we observed that the best compression ratios by the
MUHTL method took place when the partition size is around 1 Mbp. Hence, we recommend
this size when using the current MUHTL method. The compression results based on this
partition size, were used when the MUHTL method was compared with the other tools, as
discussed in the following subsections.
5.3.3 Comparison with tools based on Huffman-encoding
Compression tools that are used in our comparison are gzip [31], and bzip2 [79]. The gzip tool
is a popular compressor that works on different systems and is able to compress various data
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Fig. 5.2: Compression ratio of the MUHTL method and two well-known general purpose
compressors, gzip and bzip2. Datasets are in fasta format.
types including DNA sequences. It is a variation of the LZ algorithm, which utilizes Huffman
encoding to spot duplicated strings. It employs two Huffman trees, one to compresses the
match lengths of a duplicated string and the other for the distance. In most cases, we found
that its compression ratio is around 30%.
The bzip2 is also widely used, and it outperforms gzip and most conventional LZ-based
algorithms. In the tested sequences, bzip2 yields a better compression ratio in all of the
DNA sequences, as shown in Fig. 5.2. In the core of this compressor, the Burrows-Wheeler
Transform (BWT ) and Huffman encoding are utilized.
The results of the MUHTL method outperformed that of gzip for all the tested genomes
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with a performance gain as high as 23.33%. The compression ratios of Cholerae and Absces-
sus are 16.9% and 18%, respectively. The sequence length did not appear to play a role in
the compression ratios. Instead, we believe that the distribution of bases and the selected
k -mers play a main role in the compression efficiency. For example, gzip yields similar com-
pression ratios for S. cerevisiae (12 MB) and N. crassa (38 MB), which are 32.19% and
32.01%, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.2. The improvements of the MUHTL method over
gzip for these data sets are 23.33% and 22.35%, respectively. The data set of Chr22 relies
more on RLE encoding before the compression process, hence all tested tools show a better
compression ratio for Chr22 than the other datasets. As expected, the MUHTL method
outperformed gzip by only 10% in this case.
Both bzip2 and the MUHTL method are also compared based on their compression
ratios, where the MUHTL method demonstrated almost consistent dominance. For Chr22,
bzip2 showed a slight edge over the MUHTL method by just 0.3%. However, the MUHTL
method outperformed bzip2 in all the other datasets by 9.15%, 9.45%, 12.37%, and 11.58%
for Cholerae, Abscessus, S. cerevisiae, and N. crassa, respectively.
5.4 Availability and requirements
Project name: UHT v1.0.0.
Project access:
https://github.com/aalokaily/Unbalanced-Huffman-Tree
Operating system: All experiments are carried out on the same machine running
64-bit Ubuntu on 2.8 GHz Intel Core 2 Quad processor and a memory space of 8 GB.
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Other requirements: None.
License: GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE.
Any restrictions to use by non-academics: None.
5.5 List of abbreviations
SHT: standard Huffman tree; UHT: unbalanced Huffman tree; UHTL: unbalanced Huffman
tree that prioritizes the encoding of the least frequent base. MSHT/MUHT/MUHTL: mul-
tiple SHT/UHT/UHTL encoding.
Chapter 6
Future Work
The authors are planning several additional studies in the future, as outlined below.
1. Future work will seek to devise an algorithm that reduces the construction space of the
error tree (ET ) structure. This will be a challenging undertaking indeed; nevertheless,
it will be attempted since the ultimate goal is to reach a space complexity ofO(knlogΣn)
words.
2. A major project planned for the future involves building a sequence read aligner based
on the ET structure. This aligner will enable us to determine alignments of reads of
up to two mismatches. The current construction space required to build the ET is
O(nlog2Σn), where n is the size of the genome. For the human genome (3.3 Gbp), this
space bound is impractical for low-memory computers. The future plan is to build the
tree for k = 1 (a space of O(nlogΣn)), and then, align the 1-neighbors of the read,
where 1-neighbors are defined as all sequences that are at a Hamming distance of one
from the read.
A major advantage of this aligning method and using the ET structure is that all
alignments of a read are guaranteed to be found. Most of the current aligners find
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the alignments by using a heuristics process (applied for the sake of speeding up the
alignment process). This also reflects the error profiles of most of the sequencing
machines (approximately 2% of errors of a read).
3. Although the ET structure requires a nonlinear construction space, the input sequences
for the motif problem are usually not so large, especially when they are in Kbp or
Mbp. This means that the construction space is feasible even for a large k. Therefore,
implementing the ET-Motif algorithm will be a suitable tool for input sequences of
this size.
4. Assembling sequencing reads is computed by building a de Bruijn graph or String
Overlap Graph (SOG). The SOG strategy is the most successful assembly strategy
in a practical setting, as a majority of large genomes were assembled using Overlap
Layout Consensus (OLC ) graph strategy [67] (SOG is a specialization of the OLC
graph). This is due to the memory efficiency of SOG. However, the main challenge
in building the SOG is an intensive computational step i.e., computing the overlaps
between all the reads against each other and allowing few mismatches or indels (which
represent mainly the sequencing errors) [55, 68, 67]. The most practical solution for
this step is the heuristic seed-and-extend method. In contrast, the ET algorithm can be
used to achieve a faster and deterministic solution for this step. Thereby, contributing
to a better and faster resolution for the assembly problem.
The hierarchical genome assembly method was evaluated by using bacterial genomes
(few Mbps of genome length). Applying the method to a larger genome, such as the
human genome, is expected to require more time and space but is also expected to
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improve the assembly results. Moreover, evaluating the method on large genomes is
another future plan.
5. DNA sequences contain a considerable amount of exact and approximate repeats. Ap-
proximate repeats are sequences that are of a small Hamming or edit distance from
each other. Compressing such sequences based on their Hamming or edit distance to a
common neighbor sequence can improve the compression ratio at the expense of addi-
tional time that is needed to find the sequence/s that have more approximate repeats.
For this, pattern-matching based on Hamming or edit distance among the sequences
in the genome is required; however, by using the ET structure, this matching can be
performed directly and more efficiently.
Compressing the approximate repeats can be performed by encoding those repeats
relative to a sequence that is assigned an integral key as well as the mismatched bases
and their positions. For instance, let us assume the sequence “AAAAA” is assigned a
key of three. The sequence “AAAA” can then be encoded as 3C1 (C is the mismatch
base and 1 is the position of the mismatch).
6. A natural extension of the current compression software can allow users to specify the
maximum length of repeats used in the construction of the Huffman tree. We will con-
duct additional research and experiments to determine whether there is a biologically
relevant value to the users at run-time.
7. We will also research the possibility of variable-size partitions when constructing mul-
tiple Huffman trees for encoding, allowing the coding regions in the sequences to be
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separated from the non-coding ones to derive a ranking that reflects more faithfully
the status of the repeats.
8. Parallel processing will be incorporated to enable concurrent processing (such as multi-
core CPUs and GPUs) of the multiple partitions of the sequences. This can ensure an
efficient compression-time especially for large-scale DNA sequence datasets.
9. The software will be enabled to compress sequence datasets in the FASTQ format.
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Supplementary Table 1: Additional dataset statistics. 
 Mean 
insert size 
Std. Dev. of insert 
size 
Genome size 
(bp) 
Bases covered 
(bp) 
% 
Covered B. cereus MiSeq 600 60 5,432,652 5,431,532 99.98 
M. abscessus HiSeq 335 35 5,090,401 5,060,999 99.42 
M. abscessus MiSeq 335 35 5,090,401 5,021,173 98.64 
R. sphaeroides HiSeq 220 25 4,565,960 4,564,190 99.96 
R. sphaeroides MiSeq 540 60 4,565,960 4,560,486 99.88 
V. cholera HiSeq 335 35 4,033,464 4,009,169 99.40 
V. cholerae MiSeq 335 35 4,033,464 3,879,892 96.19 
 
Supplementary Table 2: Datasets chosen, cleaned or raw, for each genome and each assembler. As reported in 
the GAGE-B study, some assemblers produced better results using the cleaned data than using the raw data, and 
others not; so we followed their recommendations on which datasets to use for each assembler and for each 
genome. 
 ABy
SS 
CABOG MIRA MaSuRCA SGA SOAPdenovo SPAdes Velvet 
B. cereus -MiSeq raw clean raw raw raw raw clean raw 
M. abscessus -HiSeq clean clean raw raw clean clean clean clean 
M. abscessus -MiSeq clean clean clean clean clean raw clean raw 
R.sphaeroides - HiSeq raw raw raw raw raw raw clean raw 
R.sphaeroides - MiSeq raw raw raw raw clean clean clean clean 
V. cholerae -HiSeq clean clean raw raw clean clean clean clean 
V. cholerae -MiSeq clean raw clean clean clean raw clean clean 
 
  
  
Supplementary Figure 1: Number of genes identified by QUAST in CAGE-B and HGA assemblies 
 
 
  
Detailed results for all assemblies 
Firstly, we state the description of QUAST’s metrics that are used in the thesis and here also: 
Number of contigs is the number of contigs in the assembly. N50 is the length for which the collection of all 
contigs of that contig’s length or longer covers at least 50% of the total length of contigs in the assembly; NA50 
is computed by firstly obtaining blocks, which resulted from breaking the contigs at misassemblies events (after 
aligning the contigs); after that compute the NA50 out of the blocks that were aligned to the reference, similarly 
of computing N50. NG50 and NGA50 are computed like N50 and NA50 respectively, but not out of the total 
length of contigs in the assembly, instead out of the reference length, here the reference genome is known in 
advance. Genome fraction (%) which is the percentage out of the reference’s length, if bases that aligned to 
the reference. Duplication ratio which is the total number of aligned bases in the assembly divided by the total 
number of aligned bases in the reference; if the assembly contains many contigs that cover the same regions of 
the reference, the duplication ratio will be larger than 1. 
In order to assess and evaluate the graph complexity as well as comparing different assemblies’ results, we used 
the following metrics. Global misassemblies which is the number of positions in the contigs that satisfy one of 
the following criteria: the left flanking sequence aligns over 1 kbp away from the right flanking sequence on the 
reference, flanking sequences overlap on more than 1 kbp, or flanking sequences align to different strands or 
different chromosomes.  
Local misassemblies which is the number of positions in the contigs that satisfy one of the following criteria: 
Two or more distinct alignments cover the breakpoint, the gap between left and right flanking sequences is less 
than 1 kbp, or the left and right flanking sequences both are on the same strand of the same chromosome of the 
reference genome. Global misassemblies indicates false assembly in the long ranges of the reference and caused 
by assembling regions that are far away from each other. This may mostly occur in the graph by false 
connection between two or more of connected components or false branching in the same connected 
component, due mainly to long repeats. Local misassemblies in the other hand, indicate false assembly between 
close regions and this occur in the same connected component, due mainly to errors. More global and local 
misassemblies indicate more complexity in the graph whether within connected components or among 
connected components.  
 
In addition we used # mismatches per 100 kbp, and # indels per 100 kbp. These metrics assess the ability and 
efficiency of the assembler to correct errors (mismatches or indels) after assembling the reads. Last metric is # 
Unaligned length which is the total length of contigs (or parts of contigs) that fail to align to the reference 
genome. This metric evaluate the length of false assemblies results. 
 
For more details on the metrics reported in Tables 3-13 please see 
http://quast.bioinf.spbau.ru/manual.html#sec3.1  
Tables 3-9 highlight the best results as the following: for each dataset, the best results for each metric for the 
results of contigs assembly in the results that were reported by GAGE-B are colored in blue, similarly the best 
results for each metric for the results of contigs assembly in the results of HGA methods are colored in blue; the 
best results for each metric overall results of GAGE-B and HGA methods are in bold. Same highlighting tactic 
are applied for the scaffolding results, but instead of blue the highlights were in green.  
 
Also, Tables 3-9 present QUAST results for the following assembly flows: 
 
 B(k): gives the results of running the corresponding assembler using kmer size k. 
 AP(k,p,cov): gives the average value for each metric over p assemblies obtained by independently 
running the corresponding assembler with kmer size k on p disjoint parts, each with average read 
coverage cov (equal to 1/p of the original reads coverage). 
 C(k, p, cov): the results of combining (using Velvet with kmer size 31) the assemblies obtained by 
independently running the corresponding assembler with kmer size k on p disjoint parts, each with 
average read coverage cov. 
 M(k, p, cov): is the result of only merging the contigs obtained by independently running the 
corresponding assembler with kmer size k on p disjoint parts, each with average read coverage cov. 
 HGA(k1, C(k2, p, cov)): the results of re-assembling (using SPAdes assembler) the whole reads using 
kmer size k1, with the contigs obtained from the C(k2, p, cov) flow. 
 HGA(k1, M(k2, p, cov)): the results of re-assembling (using SPAdes assembler) the whole reads using 
kmer size k1, with the contigs obtained from the M(k2, p, cov) flow.   
 GAGE-B(k) gives the results obtained from the assemblies that we downloaded from 
http://ccb.jhu.edu/gage_b, where k is the kmer size used for assembly. 
 
For each HGA flow the reported assemblies’ results were selected based on the highest N50 assembly over all 
combinations of kmers sizes as described in the main thesis.  The reported value of k for GAGE-B flows 
represents the kmer size(s) used in the construction of the de Bruijn graph by ABySS, MaSuRCA, SOAPD2, 
SPAdes, and Velvet, respectively the minimum overlap length used by SGA, similarly optimized to maximizing 
N50 as described in the GAGE-B paper.  
 
  
Supplementary Table 3: 250bp MiSeq read assemblies of B. cereus, with reference genome size of 
5,432,652bp and 6,014 genes. For metric and assembly flow descriptions see beginning of section. 
Assembler Type Flow N50 NA50 NG50 NGA50 Genome  Duplica- #  # mis- Local mis- # mismatches  # indels  Unaligned   # 
              fraction tion ratio contigs assemblies assemblies per 100KB per 100KB length  Genes   
ABySS 
Basic flow B(81, 100x) 215,752 215,752 215,752 215,752 99.2 1.016 64 4 55 6.5 5.4 0 5,878 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(91, 2, 50x) 257,449 257,161 257,449 257,161 99.1 1.024 68 5 110 6.5 5.4 4,138 5,843 
C(91, 4, 25x) 111,188 110,839 111,188 110,694 98.2 1.017 149 0 112 96.7 11.8 2,309 5,711 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(101, C(51, 4, 25x)) 287,730 287,730 287,730 287,730 98.7 1.001 79 3 27 48.6 6.9 3,325 5,914 
HGA(81, M(41, 8, 12x)) 515,336 246,654 515,336 246,654 98.9 1.002 61 5 25 16.8 4.2 3,939 5,922 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(49) 130,570 130,570 130,570 130,570 98.6 1.006 115 2 25 6.7 4.5 2,548 5,819 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(101, C(51, 4, 25x)) 309,910 287,730 309,910 287,730 98.7 1.001 76 3 30 48.6 6.9 3,325 0 
HGA(81, M(41, 8, 12x)) 515,336 381,539 515,336 381,539 98.9 1.002 55 6 27 17.0 4.2 3,939 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(49) 135,613 135,296 135,613 135,296 98.6 1.006 102 3 29 6.7 4.6 2,548 0 
CABOG 
Basic flow B(21, 100x) 53,412 53,412 53,412 53,412 99.0 1.005 174 1 9 6.0 2.6 0 5,803 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 50x) 38,529 38,529 37,388 37,388 98.8 1.005 228 1 10 4.9 2.6 1,071 5,752 
C(21, 4, 25x) 52,734 52,734 52,733 52,733 98.5 1.001 196 0 12 6.2 2.4 2,266 5,787 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(91, C(21, 2, 50x)) 254,859 242,515 254,859 242,515 98.9 1.002 67 6 21 11.7 2.3 3,864 5,924 
HGA(91, M(21, 8, 12x)) 381,118 260,843 381,118 260,843 98.8 1.001 59 5 21 14.0 2.5 3,249 5,926 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 155,352 150,479 155,352 150,479 99.3 1.005 78 5 6 4.8 2.4 2,142 5,934 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(91, C(21, 2, 50x)) 319,561 269,969 319,561 269,969 98.9 1.002 63 6 23 12.1 2.4 3,864 0 
HGA(91, M(21, 8, 12x)) 485,675 485,675 443,416 270,576 98.8 1.001 53 5 25 14.4 2.6 3,249 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B 431,479 364,209 431,479 364,209 99.4 1.005 33 9 13 4.4 3.0 2,142 0 
MIRA 
Basic flow B(21, 100x) 5,205 5,198 10,381 10,328 99.2 2.079 4,618 31 41 9.9 3.2 19,388 5,675 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 50x) 4,029 4,010 7,397 7,363 99.3 2.071 5,397 25 20 11.4 3.0 12,018 5,504 
C(21, 4, 25x) 82,948 82,948 78,740 78,740 98.5 1.002 163 1 5 6.2 2.3 2,712 5,829 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(91, C(21, 1, 100x)) 381,025 269,870 269,870 269,870 98.7 1.002 64 1 15 10.1 2.3 3,864 5,945 
HGA(91, M(21, 8, 12x)) 330,615 260,692 330,615 260,692 99.4 1.002 63 13 27 12.8 3.3 1,380 5,943 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 116,480 100,038 116,480 100,038 99.2 1.007 153 9 14 4.8 2.1 5,903 5,919 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(91, C(21, 1, 100x)) 390,369 390,334 390,369 269,870 98.7 1.002 63 1 15 10.1 2.4 3,864 0 
HGA(91, M(21, 8, 12x)) 330,615 260,692 330,615 260,692 99.4 1.002 60 13 29 13.0 3.1 1,380 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
MaSuRCA 
Basic flow B(61, 100x) 80,722 80,722 80,722 80,722 98.7 1.007 146 2 7 14.6 2.4 2,574 5,880 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(51, 2, 50x) 50,840 50,840 50,027 50,027 98.5 1.006 191 2 7 9.0 2.2 2,139 5,822 
C(91, 2, 50x) 74,832 74,829 74,832 74,829 98.0 1.001 162 0 3 6.2 1.9 2,313 5,805 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(91, C(21, 1, 100x)) 542,153 542,005 542,153 542,005 98.7 1.002 61 4 16 7.9 2.5 3,864 5,937 
HGA(81, M(21, 2, 50x)) 485,217 485,217 485,217 485,217 98.8 1.001 50 2 18 9.4 3.1 3,708 5,946 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(101) 246,697 246,697 246,697 246,697 99.2 1.010 90 9 11 9.2 2.5 2,142 5,961 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(91, C(21, 1, 100x)) 542,153 542,005 542,153 542,005 98.7 1.002 60 4 17 8.0 2.4 3,864 0 
HGA(81, M(21, 2, 50x)) 485,217 485,217 485,217 485,217 98.8 1.001 48 2 18 9.5 3.1 3,708 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(101) 337,861 337,861 337,861 337,861 99.2 1.010 83 12 13 9.2 2.5 2,142 0 
SGA 
Basic flow B(81, 100x) 22,358 22,358 26,552 26,552 99.0 1.157 3,529 18 8 2.1 2.0 5,592 5,754 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(51, 2, 50x) 23,311 23,311 25,180 25,180 98.9 1.094 2,304 18 7 1.5 1.9 5,208 5,735 
C(61, 2, 50x) 41,550 41,550 40,815 40,815 98.2 1.001 259 0 4 1.7 1.9 2,266 5,714 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(81, C(41, 1, 100x)) 330,637 182,008 330,637 182,008 98.8 1.002 88 7 34 13.9 3.3 4,745 5,897 
HGA(91, M(41, 1, 100x)) 209,067 208,896 209,067 208,896 98.7 1.002 83 2 28 10.6 2.4 3,517 5,916 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(65) 22,044 22,042 25,512 25,512 99.0 1.148 3,335 17 9 2.1 2.0 5,799 5,747 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(81, C(41, 1, 100x)) 331,201 208,794 331,201 208,794 98.8 1.002 78 7 41 13.7 3.4 4,745 0 
HGA(91, M(41, 1, 100x)) 255,106 254,949 209,067 208,951 98.7 1.002 79 2 30 10.7 2.5 3,517 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(65) 25,767 25,767 25,512 25,512 98.0 1.012 502 2 2 1.4 2.0 2,139 0 
SOAPd2 
Basic flow B(41, 100x) 25,831 25,831 24,621 24,621 98.1 1.001 435 0 1 0.7 1.8 2,288 5,639 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 50x) 14,299 14,299 13,798 13,798 98.1 1.002 769 0 2 0.9 1.9 2,366 5,388 
C(41, 2, 50x) 28,369 28,369 27,308 27,308 97.9 1.000 387 0 2 1.5 1.9 2,266 5,657 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(81, C(21, 2, 50x)) 452,656 229,509 452,656 229,509 98.7 1.002 72 4 26 13.4 3.3 3,744 5,916 
HGA(81, M(21, 8, 12x)) 483,098 452,295 483,098 452,295 98.7 1.002 72 4 28 12.6 3.2 3,744 5,917 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(55) 246,346 246,346 246,346 246,346 98.4 1.001 105 0 20 9.0 2.7 2,316 5,834 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(81, C(21, 2, 50x)) 452,656 264,725 452,656 264,725 98.7 1.002 69 4 29 13.4 3.3 3,744 0 
HGA(81, M(21, 8, 12x)) 483,098 452,295 483,098 452,295 98.8 1.002 68 6 30 12.7 3.2 3,744 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(55) 456,635 455,989 456,635 455,989 98.4 1.001 77 0 39 8.1 2.9 2,316 0 
SPAdes 
Basic flow B(81, 100x) 127,979 127,979 127,979 127,979 98.7 1.003 105 3 44 15.1 3.8 3,744 5,876 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(61, 2, 50x) 90,025 89,938 89,201 89,111 98.6 1.003 164 6 31 16.3 3.4 3,799 5,831 
C(61, 4, 25x) 168,952 168,950 168,952 168,950 98.4 1.006 115 2 20 7.4 3.0 5,279 5,842 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(81, C(21, 2, 50x)) 754,905 283,161 754,905 283,161 98.8 1.002 60 5 22 14.5 3.5 3,744 5,924 
HGA(81, M(21, 8, 12x)) 826,529 382,489 826,529 382,489 98.8 1.002 72 12 19 13.3 3.5 8,472 5,927 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(51,63,85) 103,691 103,691 103,691 103,691 99.1 1.377 49,967 8 14 19.0 3.0 10,464,230 5,911 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(81, C(21, 2, 50x)) 1,201,442 283,902 1,201,442 283,902 98.8 1.002 57 6 24 14.8 3.5 3,744 0 
HGA(81, M(21, 8, 12x)) 931,487 444,453 931,487 444,453 98.8 1.002 68 12 21 13.7 3.6 227,499 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(51,63,85) 212,506 212,506 212,506 212,506 99.1 1.377 49,919 9 37 18.3 3.4 10,463,127 0 
Velvet 
Basic flow B(51, 100x) 30,953 30,899 30,655 30,519 98.2 1.002 345 8 20 13.3 3.2 2,506 5,672 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 50x) 25,951 25,951 25,719 25,719 98.0 1.002 403 6 24 13.2 3.5 2,447 5,571 
C(31, 8, 12x) 79,075 66,133 79,075 66,111 98.3 1.003 162 5 31 12.4 3.8 2,408 5,778 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(91, C(21, 8, 12x)) 485,240 485,240 485,240 485,240 98.7 1.003 65 3 19 14.2 2.6 3,864 5,927 
HGA(81, M(21, 8, 12x)) 1,276,342 1,276,279 1,276,342 485,259 98.8 1.002 58 7 24 11.9 3.5 3,744 5,933 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(63) 24,577 24,577 24,465 24,465 97.8 1.001 404 3 11 6.1 2.4 2,652 5,559 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(91, C(21, 8, 12x)) 485,240 485,240 485,240 485,240 98.7 1.003 63 3 20 14.5 2.6 3,864 0 
HGA(81, M(21, 8, 12x)) 1,276,342 485,259 1,276,342 485,259 98.8 1.002 51 7 23 12.4 4.0 544,854 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(63) 247,748 208,398 247,748 208,398 97.8 1.009 99 11 258 6.0 3.4 2,404 0 
 
 
 Supplementary Table 4: 251bp MiSeq read assemblies of R. sphaeroides, with reference genome size of 
4,565,960bp and 4,474 genes. For metric and assembly flow descriptions see beginning of section. 
Assembler Type Flow N50 NA50 NG50 NGA50 Genome  Duplication #  # mis- Local mis- # mismatches  # indels  Unaligned   # 
              fraction ratio contigs assemblies assemblies per 100KB per 100KB length  Genes   
ABySS 
Basic flow B(41, 100x) 112,782 112,782 115,786 114,140 99.6 1.021 120 12 25 17.4 4.1 1,178 4,383 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(31, 2, 50x) 110,193 110,103 27,460 27,460 49.7 1.028 57 5 13 25.2 4.1 1,292 2,189 
C(31, 8, 12x) 21,747 21,747 18,905 18,905 87.2 1.001 449 2 3 19.9 1.8 540 3,672 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(51, C(31, 1, 100x)) 128,203 112,027 128,203 112,027 99.2 1.002 111 8 7 38.0 3.6 1,439 4,377 
HGA(31, M(31, 8, 12x)) 173,288 170,032 173,288 170,032 99.0 1.003 109 8 12 36.7 2.6 3,329 4,386 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(49) 21,647 21,647 21,441 21,441 98.5 1.001 486 1 2 3.5 0.2 96 4,121 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(51, C(31, 1, 100x)) 128,203 112,027 128,203 112,027 99.2 1.002 108 8 7 38.3 3.6 1,439 0 
HGA(31, M(31, 8, 12x)) 174,187 173,288 174,187 173,288 99.0 1.003 104 8 16 37.9 2.7 3,329 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(49) 21,647 21,647 21,441 21,441 98.5 1.001 486 1 2 3.5 0.2 96 0 
CABOG 
Basic flow B(21, 100x) 19,766 19,554 9,985 9,903 59.2 1.000 185 3 1 9.0 0.4 0 2,496 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 50x) 20,414 20,414 0 0 31.9 1.001 104 1 1 10.8 0.6 16 1,342 
C(21, 2, 50x) 16,115 16,115 0 0 28.7 1.001 195 4 0 6.8 0.2 0 1,208 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(51, C(21, 8, 12x)) 127,081 127,081 127,081 127,081 99.3 1.002 138 9 5 22.7 2.2 1,578 4,368 
HGA(31, M(21, 4, 25x)) 167,899 136,193 167,899 136,193 99.4 1.002 129 10 10 40.1 2.8 2,478 4,390 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 41,794 41,176 31,540 30,364 85.7 1.004 146 6 2 7.1 0.5 78 3,738 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(51, C(21, 8, 12x)) 127,081 127,081 127,081 127,081 99.3 1.002 131 10 8 22.7 2.3 1,578 0 
HGA(31, M(21, 4, 25x)) 173,888 147,716 173,888 147,716 99.4 1.003 124 10 13 40.8 2.8 2,478 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B 45,887 42,489 40,287 36,097 85.7 1.004 131 6 6 7.2 1.0 78 0 
MIRA 
Basic flow B(101, 100x) 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.000 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(101, 8, 12x) 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.000 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 
C(101, 8, 12x) 0 0 0 0 0.0 0.000 0 0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(41, C(21, 8, 12x)) 124,257 124,225 124,257 124,225 99.1 1.001 150 3 5 18.5 1.9 1,766 4,348 
HGA(41, M(21, 8, 12x)) 124,257 124,225 124,257 124,225 99.1 1.001 150 3 5 18.5 1.9 1,766 4,348 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 15,445 15,271 15,792 15,445 99.3 1.022 867 16 4 39.2 2.8 43 3,951 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(41, C(21, 8, 12x)) 130,354 130,354 127,712 127,712 99.2 1.001 142 3 9 19.5 2.0 1,766 0 
HGA(41, M(21, 8, 12x)) 130,354 130,354 127,712 127,712 99.2 1.001 142 3 9 19.5 2.0 1,766 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
MaSuRCA 
Basic flow B(41, 100x) 116,186 116,186 112,886 112,886 93.8 1.004 88 3 2 3.4 0.7 2,450 4,175 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 50x) 114,614 114,614 24,633 24,633 47.0 1.004 41 2 1 4.3 0.8 1,225 2,091 
C(21, 4, 25x) 26,970 26,970 21,651 21,400 81.3 1.001 365 1 6 5.1 0.4 26 3,497 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(71, C(51, 8, 12x)) 178,403 144,067 170,376 144,067 99.3 1.003 91 11 3 22.7 1.0 356 4,397 
HGA(101, M(21, 4, 25x)) 251,279 212,893 251,279 212,893 99.8 1.001 52 7 7 9.9 0.7 0 4,430 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(63) 142,742 142,742 130,714 130,714 92.1 1.004 63 5 3 9.8 0.8 341 4,109 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(71, C(51, 8, 12x)) 178,403 144,067 170,376 144,067 99.3 1.003 89 12 4 23.0 1.1 356 0 
HGA(101, M(21, 4, 25x)) 251,279 212,893 251,279 212,893 99.8 1.001 52 7 7 9.9 0.7 0 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(63) 165,131 165,131 144,812 144,812 92.0 1.004 55 5 6 9.7 0.9 341 0 
SGA 
Basic flow B(51, 100x) 19,331 19,229 19,703 19,229 99.1 1.016 785 4 2 1.0 0.2 1,204 4,107 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(51, 8, 12x) 21,546 21,545 0 0 12.4 1.015 74 1 0 2.3 0.7 0 518 
C(51, 1, 100x) 14,751 14,460 1,967 1,903 52.7 1.002 426 7 0 9.8 0.5 129 2,168 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(41, C(61, 8, 12x)) 144,749 126,907 144,749 126,907 99.2 1.003 138 9 5 27.6 2.6 1,766 4,365 
HGA(31, M(101, 8, 12x)) 170,071 170,071 170,071 170,071 99.1 1.002 107 4 6 38.6 2.0 2,672 4,384 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(23) 9,086 9,086 9,108 9,108 99.0 1.013 986 4 2 0.8 0.4 763 3,807 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(41, C(61, 8, 12x)) 147,992 144,746 147,992 144,746 99.2 1.003 130 9 9 27.8 2.7 1,766 0 
HGA(31, M(101, 8, 12x)) 170,071 170,071 170,071 170,071 99.1 1.002 104 4 8 38.6 2.0 2,672 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(23) 9,055 9,055 7,971 7,971 88.6 1.009 778 0 1 0.3 0.4 266 0 
SOAPd2 
Basic flow B(41, 100x) 24,166 23,927 23,927 23,780 98.9 1.001 460 1 1 0.5 0.2 0 4,161 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 8, 12x) 24,787 24,787 0 0 12.5 1.002 49 0 0 0.5 0.2 5 527 
C(31, 1, 100x) 16,391 16,391 11,001 11,001 75.7 1.002 510 1 1 5.3 0.2 0 3,132 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(41, C(21, 8, 12x)) 174,187 157,067 174,187 157,067 99.2 1.001 127 7 5 26.8 2.9 4,011 4,367 
HGA(61, M(31, 4, 25x)) 176,506 162,346 176,506 162,346 99.5 1.002 95 6 3 14.8 1.1 376 4,405 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(79) 33,829 33,829 33,491 33,491 98.4 1.005 437 1 10 3.6 0.4 5,085 4,134 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(41, C(21, 8, 12x)) 193,157 193,157 180,964 177,461 99.2 1.001 119 7 8 27.9 3.1 4,011 0 
HGA(61, M(31, 4, 25x)) 177,971 175,390 177,971 175,390 99.5 1.002 91 6 3 14.7 1.1 376 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(79) 45,133 45,022 45,133 45,022 98.4 1.007 226 4 213 3.5 0.4 4,702 0 
SPAdes 
Basic flow B(41, 100x) 124,257 124,225 124,257 124,225 99.1 1.001 151 3 5 18.4 1.9 1,766 4,348 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 8, 12x) 211,854 211,852 0 0 12.4 1.001 21 3 2 27.7 1.7 856 547 
C(51, 8, 12x) 26,349 26,349 22,593 22,593 88.6 1.001 414 3 2 4.0 0.6 0 3,771 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(51, C(21, 4, 25x)) 196,881 174,187 196,881 174,187 99.5 1.004 113 5 4 27.4 1.8 1,578 4,402 
HGA(31, M(21, 4, 25x)) 244,543 244,543 244,543 244,543 98.9 1.004 130 6 13 38.8 2.1 5,771 4,380 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(31,43,65) 118,093 115,059 118,093 118,093 99.6 1.004 185 5 4 8.2 0.8 13,389 4,384 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(51, C(21, 4, 25x)) 204,704 188,727 204,704 188,727 99.5 1.004 110 6 4 27.3 1.8 1,578 0 
HGA(31, M(21, 4, 25x)) 244,543 244,543 244,543 244,543 98.9 1.004 127 6 14 39.6 2.1 5,771 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(31,43,65) 151,794 151,794 151,794 151,794 99.7 1.016 145 8 8 7.6 1.9 13,389 0 
Velvet 
Basic flow B(41, 100x) 29,448 28,750 29,092 28,677 98.8 1.003 348 5 11 16.2 1.2 0 4,213 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(31, 8, 12x) 35,181 33,678 0 0 12.4 1.001 32 1 2 17.6 1.2 481 534 
C(21, 8, 12x) 17,228 16,762 2,996 2,864 52.8 0.999 325 8 6 12.9 1.2 1,129 2,239 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(41, C(21, 8, 12x)) 170,405 157,915 170,405 147,761 99.4 1.001 127 9 7 25.6 2.5 1,766 4,375 
HGA(31, M(21, 8, 12x)) 204,678 204,678 204,678 204,678 99.0 1.003 100 8 14 36.8 2.5 2,821 4,388 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(31) 24,300 24,248 24,248 24,205 98.0 1.001 416 2 8 11.6 0.6 688 4,136 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(41, C(21, 8, 12x)) 176,125 170,405 174,871 170,405 99.4 1.001 120 9 10 26.6 2.7 1,766 0 
HGA(31, M(21, 8, 12x)) 204,678 204,678 204,678 204,678 99.0 1.003 97 8 15 37.1 2.6 2,821 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(31) 88,399 84,960 85,272 84,960 98.0 1.009 209 19 184 11.5 1.1 0 0 
 
  
Supplementary Table 5: 101bp HiSeq read assemblies of R. sphaeroides, with reference genome size of 
4,565,960bp and 4,474 genes. For metric and assembly flow descriptions see beginning of section. 
Assembler Type Flow N50 NA50 NG50 NGA50 Genome  Duplication #  # mis- Local mis- # mismatches  # indels  Unaligned   # 
              fraction ratio contigs assemblies assemblies per 100KB per 100KB length  Genes   
ABySS 
Basic flow B(31, 210x) 120,554 120,554 120,554 120,554 99.0 1.019 145 9 10 15.6 5.6 0 4,352 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(31, 2, 105x) 98,263 98,263 98,795 98,263 98.9 1.019 174 9 7 16.4 9.5 58 4,323 
C(31, 4, 52x) 51,404 51,404 49,231 49,231 98.1 1.007 277 2 29 206.7 17.0 213 4,204 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(41, C(21, 2, 105x)) 161,703 136,021 161,703 136,021 99.0 1.000 202 7 12 29.9 2.7 8,396 4,357 
HGA(31, M(21, 4, 52x)) 187,637 187,637 187,637 187,637 98.6 1.002 236 10 15 34.2 2.5 15,503 4,338 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(31) 13,460 13,460 13,319 13,319 98.4 1.009 604 6 2 8.8 0.7 661 4,030 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(41, C(21, 2, 105x)) 173,221 161,703 173,221 161,703 99.1 1.001 196 7 16 34.1 2.9 8,396 0 
HGA(31, M(21, 4, 52x)) 229,984 229,984 229,984 229,984 98.6 1.002 230 10 16 34.1 2.7 15,503 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(31) 13,475 13,475 13,460 13,460 98.5 1.010 582 34 11 9.1 0.7 27 0 
CABOG 
Basic flow B(21, 210x) 4,462 4,462 3,232 3,232 75.7 1.001 1,001 2 2 15.9 1.3 0 2,606 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 105x) 2,949 2,947 1,507 1,507 57.2 1.004 1,018 3 2 14.5 1.2 69 1,821 
C(21, 1, 210x) 4,861 4,256 0 0 11.8 1.000 225 12 0 70.6 7.3 288 410 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(21, 8, 26x)) 127,178 112,298 127,178 112,298 98.7 1.001 259 11 19 24.3 2.1 15,503 4,321 
HGA(31, M(21, 1, 210x)) 143,313 127,178 143,313 127,178 99.0 1.002 204 8 18 33.6 2.2 15,897 4,362 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 12,421 12,360 11,358 11,217 90.9 1.008 537 4 3 20.1 1.6 360 3,619 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(21, 8, 26x)) 186,283 161,627 186,283 161,627 98.7 1.001 245 11 29 24.2 2.1 15,503 0 
HGA(31, M(21, 1, 210x)) 201,144 201,144 201,144 201,144 99.0 1.002 191 8 28 33.6 2.2 15,897 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B 23,585 23,406 21,196 20,580 90.9 1.009 320 6 33 21.7 6.7 146 0 
MIRA 
Basic flow B(91, 210x) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(91, 8, 26x) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
C(91, 8, 26x) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(21, 8, 26x)) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
HGA(31, M(21, 8, 26x)) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(21, 8, 26x)) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
HGA(31, M(21, 8, 26x)) - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
MaSuRCA 
Basic flow B(41, 210x) 24,800 24,800 24,406 24,406 95.6 1.020 382 2 2 47.5 0.5 219 4,093 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 105x) 41,079 40,951 39,503 39,307 95.8 1.009 226 3 4 22.8 0.4 25 4,177 
C(51, 2, 105x) 103,409 103,409 102,493 102,493 95.2 1.002 154 0 2 18.3 0.4 0 4,208 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(51, C(21, 2, 105x)) 284,717 222,832 284,717 222,832 99.1 1.002 127 5 10 16.6 1.5 4,627 4,381 
HGA(41, M(21, 1, 210x)) 209,442 168,043 209,442 168,043 99.2 1.001 159 9 17 21.9 1.5 7,732 4,375 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(55) 176,783 176,783 176,783 176,783 97.1 1.005 130 5 4 72.1 1.0 49 4,298 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(51, C(21, 2, 105x)) 284,717 222,832 284,717 222,832 99.1 1.002 126 5 10 16.6 1.5 4,627 0 
HGA(41, M(21, 1, 210x)) 209,442 185,588 209,442 185,588 99.2 1.002 155 10 19 26.0 2.0 7,732 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(55) 196,511 196,511 196,511 196,511 97.1 1.005 125 6 6 72.1 1.1 49 0 
SGA 
Basic flow B(41, 210x) 12,788 12,788 12,113 12,113 93.0 1.003 845 1 1 2.2 0.2 49 3,687 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 105x) 10,121 10,111 9,165 9,134 89.8 1.004 902 2 1 2.1 0.2 159 3,479 
C(21, 2, 105x) 23,702 22,341 21,543 20,662 94.7 1.000 444 3 5 3.7 0.3 0 3,940 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(51, 8, 26x)) 148,826 127,185 148,826 127,185 98.8 1.001 236 4 21 27.0 2.2 15,291 4,337 
HGA(31, M(21, 1, 210x)) 159,189 146,650 159,189 146,650 98.5 1.002 234 13 18 28.9 1.8 15,773 4,322 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(41) 12,793 12,793 12,057 12,057 92.9 1.004 862 1 1 2.1 0.2 205 3,679 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(51, 8, 26x)) 185,025 185,025 185,025 185,025 98.8 1.001 222 4 31 27.3 2.3 15,291 0 
HGA(31, M(21, 1, 210x)) 159,189 146,650 159,189 146,650 98.5 1.002 231 13 21 28.6 1.8 15,773 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(41) 13,487 13,487 11,833 11,793 87.2 1.003 662 1 1 1.7 0.2 54 0 
SOAPd2 
Basic flow B(61, 210x) 3,066 3,062 3,014 3,008 97.1 1.009 2,476 1 1 34.2 1.0 2,299 2,796 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(51, 2, 105x) 4,239 4,231 4,185 4,165 98.0 1.008 1,986 1 2 25.9 0.8 1,737 3,101 
C(41, 4, 52x) 20,999 20,712 20,712 20,516 98.4 1.002 498 2 1 9.4 0.5 215 4,092 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(41, 1, 210x)) 157,339 147,243 157,339 147,243 98.6 1.002 237 5 21 23.3 1.8 15,540 4,330 
HGA(31, M(41, 2, 105x)) 126,438 126,438 126,438 126,438 98.6 1.002 257 5 38 23.9 2.7 15,664 4,306 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(55) 10,993 10,906 10,600 10,512 97.3 1.002 859 2 9 25.6 1.9 1,125 3,752 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(41, 1, 210x)) 185,556 185,548 185,556 185,548 98.6 1.002 228 5 26 23.0 2.0 15,540 0 
HGA(31, M(41, 2, 105x)) 161,484 161,478 161,484 161,478 98.6 1.002 243 5 44 23.1 2.8 15,641 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(55) 15,850 15,839 15,520 15,517 97.2 1.003 661 2 126 24.6 4.3 6,512 0 
SPAdes 
Basic flow B(31, 210x) 112,631 112,631 112,301 112,298 98.5 1.002 281 1 21 18.1 1.6 15,503 4,310 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(31, 2, 105x) 64,334 64,334 63,825 63,825 98.5 1.003 294 4 27 18.2 2.5 4,845 4,263 
C(31, 4, 52x) 111,793 111,793 111,793 105,389 98.4 1.007 219 9 29 12.3 3.1 198 4,294 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(41, C(21, 2, 105x)) 286,024 286,024 286,024 286,024 99.0 1.000 169 8 19 27.8 1.8 8,099 4,376 
HGA(41, M(21, 1, 210x)) 314,739 314,739 314,739 314,739 99.0 1.001 269 7 16 31.3 2.2 30,304 4,363 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(21,33,55) 74,486 74,016 83,463 83,460 99.5 1.014 298 6 5 6.0 0.8 25,816 4,350 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(41, C(21, 2, 105x)) 331,799 331,799 331,799 331,799 99.0 1.000 163 9 21 28.1 2.0 8,099 0 
HGA(41, M(21, 1, 210x)) 465,114 465,114 465,114 465,114 99.0 1.001 265 8 18 34.4 2.5 30,304 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(21,33,55) 127,911 127,911 127,911 127,911 99.5 1.013 259 6 9 6.3 1.4 25,919 0 
Velvet 
Basic flow B(51, 210x) 12,779 12,779 12,225 12,225 98.0 1.003 729 2 5 14.9 1.2 552 3,864 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 105x) 14,403 14,178 14,045 13,979 98.2 1.002 638 3 5 17.3 0.8 384 3,949 
C(31, 4, 52x) 44,626 44,626 44,315 44,315 98.4 1.001 338 1 6 12.0 0.7 21 4,222 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(31, 8, 26x)) 148,202 130,168 148,202 130,168 98.7 1.008 216 14 22 28.2 2.1 15,291 4,340 
HGA(31, M(41, 1, 210x)) 159,736 150,263 150,266 150,263 98.6 1.002 220 9 21 24.0 2.3 15,291 4,334 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(49) 13,800 13,775 13,087 13,087 97.9 1.001 696 2 4 10.2 0.3 404 3,904 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(31, 4, 52x)) 190,800 190,772 190,800 190,772 98.6 1.003 213 7 22 26.0 1.8 15,305 0 
HGA(31, M(51, 1, 210x)) 185,472 185,440 185,472 185,440 98.7 1.001 208 4 36 26.5 3.3 15,291 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(49) 36,086 33,823 34,182 33,086 98.0 1.010 348 20 333 10.4 0.7 252 0 
 
  
Supplementary Table 6: 250bp MiSeq read assemblies of M. abscessus, with reference genome size of 
5,090,401bp and 4,992 genes. For metric and assembly flow descriptions see beginning of section. 
Assembler Type Flow N50 NA50 NG50 NGA50 Genome  Duplication #  # mis- Local mis- # mismatches  # indels  Unaligned   # 
              fraction ratio contigs assemblies assemblies per 100KB per 100KB length  Genes   
ABySS 
Basic flow B(51, 100x) 87,472 86,675 87,624 86,675 100.6 1.001 168 2 5 4.1 1.1 80,087 4,853 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 50x) 40,153 37,883 40,153 38,366 100.4 1.001 322 4 2 3.1 1.0 79,271 4,739 
C(61, 4, 25x) 79,635 75,731 79,635 75,731 100.4 1.002 189 5 3 10.0 1.1 76,474 4,831 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(51, 4, 25x)) 272,898 205,053 272,898 205,053 100.6 1.003 496 6 8 12.8 0.8 222,852 4,902 
HGA(41, M(91, 8, 12x)) 294,301 199,090 294,301 225,649 100.7 1.016 408 10 6 10.5 1.3 136,348 4,915 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(58) 70,424 67,488 70,424 68,549 99.2 1.001 210 2 2 1.9 0.6 80,486 4,825 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(51, 4, 25x)) 272,898 210,070 274,707 225,649 100.6 1.051 492 10 9 15.9 1.1 168,639 0 
HGA(41, M(91, 8, 12x)) 340,251 225,649 388,189 231,650 100.7 1.016 406 11 6 12.5 1.5 662,877 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(58) 73,179 73,179 70,126 70,126 99.2 1.001 208 2 3 0.7 2.2 157,344 0 
CABOG 
Basic flow B(21, 100x) 22,071 21,315 22,335 21,484 100.0 1.008 352 3 4 3.5 0.5 77,638 4,667 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 50x) 23,089 22,579 22,871 22,584 99.7 1.001 374 3 2 3.4 0.6 77,409 4,615 
C(21, 2, 50x) 63,342 61,017 63,342 61,017 99.9 1.000 149 4 2 1.9 0.3 77,986 4,814 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(21, 8, 12x)) 287,637 203,401 287,637 203,401 100.7 1.013 472 12 5 25.4 2.4 168,639 4,914 
HGA(21, M(21, 8, 12x)) 278,455 187,335 278,455 187,335 100.6 1.016 546 14 8 30.2 2.0 180,878 4,910 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 8,655 8,294 8,716 8,344 97.5 1.030 857 122 5 4.2 0.7 75,046 4,148 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(21, 8, 12x)) 302,807 203,401 302,807 210,004 100.7 1.013 468 12 6 25.5 2.5 168,639 0 
HGA(21, M(21, 8, 12x)) 278,455 187,335 278,455 187,335 100.6 1.016 545 14 8 28.9 2.0 180,878 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B 9,070 8,413 9,127 8,433 97.5 1.030 847 131 5 4.2 0.8 75,046 0 
MIRA 
Basic flow B(21, 100x) 6,089 4,779 15,167 12,051 100.8 2.195 4,717 1,476 22 4.9 0.9 167,341 4,594 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 50x) 3,246 2,822 8,642 7,357 100.7 2.210 7,000 1,296 27 8.1 1.2 192,680 4,339 
C(21, 2, 50x) 36,144 35,721 36,347 35,910 100.6 1.011 338 14 5 3.7 0.5 85,563 4,753 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(21, 1, 100x)) 273,781 205,053 273,781 205,053 100.7 1.005 474 6 3 12.3 1.0 210,953 4,918 
HGA(21, M(21, 2, 50x)) 388,304 308,604 388,304 308,604 100.7 1.016 528 13 7 31.1 2.2 180,151 4,924 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 81,728 64,678 114,083 74,987 100.8 1.150 1,760 2,358 35 4.2 0.6 45,545 4,869 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(21, 1, 100x)) 274,707 210,037 274,707 225,649 100.7 1.015 471 9 3 13.1 1.2 156,740 0 
HGA(21, M(21, 2, 50x)) 388,304 308,604 388,304 308,604 100.7 1.016 527 12 7 31.0 2.4 180,151 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
MaSuRCA 
Basic flow B(101, 100x) 11,889 11,524 12,466 12,075 100.2 1.056 644 5 2 2.8 0.4 80,838 4,569 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(91, 2, 50x) 23,342 22,308 23,893 23,547 99.9 1.024 332 6 3 2.4 0.4 76,301 4,701 
C(71, 2, 50x) 140,334 121,303 140,334 121,303 100.1 1.014 89 5 3 2.7 0.4 17,310 4,867 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(91, C(21, 1, 100x)) 322,474 209,888 322,474 233,055 100.7 1.012 148 7 3 4.8 0.8 61,909 4,920 
HGA(61, M(21, 1, 100x)) 340,250 272,329 340,250 272,329 100.7 1.014 287 6 3 3.9 0.4 102,307 4,920 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(99) 36,211 35,496 38,240 37,156 99.7 1.067 326 70 2 2.9 0.6 72,188 4,790 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(91, C(21, 1, 100x)) 340,280 209,888 340,280 233,055 100.7 1.012 147 8 3 5.4 0.9 61,909 0 
HGA(61, M(21, 1, 100x)) 340,250 272,329 340,250 272,329 100.7 1.014 286 7 3 4.5 0.5 102,307 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(99) 36,211 35,496 38,240 37,156 99.7 1.067 325 70 2 2.9 0.6 72,188 0 
SGA 
Basic flow B(91, 100x) 28,150 26,835 28,371 27,256 100.7 1.016 488 71 2 2.0 0.4 84,449 4,713 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(61, 2, 50x) 18,850 18,371 19,115 18,675 100.5 1.011 606 42 2 1.9 0.4 83,864 4,580 
C(21, 2, 50x) 79,650 76,525 79,650 76,525 100.5 1.003 146 4 2 2.4 0.4 71,528 4,842 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(51, 8, 12x)) 363,745 205,054 363,745 205,054 100.7 1.005 463 12 4 20.1 1.6 210,953 4,919 
HGA(21, M(71, 8, 12x)) 278,376 193,542 278,376 209,488 100.6 1.014 553 11 9 31.2 2.4 192,021 4,910 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(65) 12,696 12,320 13,299 12,834 100.7 1.045 1,117 180 4 2.0 0.4 74,740 4,467 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(51, 8, 12x)) 363,745 210,039 363,745 225,649 100.7 1.016 460 14 4 22.9 1.8 156,740 0 
HGA(21, M(71, 8, 12x)) 278,376 193,542 278,376 209,488 100.6 1.014 552 11 9 31.4 2.5 192,021 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(65) 12,834 12,472 13,299 12,834 100.7 1.031 815 10 2 1.8 0.4 67,076 0 
SOAPd2 
Basic flow B(51, 100x) 38,506 36,994 39,634 38,168 100.6 1.002 275 2 2 1.4 0.4 83,782 4,772 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 50x) 15,745 15,319 15,782 15,405 100.4 1.002 616 2 1 2.2 0.4 83,569 4,508 
C(51, 2, 50x) 67,061 62,457 67,061 65,560 100.4 1.000 188 3 3 2.4 0.4 83,293 4,830 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(81, C(41, 1, 100x)) 274,727 210,215 274,727 210,215 100.7 1.016 198 7 3 3.8 0.5 54,982 4,911 
HGA(21, M(61, 4, 25x)) 278,409 194,290 278,409 209,503 100.6 1.017 549 12 14 32.1 2.9 192,021 4,909 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(47) 131,561 113,272 131,561 113,272 100.6 1.014 113 5 19 2.2 0.7 17,490 4,877 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(81, C(41, 1, 100x)) 274,727 210,215 274,727 210,215 100.7 1.016 197 8 3 4.4 0.6 54,982 0 
HGA(21, M(61, 4, 25x)) 278,409 194,290 278,409 209,503 100.5 1.017 548 12 14 31.3 2.9 194,332 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(47) 147,990 147,162 152,604 147,162 100.6 1.014 101 5 31 2.2 0.7 17,490 0 
SPAdes 
Basic flow B(31, 100x) 231,671 193,002 253,859 193,002 100.5 1.003 500 8 4 7.4 0.6 222,954 4,900 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 50x) 128,044 116,659 131,477 116,659 100.4 1.014 371 9 5 15.1 1.1 108,673 4,872 
C(61, 4, 25x) 140,162 131,364 144,325 131,364 100.5 1.003 97 7 4 3.5 0.5 72,070 4,889 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(71, C(21, 8, 12x)) 372,707 234,759 372,707 234,759 100.7 1.016 224 17 7 8.5 1.3 72,271 4,916 
HGA(21, M(81, 8, 12x)) 474,754 206,114 474,754 206,114 100.6 1.015 530 14 10 28.0 2.3 192,329 4,923 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(33,55,65,75,85,99) 215,400 209,894 220,161 209,894 100.8 1.018 908 20 5 4.7 0.9 259,449 4,913 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(71, C(21, 8, 12x)) 372,707 234,759 372,707 234,759 100.7 1.017 222 18 7 8.8 1.3 72,271 0 
HGA(21, M(81, 8, 12x)) 474,754 206,114 474,754 206,114 100.6 1.015 529 14 10 26.7 2.3 192,329 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(33,55,65,75,85,99) 215,400 209,894 220,161 209,894 100.8 1.018 908 20 5 4.7 0.9 264,835 0 
Velvet 
Basic flow B(91, 100x) 23,440 22,003 23,440 22,003 100.0 1.006 370 30 3 5.5 0.9 67,345 4,621 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(71, 2, 50x) 16,952 16,481 17,060 16,455 99.5 1.004 537 37 3 5.1 0.9 82,973 4,471 
C(71, 2, 50x) 54,548 53,765 54,548 53,765 100.1 1.001 220 2 3 2.7 0.6 83,376 4,778 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(101, 8, 12x)) 273,781 205,054 273,781 205,054 100.6 1.003 473 8 5 10.7 0.6 222,852 4,917 
HGA(31, M(91, 8, 12x)) 452,190 210,096 452,190 225,649 100.6 1.014 454 11 5 13.0 1.4 168,034 4,920 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(97) 47,327 40,129 48,155 41,485 100.4 1.011 279 76 3 2.5 0.6 62,440 4,746 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(101, 8, 12x)) 274,707 210,039 274,707 225,649 100.6 1.013 471 9 5 11.1 0.7 168,639 0 
HGA(31, M(91, 8, 12x)) 466,584 225,649 571,267 232,801 100.6 1.028 453 12 5 13.0 1.4 168,034 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(97) 70,983 44,950 70,983 45,957 100.4 1.011 229 124 19 2.5 0.6 62,427 0 
 
 
  
Supplementary Table 7: 100bp HiSeq read assemblies of M. abscessus, with reference genome size of 
5,090,401bp and 4,992 genes. For metric and assembly flow descriptions see beginning of section. 
Assembler Type Flow N50 NA50 NG50 NGA50 Genome  Duplication #  # mis- Local mis- # mismatches  # indels  Unaligned   # 
              fraction ratio contigs assemblies assemblies per 100KB per 100KB length  Genes   
ABySS 
Basic flow B(41, 115x) 148,261 147,341 148,261 148,137 99.9 1.005 85 3 9 5.5 1.1 66,112 4,901 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(31, 2, 57x) 127,253 123,841 127,253 123,841 99.8 1.004 102 3 13 5.5 1.8 66,708 4,886 
C(31, 2, 57x) 125,738 105,633 125,738 125,738 99.6 1.000 126 2 16 4.9 2.0 77,908 4,865 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(61, 8, 14x)) 321,915 231,737 321,915 247,233 99.8 1.017 98 13 7 11.1 1.4 9,431 4,911 
HGA(31, M(91, 2, 57x)) 336,297 190,184 336,297 233,884 99.8 1.006 94 6 12 8.5 0.9 63,512 4,915 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(53) 119,446 111,763 119,446 115,738 99.8 1.003 124 4 8 3.9 1.5 66,194 4,875 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(61, 8, 14x)) 321,915 260,299 321,915 260,299 99.9 1.017 94 13 9 11.8 1.4 9,431 0 
HGA(31, M(91, 2, 57x)) 336,297 190,184 336,297 233,884 99.8 1.017 92 8 13 9.0 1.1 9,299 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(53) 147,937 127,410 147,937 127,410 99.8 1.015 77 11 26 9.8 2.1 11,899 0 
CABOG 
Basic flow B(21, 115x) 13,923 13,366 13,670 13,087 97.4 1.006 578 3 4 5.6 3.8 78,651 4,368 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 57x) 10,824 10,602 10,705 10,503 97.9 1.002 703 3 5 6.7 0.8 76,078 4,278 
C(21, 2, 57x) 20,502 19,499 19,952 19,415 98.3 1.000 394 4 7 8.8 1.0 77,038 4,548 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(21, 2, 57x)) 364,306 247,266 364,306 247,266 99.9 1.017 89 10 10 16.2 1.4 9,360 4,914 
HGA(31, M(21, 4, 28x)) 364,231 278,346 364,231 278,346 99.8 1.016 82 9 9 11.0 0.9 9,299 4,910 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 81,416 78,165 81,416 78,165 99.5 1.004 127 7 6 8.6 5.8 65,602 4,827 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(21, 2, 57x)) 364,306 247,266 364,306 247,266 99.9 1.017 88 10 10 16.2 1.6 9,360 0 
HGA(31, M(21, 4, 28x)) 364,231 278,346 364,231 278,346 99.8 1.016 80 9 9 11.1 1.1 9,299 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B 94,359 89,623 94,359 89,623 99.5 1.004 109 10 13 8.8 6.2 65,564 0 
MIRA 
Basic flow B(21, 115x) 8,616 8,242 15,845 15,260 99.9 2.043 2,805 75 7 8.0 1.0 166,010 4,534 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 57x) 5,811 5,583 10,086 9,823 99.9 2.047 3,654 77 8 10.9 1.0 168,031 4,229 
C(21, 2, 57x) 120,187 119,730 120,187 119,730 99.8 1.004 105 6 7 9.3 0.7 66,133 4,879 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(21, 8, 14x)) 290,400 214,205 290,400 214,205 99.9 1.017 89 16 12 17.6 1.3 9,299 4,915 
HGA(31, M(21, 8, 14x)) 290,400 212,994 290,400 212,994 99.9 1.019 75 21 13 23.7 1.7 9,299 4,915 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 129,228 119,746 147,272 129,075 100.0 1.170 3,293 452 6 6.1 0.7 59,775 4,902 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(21, 8, 14x)) 304,450 214,205 304,450 214,205 99.9 1.017 88 16 13 17.6 1.3 9,299 0 
HGA(31, M(21, 8, 14x)) 290,400 212,994 290,400 212,994 99.9 1.019 73 21 15 24.4 1.8 9,299 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
MaSuRCA 
Basic flow B(81, 115x) 14,899 13,999 15,406 14,677 99.8 1.044 544 2 8 21.2 1.3 79,393 4,630 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(31, 2, 28x) 28,219 27,638 29,139 28,583 99.2 1.029 291 6 4 6.7 0.7 77,561 4,770 
C(71, 2, 57x) 167,952 146,852 167,952 146,852 99.6 1.005 71 4 2 5.6 1.0 54,211 4,893 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(61, 2, 57x)) 508,685 343,659 508,685 343,659 99.9 1.016 77 7 5 10.4 0.8 9,299 4,927 
HGA(31, M(81, 4, 28x)) 551,349 313,850 551,350 313,850 99.9 1.016 80 10 4 9.8 1.2 9,299 4,922 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(89) 246,830 187,809 246,830 187,809 99.9 1.018 66 6 2 49.7 4.2 102 4,910 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(61, 2, 57x)) 508,685 343,659 508,685 343,659 99.9 1.016 77 7 5 10.4 0.8 9,299 0 
HGA(31, M(81, 4, 28x)) 551,350 313,850 551,350 313,850 99.9 1.016 78 11 5 9.8 1.2 9,299 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(89) 246,830 187,809 246,830 187,809 100.0 1.018 59 11 3 50.4 4.3 102 0 
SGA 
Basic flow B(41, 115x) 29,477 28,291 29,507 28,728 99.8 1.004 371 2 2 1.1 0.4 78,127 4,725 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(31, 2, 57x) 21,090 20,597 21,224 20,854 99.6 1.003 512 3 1 1.2 0.3 78,207 4,611 
C(21, 2, 57x) 63,311 55,471 63,311 58,424 99.6 1.000 187 2 3 1.5 0.4 77,935 4,819 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(71, 8, 14x)) 344,886 232,801 344,886 232,801 99.8 1.005 100 6 10 8.3 1.1 63,512 4,909 
HGA(31, M(61, 4, 28x)) 286,710 231,671 286,710 231,671 99.8 1.006 101 10 7 22.8 1.7 63,512 4,909 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(65) 28,734 27,712 28,781 27,760 99.8 1.006 378 3 1 1.2 0.4 66,157 4,712 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(71, 8, 14x)) 344,886 232,801 344,886 232,801 99.8 1.016 97 8 11 9.8 1.5 9,299 0 
HGA(31, M(61, 4, 28x)) 313,536 278,346 313,536 278,346 99.8 1.017 97 12 9 14.5 1.1 9,299 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(65) 28,734 27,712 28,781 27,760 99.7 1.005 363 3 1 1.2 0.4 66,157 0 
SOAPd2 
Basic flow B(61, 115x) 20,458 20,325 20,620 20,395 99.8 1.006 481 4 1 1.9 0.3 66,698 4,593 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(51, 2, 57x) 17,073 16,361 17,155 16,535 99.8 1.004 572 3 1 1.4 0.3 72,611 4,516 
C(51, 2, 57x) 58,445 53,919 58,445 54,497 99.7 1.003 199 3 2 1.5 0.4 66,556 4,811 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(71, C(21, 8, 14x)) 365,034 234,293 365,034 234,293 99.9 1.016 76 8 8 5.2 0.9 6,405 4,919 
HGA(31, M(81, 4, 28x)) 360,431 233,090 360,431 233,090 99.9 1.005 103 10 10 8.9 1.1 63,512 4,907 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(49) 148,639 144,505 148,639 147,199 99.9 1.014 91 9 15 1.8 0.7 17,699 4,888 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(71, C(21, 8, 14x)) 365,034 243,843 365,034 243,843 99.9 1.016 73 8 9 6.1 0.9 6,405 0 
HGA(31, M(81, 4, 28x)) 360,431 233,090 360,431 233,090 99.9 1.016 101 12 10 9.3 1.1 9,299 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(49) 150,256 147,925 150,256 147,925 99.9 1.014 85 10 20 1.8 0.7 17,699 0 
SPAdes 
Basic flow B(31, 115x) 271,028 209,890 271,028 209,890 99.8 1.005 117 4 11 5.4 0.8 63,512 4,903 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(31, 2, 57x) 188,056 164,996 188,056 164,996 99.7 1.003 116 4 13 5.0 0.8 71,627 4,895 
C(31, 4, 28x) 231,735 185,600 231,735 185,600 99.8 1.011 97 3 16 4.4 1.0 68,268 4,902 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(31, C(61, 8, 14x)) 397,162 209,890 397,162 209,890 99.8 1.006 93 15 6 15.8 1.8 63,512 4,916 
HGA(61, M(21, 8, 14x)) 428,516 225,656 428,516 225,656 99.9 1.017 81 13 8 13.2 1.4 8,404 4,921 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(33,55,65,75,85,99) 150,258 147,871 150,258 147,871 99.9 1.006 96 4 5 2.2 0.6 56,101 4,897 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(31, C(61, 8, 14x)) 428,650 209,890 428,650 209,890 99.9 1.016 89 16 9 16.4 1.9 9,299 0 
HGA(61, M(21, 8, 14x)) 548,170 225,656 548,170 225,656 99.9 1.017 79 14 9 14.4 1.5 8,404 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(33,55,65,75,85,99) 215,724 209,754 223,056 213,402 100.0 1.069 70 8 7 5.0 1.5 56,103 0 
Velvet 
Basic flow B(51, 115x) 53,593 47,961 53,706 47,961 99.7 1.006 169 6 9 4.5 0.9 54,213 4,809 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 57x) 35,165 34,625 35,165 34,889 99.5 1.002 277 6 8 3.6 0.8 71,656 4,719 
C(31, 4, 28x) 162,336 154,189 162,336 156,735 99.6 1.015 81 9 18 4.6 0.9 11,899 4,885 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(61, C(21, 8, 14x)) 418,776 225,668 418,776 233,193 99.9 1.017 66 12 12 12.5 0.9 4,034 4,919 
HGA(31, M(51, 1, 115x)) 421,917 278,346 421,917 278,346 99.9 1.017 92 8 11 8.2 1.1 9,299 4,914 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(49) 60,955 58,337 61,615 58,337 99.8 1.003 155 4 9 3.2 0.7 66,313 4,822 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(61, C(21, 8, 14x)) 418,776 225,668 418,776 233,193 99.9 1.017 64 13 12 12.5 0.9 4,034 0 
HGA(31, M(51, 1, 115x)) 421,917 278,346 421,917 278,346 99.9 1.017 92 8 11 8.2 1.1 9,299 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(49) 248,309 147,755 262,034 147,755 99.8 1.019 74 9 82 3.2 0.8 201 0 
 
Supplementary Table 8: 250bp MiSeq read assemblies of V. cholera, with reference genome size of 
4,033,464bp and 3,693 genes. For metric and assembly flow descriptions see beginning of section. 
Assembler Type Flow N50 NA50 NG50 NGA50 Genome  Duplication #  # mis- Local mis- # mismatches  # indels  Unaligned   # 
              fraction ratio contigs assemblies assemblies per 100KB per 100KB length  Genes   
ABySS 
Basic flow B(91, 100x) 92,024 92,024 85,271 85,271 101.5 1.002 213 6 2 3.3 2.9 767 3,495 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(61, 2, 50x) 34,710 34,710 34,525 34,525 100.6 1.002 393 3 1 4.1 2.8 1,166 3,367 
C(81, 2, 50x) 71,270 71,270 68,996 68,996 100.8 1.000 214 5 1 5.1 2.9 915 3,433 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(101, C(51, 2, 50x)) 243,230 199,213 243,230 199,213 101.8 1.002 232 10 6 8.0 2.9 57,060 3,554 
HGA(101, M(31, 2, 50x)) 243,230 153,070 243,230 153,070 101.8 1.002 236 10 5 8.4 3.3 57,576 3,550 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(65) 60,973 60,473 60,473 60,272 101.1 1.001 267 2 0 3.3 2.7 1,062 3,436 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(101, C(51, 2, 50x)) 243,230 199,213 243,230 199,213 101.8 1.002 231 10 7 8.2 2.9 57,060 0 
HGA(101, M(31, 2, 50x)) 243,230 153,070 243,230 153,070 101.8 1.002 235 10 6 8.5 3.3 57,576 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(65) 60,973 60,473 60,473 60,272 101.1 1.001 267 2 0 3.3 2.7 1,062 0 
CABOG 
Basic flow B(21, 100x) 24,874 24,874 22,450 22,450 97.6 1.003 285 10 6 8.4 3.1 49 3,288 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 50x) 20,379 20,352 18,978 18,646 97.2 1.003 348 9 4 7.5 3.0 106 3,242 
C(21, 4, 25x) 55,962 54,574 50,415 49,407 98.2 1.000 168 6 5 6.3 3.0 0 3,370 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(61, C(21, 8, 12x)) 180,921 174,450 180,921 174,450 101.6 1.001 578 10 6 10.2 3.4 185,292 3,536 
HGA(51, M(21, 2, 50x)) 211,814 195,600 211,814 195,600 101.6 1.002 662 9 6 12.8 3.6 219,922 3,545 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 33,710 33,710 32,790 32,784 100.8 1.011 241 17 7 8.2 3.4 5,249 3,401 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(61, C(21, 8, 12x)) 199,144 196,419 199,144 196,419 101.6 1.001 575 10 9 10.6 3.4 185,292 0 
HGA(51, M(21, 2, 50x)) 211,814 195,600 211,814 195,600 101.6 1.002 662 9 6 12.8 3.6 219,922 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B 33,710 33,710 32,790 32,784 100.8 1.011 241 17 7 8.2 3.4 5,249 0 
MIRA 
Basic flow B(21, 100x) 15,464 14,740 34,378 32,422 102.5 2.102 2,056 171 16 16.2 3.6 24,175 3,496 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 50x) 6,703 6,578 16,784 16,663 102.3 2.132 3,243 114 15 15.9 4.0 16,801 3,294 
C(21, 2, 50x) 113,674 107,406 112,602 107,406 101.4 1.002 127 11 5 6.5 3.1 5,461 3,510 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(101, C(21, 2, 50x)) 268,342 249,690 268,342 249,690 101.9 1.002 209 16 4 14.2 3.3 57,001 3,569 
HGA(31, M(21, 8, 12x)) 443,239 153,279 443,239 259,073 102.3 1.005 824 31 6 26.0 4.9 288,613 3,578 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 112,926 106,563 112,926 108,689 102.3 1.029 431 106 12 9.5 3.8 23,688 3,559 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(101, C(21, 2, 50x)) 321,330 249,690 302,120 249,690 102.0 1.003 207 17 4 14.2 3.2 57,001 0 
HGA(31, M(21, 8, 12x)) 443,239 153,279 443,239 259,073 102.3 1.005 824 31 6 26.0 4.9 288,613 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
MaSuRCA 
Basic flow B(91, 100x) 33,065 33,065 33,065 33,065 101.1 1.020 246 5 8 5.4 3.0 453 3,458 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(101, 2, 50x) 49,033 49,033 47,227 47,227 100.1 1.007 179 6 6 4.1 2.8 719 3,439 
C(101, 2, 50x) 152,046 152,046 152,046 144,720 100.0 1.000 108 5 5 4.2 2.9 31 3,466 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(81, C(51, 1, 100x)) 307,457 246,453 307,457 246,453 101.8 1.002 407 14 3 10.4 3.5 120,450 3,541 
HGA(101, M(21, 1, 100x)) 351,283 246,455 351,283 246,455 101.9 1.001 210 8 6 6.4 3.3 56,943 3,568 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(99) 76,131 76,131 76,131 76,131 101.6 1.024 173 19 3 6.2 3.0 811 3,538 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(81, C(51, 1, 100x)) 307,457 246,453 307,457 246,453 101.8 1.002 406 14 4 10.2 3.3 120,450 0 
HGA(101, M(21, 1, 100x)) 355,721 355,721 351,283 246,455 101.9 1.001 209 8 6 6.5 3.3 56,943 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(99) 76,131 76,131 76,131 76,131 101.6 1.024 173 19 3 6.2 3.0 811 0 
SGA 
Basic flow B(101, 100x) 46,219 46,219 46,611 46,611 102.1 1.032 671 34 4 3.4 2.8 7,709 3,490 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(81, 2, 50x) 23,789 23,715 23,789 23,715 101.4 1.022 740 21 4 3.5 2.9 7,744 3,388 
C(101, 2, 50x) 85,247 85,247 82,971 82,971 100.6 1.001 216 4 3 4.1 2.8 5,385 3,453 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(91, C(41, 2, 50x)) 240,631 120,569 240,631 120,569 101.9 1.002 324 16 6 10.4 3.2 88,422 3,549 
HGA(21, M(91, 8, 12x)) 247,412 175,508 247,412 175,508 101.6 1.001 900 15 7 42.5 5.5 309,834 3,551 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(65) 23,501 23,501 27,303 27,303 102.1 1.090 1,726 77 3 4.1 2.8 9,631 3,447 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(91, C(41, 2, 50x)) 145,294 120,569 240,631 120,569 101.9 1.003 323 17 6 10.4 3.4 88,422 0 
HGA(21, M(91, 8, 12x)) 247,412 175,508 247,412 175,508 101.6 1.001 900 15 7 42.5 5.5 309,834 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(65) 27,303 27,303 27,303 27,303 100.8 1.024 647 5 2 3.3 2.7 746 0 
SOAPd2 
Basic flow B(51, 100x) 28,882 28,882 27,948 27,948 101.0 1.002 444 2 0 3.1 2.7 7,151 3,368 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 50x) 15,426 15,426 14,567 14,567 100.2 1.002 696 2 0 3.5 2.6 6,821 3,222 
C(41, 2, 50x) 33,703 33,703 31,050 31,050 100.3 1.001 390 4 0 4.0 2.6 6,624 3,373 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(81, C(21, 8, 12x)) 246,243 246,243 246,243 246,243 101.9 1.000 404 10 6 7.3 2.9 122,779 3,552 
HGA(91, M(21, 1, 100x)) 336,603 246,263 336,603 246,263 101.8 1.001 328 9 6 6.3 3.1 96,185 3,558 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(49) 71,357 68,152 71,357 65,464 101.2 1.003 244 16 35 8.2 3.3 7,695 3,453 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(81, C(21, 8, 12x)) 246,243 246,243 246,243 246,243 101.9 1.000 403 10 6 7.3 2.9 122,779 0 
HGA(91, M(21, 1, 100x)) 336,603 246,263 336,603 246,263 101.8 1.001 327 9 7 6.4 3.1 96,185 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(49) 91,942 89,759 91,942 89,759 101.3 1.004 212 17 70 8.5 3.4 7,684 0 
SPAdes 
Basic flow B(61, 100x) 195,243 153,030 199,486 195,243 101.6 1.002 611 10 3 6.8 2.9 186,269 3,523 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(31, 2, 50x) 106,265 92,042 106,265 93,426 101.3 1.006 561 10 6 17.9 4.0 144,717 3,499 
C(51, 4, 25x) 162,478 152,274 162,478 146,048 101.1 1.001 172 7 5 8.0 2.8 16,182 3,480 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(101, C(31, 1, 100x)) 355,721 355,721 355,721 246,421 101.9 1.002 219 9 6 7.7 2.9 58,263 3,567 
HGA(101, M(31, 1, 100x)) 355,646 246,515 355,646 355,646 101.9 1.001 481 10 6 8.0 2.9 183,577 3,567 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(33,55,65,75,85,99) 246,623 246,623 262,160 262,160 102.6 1.007 1,475 5 4 5.0 3.0 442,574 3,602 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(101, C(31, 1, 100x)) 355,721 355,721 355,721 246,421 101.9 1.002 218 9 7 7.9 2.9 58,263 0 
HGA(101, M(31, 1, 100x)) 355,646 246,515 355,646 355,646 101.9 1.001 480 10 7 8.1 2.9 183,577 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(33,55,65,75,85,99) 246,623 246,623 262,160 262,160 102.6 1.007 1,474 5 4 5.0 3.0 448,197 0 
Velvet 
Basic flow B(91, 100x) 93,019 93,019 92,024 92,024 100.2 1.002 178 5 4 5.3 2.9 6,285 3,477 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(51, 2, 50x) 44,637 44,064 43,586 42,681 99.0 1.001 258 8 9 8.2 3.1 6,649 3,359 
C(41, 4, 25x) 110,407 110,407 97,303 97,303 99.9 1.004 190 4 9 9.1 3.2 6,426 3,427 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(81, C(71, 4, 25x)) 243,230 127,745 243,230 127,745 101.9 1.002 399 13 7 9.5 3.0 120,450 3,544 
HGA(21, M(81, 8, 12x)) 253,117 246,406 253,117 246,406 101.7 1.005 899 16 8 40.9 5.7 310,575 3,550 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(97) 92,036 67,096 92,036 63,574 101.7 1.003 201 14 2 4.1 2.8 6,703 3,501 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(81, C(71, 4, 25x)) 243,230 127,745 243,230 127,745 101.9 1.002 399 13 7 9.5 3.0 120,450 0 
HGA(21, M(81, 8, 12x)) 253,117 246,406 253,117 246,406 101.7 1.005 899 16 8 40.9 5.7 310,575 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(97) 109,996 67,096 109,996 63,574 101.7 1.003 181 27 8 4.1 2.9 6,324 0 
 
 
Supplementary Table 9: 100bp HiSeq read assemblies of V. cholera, with reference genome size of 
4,033,464bp and 3,693 genes. For metric and assembly flow descriptions see beginning of section. 
Assembler Type Flow N50 NA50 NG50 NGA50 Genome  Duplication #  # mis- Local mis- # mismatches  # indels  Unaligned   # 
              fraction ratio contigs assemblies assemblies per 100KB per 100KB length  Genes   
ABySS 
Basic flow B(51, 110x) 198,183 198,183 198,183 198,183 98.5 1.007 98 2 7 6.9 5.3 0 3,532 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 55x) 102,808 102,808 102,287 102,287 98.2 1.006 129 5 9 9.4 5.7 0 3,499 
C(31, 4, 27x) 102,959 102,959 98,781 98,502 97.5 1.003 178 6 26 49.8 8.4 1,015 3,433 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(51, C(41, 4, 27x)) 344,337 198,492 344,337 198,492 98.2 1.002 119 9 7 30.1 6.0 3,517 3,530 
HGA(41, M(51, 8, 13x)) 351,785 246,372 351,785 246,372 98.6 1.004 105 17 11 15.6 4.3 3,715 3,565 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(51) 94,508 92,996 94,508 92,996 98.7 1.037 206 5 17 5.5 4.9 974 3,512 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(51, C(41, 4, 27x)) 344,337 246,263 344,337 246,263 98.3 1.002 117 10 8 30.4 6.2 3,517 0 
HGA(41, M(51, 8, 13x)) 351,785 246,372 351,785 246,372 98.6 1.004 104 17 11 15.5 4.3 3,715 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(51) 217,596 157,127 217,596 157,127 98.7 1.040 122 15 68 7.1 5.1 974 0 
CABOG 
Basic flow B(21, 110x) 10,150 10,150 9,380 9,292 92.4 1.001 527 8 7 9.6 4.2 52 2,966 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 55x) 8,039 8,032 7,321 7,297 91.3 1.001 663 8 5 7.6 3.1 263 2,811 
C(21, 2, 55x) 13,610 13,395 11,851 11,597 91.5 1.000 449 6 5 5.4 2.9 424 2,986 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(41, C(21, 2, 55x)) 246,451 184,389 246,451 184,389 98.4 1.001 136 14 8 14.6 3.6 3,715 3,540 
HGA(41, M(21, 4, 27x)) 246,376 181,216 246,376 181,216 98.2 1.004 129 15 10 15.5 3.6 3,715 3,536 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 61,249 57,813 57,883 52,782 96.2 1.001 127 20 11 17.0 6.8 0 3,374 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(41, C(21, 2, 55x)) 251,410 198,497 251,410 198,497 98.4 1.006 132 15 9 15.4 3.6 3,715 0 
HGA(41, M(21, 4, 27x)) 256,697 199,192 256,697 198,558 98.2 1.004 126 15 13 15.4 3.6 3,715 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B 67,078 63,201 67,009 62,912 96.2 1.001 108 21 23 17.3 7.8 0 0 
MIRA 
Basic flow B(21, 110x) 8,219 8,213 15,206 15,206 98.8 2.025 2,576 118 10 20.6 4.9 8,339 3,351 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(21, 2, 55x) 5,925 5,899 10,177 10,090 98.7 2.026 3,186 100 8 19.9 4.9 5,810 3,161 
C(21, 2, 55x) 66,538 66,538 65,248 65,248 97.6 1.001 224 5 5 7.1 3.0 35 3,451 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(41, C(21, 2, 55x)) 343,940 198,410 246,455 175,807 98.3 1.001 118 12 6 13.5 3.5 3,715 3,539 
HGA(51, M(21, 2, 55x)) 258,705 199,146 258,705 199,146 98.8 1.004 105 30 9 18.4 4.0 3,777 3,571 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B 89,511 87,069 92,000 89,505 98.8 1.038 733 54 12 11.5 3.5 15,709 3,533 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(41, C(21, 2, 55x)) 343,940 198,410 246,455 175,807 98.3 1.002 116 12 8 13.7 3.5 3,715 0 
HGA(51, M(21, 2, 55x)) 258,705 199,146 258,705 199,146 98.8 1.004 105 30 9 18.4 4.0 3,777 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B - - - - - - - - - - - - - 
MaSuRCA 
Basic flow B(81, 110x) 24,550 24,545 24,550 24,545 97.9 1.025 345 5 5 23.8 3.9 79 3,400 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(51, 2, 55x) 28,508 28,508 27,352 27,352 96.5 1.026 283 5 6 14.8 3.4 462 3,384 
C(41, 2, 55x) 116,510 116,488 116,488 116,488 97.1 1.000 143 8 5 17.2 3.5 0 3,439 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(81, C(31, 2, 55x)) 394,532 198,888 394,532 198,888 98.6 1.000 86 13 8 11.4 3.2 280 3,561 
HGA(71, M(21, 2, 55x)) 353,628 353,590 351,565 246,360 98.5 1.001 84 11 9 7.9 3.2 615 3,560 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(89) 241,604 236,373 241,604 236,373 98.8 1.009 105 8 5 68.6 5.7 453 3,576 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(81, C(31, 2, 55x)) 394,532 198,888 394,532 198,888 98.7 1.001 85 14 8 11.4 3.2 280 0 
HGA(71, M(21, 2, 55x)) 353,628 353,590 351,565 246,360 98.5 1.001 83 11 10 8.0 3.2 615 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(89) 246,505 236,373 246,505 236,373 98.8 1.009 102 10 6 68.6 5.7 453 0 
SGA 
Basic flow B(31, 110x) 25,145 25,145 24,586 24,586 97.3 1.002 452 3 0 3.1 2.6 817 3,339 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(31, 2, 55x) 13,809 13,628 13,161 13,017 97.0 1.002 679 5 0 3.0 2.6 813 3,185 
C(21, 1, 110x) 27,336 27,336 21,768 21,768 83.1 1.001 326 2 0 4.3 2.8 892 2,900 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(41, C(71, 8, 13x)) 228,218 180,513 228,218 180,513 98.1 1.003 136 10 5 16.2 3.5 3,715 3,527 
HGA(31, M(71, 4, 27x)) 191,933 175,787 175,787 175,787 98.1 1.002 129 9 9 20.6 4.2 4,684 3,538 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(65) 23,703 23,703 23,429 23,429 97.8 1.003 485 3 0 3.2 2.6 808 3,337 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(41, C(71, 8, 13x)) 228,218 192,230 228,218 192,230 98.1 1.003 133 10 7 16.6 3.7 3,715 0 
HGA(31, M(71, 4, 27x)) 191,933 175,787 175,787 175,787 98.2 1.002 125 10 11 22.0 4.3 4,019 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(65) 23,808 23,808 23,429 23,429 96.8 1.002 430 3 0 3.0 2.6 551 0 
SOAPd2 
Basic flow B(51, 110x) 21,504 21,504 20,717 20,717 97.8 1.002 462 2 0 3.3 2.6 2,024 3,300 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 55x) 17,770 17,770 17,562 17,545 97.5 1.002 541 2 0 3.4 2.6 1,447 3,235 
C(31, 4, 27x) 33,159 33,097 32,119 32,119 97.3 1.006 359 2 0 4.0 2.7 1,796 3,380 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(61, C(31, 8, 13x)) 350,677 180,774 350,677 180,774 98.3 1.001 119 7 2 8.8 3.0 3,342 3,539 
HGA(61, M(31, 4, 27x)) 343,953 180,774 180,774 152,171 98.3 1.001 122 7 1 7.8 3.1 3,114 3,532 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(51) 135,118 106,454 125,939 106,454 98.1 1.003 139 21 38 12.5 3.7 2,076 3,491 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(61, C(31, 8, 13x)) 350,677 260,601 350,677 198,506 98.3 1.001 116 7 4 8.8 3.0 3,342 0 
HGA(61, M(31, 4, 27x)) 343,953 198,506 302,854 198,506 98.3 1.001 120 7 3 7.9 3.0 3,114 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(51) 200,529 181,109 181,109 181,109 98.1 1.004 114 21 64 12.5 3.7 2,494 0 
SPAdes 
Basic flow B(41, 110x) 176,065 176,065 176,065 151,041 98.1 1.002 172 5 5 10.4 3.3 3,715 3,511 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 55x) 103,942 97,862 98,645 96,551 98.1 1.003 187 6 4 11.4 3.2 1,843 3,499 
C(51, 4, 27x) 245,959 245,959 245,959 245,959 97.9 1.001 120 4 6 7.2 3.3 808 3,505 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(51, C(31, 8, 13x)) 572,670 199,693 265,745 199,693 98.3 1.003 119 11 7 12.1 3.9 3,349 3,544 
HGA(71, M(41, 4, 27x)) 352,971 246,125 246,127 246,125 98.4 1.002 87 14 7 10.4 3.5 2,576 3,554 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(33,55,65,75,85,99) 83,518 83,518 77,074 77,065 98.3 1.003 205 4 2 5.5 2.9 4,085 3,504 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(51, C(31, 8, 13x)) 572,670 246,397 265,745 246,397 98.3 1.003 117 11 8 12.7 4.0 3,349 0 
HGA(71, M(41, 4, 27x)) 352,971 246,125 246,127 246,125 98.4 1.002 86 14 8 10.5 3.5 2,576 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(33,55,65,75,85,99) 98,274 94,762 98,274 94,762 98.7 1.016 120 20 16 8.9 5.2 3,819 0 
Velvet 
Basic flow B(41, 110x) 46,929 46,923 46,456 45,371 96.6 1.001 238 8 13 13.1 3.4 954 3,385 
HGA 
Preprocessing 
AP(41, 2, 55x) 34,987 34,987 33,604 33,604 96.4 1.001 313 6 7 10.9 3.0 956 3,331 
C(21, 4, 27x) 80,024 78,122 78,122 74,326 96.4 1.000 192 6 5 20.6 7.4 1,266 3,395 
HGA re-
assembly 
Contigs 
HGA(41, C(31, 8, 13x)) 311,244 215,454 311,244 200,509 98.2 1.002 125 11 9 16.9 3.1 3,715 3,531 
HGA(51, M(31, 4, 27x)) 356,011 246,499 356,011 246,499 98.3 1.002 108 14 8 12.0 3.2 3,267 3,541 
GAGE Contigs GAGE-B(49) 40,877 40,877 40,085 39,462 98.0 1.001 261 5 6 4.5 3.4 1,069 3,404 
HGA re-
assembly 
scaffolds 
HGA(41, C(31, 8, 13x)) 311,244 246,407 311,244 246,407 98.2 1.006 121 12 11 18.5 3.1 3,715 0 
HGA(51, M(31, 4, 27x)) 356,011 246,499 356,011 246,499 98.3 1.002 107 14 9 12.1 3.2 3,267 0 
GAGE scaffolds GAGE-B(49) 172,545 171,505 172,545 171,505 98.0 1.006 124 11 129 5.3 4.4 981 0 
 
 
Supplementary Table 10: Results of assembling simulated error-free reads 
K Flow NGA50 
# 
contigs 
# 
misassemblies 
Local 
misassemblies 
# 
mismatches 
per 100Kb 
#  
indels per 
100Kb 
Unaligned 
length 
21 
B(21, 110x) 287,266 44 1 27 4.03 0.63 0 
C(21, 4, 27x) 299,809 48 2 28 3.05 0.77 0 
HGA(21, C(21, 8, 13x)) 339,413 40 1 32 2.93 0.69 0 
HGA(21, M(81, 4, 27x)) 972,133 22 2 4 3.36 0.24 0 
31 
B(31, 110x) 392,422 38 0 17 2.08 0.41 0 
C(31, 4, 27x) 383,207 44 0 19 1.76 0.4 0 
HGA(31, C(81, 8, 13x)) 392,454 38 0 18 1.95 0.47 0 
HGA(31, M(81, 4, 27x)) 972,187 22 1 4 3.03 0.24 0 
41 
B(41, 110x) 654,250 30 0 11 1.14 0.29 0 
C(41, 8, 13x) 417,031 36 0 15 0.79 0.32 0 
HGA(41, C(91, 8, 13x)) 654,250 30 0 11 1.14 0.29 0 
HGA(41, M(81, 4, 27x)) 972,243 18 0 4 1.95 0.26 0 
51 
B(51, 110x) 654,246 28 0 8 0.39 0.18 0 
C(51, 2, 55x) 654,260 32 0 9 0.63 0.24 0 
HGA(51, C(21, 4, 27x)) 654,269 33 0 6 2.12 0.26 0 
HGA(51, M(81, 4, 27x)) 972,263 18 0 4 1.75 0.26 0 
61 
B(61, 110x) 684,726 27 0 7 0.12 0.18 0 
C(61, 2, 55x) 684,630 30 0 7 0.22 0.18 0 
HGA(61, C(91, 8, 13x)) 684,726 27 0 7 0.12 0.18 0 
HGA(61, M(81, 4, 27x)) 972,283 17 0 4 1.3 0.28 0 
71 
B(71, 110x) 684,901 25 0 2 0.06 0.06 0 
C(71, 2, 55x) 684,630 30 0 4 0.1 0.1 0 
HGA(71, C(91, 8, 13x)) 684,901 25 0 2 0.06 0.06 0 
HGA(71, M(81, 4, 27x)) 972,458 17 0 4 1.26 0.28 0 
81 
B(81, 110x) 684,921 26 0 2 0.06 0.06 0 
C(81, 4, 27x) 520,881 32 1 3 2.79 0.24 0 
HGA(81, C(91, 8, 13x)) 684,921 26 0 2 0.06 0.06 0 
HGA(81, M(81, 4, 27x)) 972,478 19 0 4 1.26 0.28 0 
91 
B(91, 110x) 41,858 204 0 2 0.02 0.06 0 
C(91, 1, 110x) 74,259 209 0 0 0.36 0 0 
HGA(91, C(61, 8, 13x)) 685,023 25 0 2 0.12 0.06 0 
HGA(91, M(81, 4, 27x)) 972,580 20 0 4 1.26 0.26 0 
Max 
B(81, 110x) 684,921 26 0 2 0.06 0.06 0 
C(71, 2, 55x) 684,630 30 0 4 0.1 0.1 0 
HGA(91, C(61, 8, 13x)) 685,023 25 0 2 0.12 0.06 0 
HGA(91, M(81, 4, 27x)) 972,580 20 0 4 1.26 0.26 0 
 
Note that, even with error free reads, the repeats still be an assembly problem and will induce ambiguities 
pattern such as cycles and false branching; Now the flows of basic, combining, and HGA using combined 
contigs; all of them and even with long kmer sizes couldn’t perform similarly to the HGA method using merged 
contigs and long kmer size. For HGA using merged contigs; the contigs where of coverage P where P is the 
number of partitions, this is unlike HGA using combined contigs where the contigs is of coverage 1, 
furthermore when combining contigs of coverage P to create contigs of coverage 1, we may misassemble or 
disregard a true contigs. This justify why truly HGA using merged is outperform HGA using combined contigs. 
Laslty, HGA using merged contigs is unlike to the combining flow where the flow is involving assembling the 
whole reads, and unlike the basic flow where the flow involve just the whole reads with no contigs..  
Contigs combining experiments  
As attempt to resolve this; we run minimus2 using large minimum-overlap value; but we noticed that the output 
of large overlap value has less genome fraction results; and this is explained because true contigs which overlap 
truly using low overlap value, will be ignored and not outputted. Moreover even with large overlap the 
duplication ratio and the misassemblies events didn’t decrease much, because we still have non-contiguous 
contigs that share large x-mer (if not in form of repeats; still some contigs may have assembled the same large 
region, that form large repeat). In conclusion, we found minimus2 on combining assembly contigs is not 
effective and misleading; and decided to switch to whether a string graph assembler or a de Bruijn graph 
assembler. 
 
We run velvet using x-mer sizes 31, 51, 71, 91; hierarchically (binary tree model) and over all partitions' contigs 
(merging all contigs together). As well, most assembler output assembly with expected coverage equal to 1; so 
when combining 2, 4 and 8 partitions we input to velvet the expected coverage to be 2, 4 and 8; respectively; 
instead of the default value which velvet use, {\it auto}. This actually makes the assembly process informative 
in advance; and therefore helps in detecting repeats, errors and paths finding. When assembling contigs 
hierarchically in binary tree model, whether using velvet or minimus2; the results show less genome fraction 
than when assembling all partitions' contigs together; and this justified because some contigs may combine 
better with other partition's contigs. So we tend to do the contigs assembly by merging all partitions' contigs and 
then assemble them all. Moreover, all results of running velvet as combiner using 31, 51, 71, and 91 as x-mer 
length were varying; but the results with 31 value, mostly were the best; so, in this thesis, all contigs assembly 
processes were computed using velvet with 31 as kmer length. 
 
Supplementary Table 11: Sample results of contigs assembly, R. sphaeroides HiSeq, and using velvet. Second 
columns is the results of basic assembly flow; the following columns is the contigs assembly flow, and each 
column has a column for the tool used to assemble the partitions contigs, velv31 for velvet using kmer=31; 
Min20 & 80 for minimus2, with minimum overlap value=20 & 80. 
Metrics 
B(41, 210x) C(41, 2, 105x) C(41, 4, 52x) C(41, 8, 26x) 
  Velv31 Min20 Min80 Velv31 Min20 Min80 Velv31 Min20 Min80 
Number of contigs 959 625 336 372 748 426 479 1127 630 740 
NGA50 8,704 14,751 33,203 28,718 11,763 28,114 22,575 7,767 18,074 14,252 
Genome fraction % 97.74 97.43 98.24 98.15 97.59 98.63 98.53 97.45 98.43 98.4 
Duplication ratio 1.003 1.002 1.023 1.029 1.002 1.091 1.058 1.003 1.134 1.103 
Global misassemblies 15 1 17 14 1 20 16 1 37 38 
Local misassemblies 6 4 15 9 3 16 6 2 25 13 
Mismatches per 100kb 17 10 11 11 7 15 13 5 22 21 
Indels per 100kb 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 
# of unaligned contigs 1 1 2 4 0 1 7 1 1 3 
 
Table 11, shows sample result of contigs assembly using velvet, with 31 kmer; and using minimus2 with 20, 80 
overlap values. Firstly, it's clear that the NGA50 values increase considerably with both tools; genome fraction 
results kept the same with velvet and increase slightly with minimus2. Although both tools increased the 
NGA50, but each tools show notable differences in the other metrics; namely, duplication ratio, using velvet, 
kept in similar range compared to the basic flow; while the duplication ratio for both minimus2's assembly (20 
and 40 as overlap values) increased dramatically; in addition, errors in the contigs in terms of global 
misassemblies, local misassemblies, mismatches and indels; increase considerably with minimus2 while kept 
the same or even decreased using velvet.   
 
As results, there are two important notes: firstly, the dramatic increase in the error metrics (global 
misassemblies, local misassemblies, mismatches, indels and unaligned contigs) as well as the duplication ratio, 
indicate that minimus2 might may have combined contigs falsely, such as two (or more) contigs that are true 
(aligned) but not contiguous, and share kmer of length 20 or 80; may connected using minimus2 and form a 
new single contigs; this actually may increase the NGA50 value but false positively. Secondly, it's important for 
the reassembly process, where we re-assemble a contigs with the reads; to have these contigs as correct as 
possible, in order to get better reassembly results. Thus, we ignored minimus2 and used velvet, for the contigs 
assembly process. 
 
Testing assemblers for the re-assembly step 
For this step we mainly considered SPAdes and velvet, as both are de Bruijn graph based and both take long 
sequences (contigs) as input data. Because this step is intermediate step not final, we didn’t compare the results 
based on the NA50 correspondent to the highest N50, as the comparison tables above.  For this comparison we 
compared the re-assembly results produced by using SPAdes or Velvet as re-assembler, directly based on the 
highest NA50.   
The commands used to compute the re-assembly process using SPAdes and Velvet respectively are: 
$spade_dir/spades.py -k $kmer --12 Whole_reads.fastq --trusted-contigs merged(or 
combined).fasta -o ./ 
 
$velvet_path/velveth ./ $kmer -fasta –long merged(or combined).fasta -fastq -
shortPaired Whole_reads.fastq  
$velvet_path/velvetg ./ -exp_cov auto -ins_length $mean -ins_length_sd $std -
scaffolding no 
Note that during the installation of Velvet, Velvet should be installed with option 'LONGSEQUENCES=1' in 
the make command, to allow Velvet to accept contigs (long sequences) as input; as well and 
'MAXKMERLENGTH=111' as the default max kmer length in Velvet installation is 31.  
 
Supplementary Table 12: 100bp HiSeq read of M. abscessus, with reference genome size of 5,090,401bp. The 
test results are reported based on the NA50 of the re-assembly process (using the combined contigs CC and the 
merged contigs MC) using SPAdes and Velvet as re-assembler. The test was conducted over all combinations 
of kmers used in the partitioning step PK and the kmers used in the re-assembly step RK; as well using 2, 4, and 
8 partitions P.  
    Rk 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 
CT P Pk SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet 
CC 
2 
21 123,099 17,254 231,671 21,494 225,668 36,943 225,656 118,393 175,766 104,682 143,820 68,831 98,264 40,037 46,765 39,240 
31 152,087 16,577 261,099 21,494 231,757 36,102 225,660 206,566 232,830 186,960 232,849 202,126 210,217 172,373 189,572 136,708 
41 147,777 16,869 247,618 21,494 248,116 36,059 247,282 179,862 247,233 172,262 232,849 225,656 232,964 182,822 225,655 136,709 
51 143,186 16,531 245,697 21,356 226,397 36,035 230,579 179,861 232,697 185,665 225,656 209,612 225,655 166,001 176,037 120,931 
61 195,121 16,869 343,659 21,343 260,075 34,956 273,546 147,220 273,546 165,991 242,913 166,001 203,144 147,203 154,029 127,866 
71 173,017 16,577 343,659 22,567 260,196 42,189 273,579 125,786 247,266 148,435 225,655 166,001 203,143 147,759 190,177 133,740 
81 153,561 16,577 278,346 21,494 232,877 36,782 247,408 125,786 233,930 127,657 214,862 147,159 191,111 122,627 122,611 119,763 
91 143,186 16,577 232,801 22,785 156,564 38,850 156,496 110,393 141,421 110,681 162,440 110,813 125,801 79,781 92,700 79,678 
4 
21 147,154 16,869 260,186 21,494 226,076 36,059 232,411 210,139 232,830 185,683 226,577 180,140 225,656 165,235 189,566 120,772 
31 148,464 16,531 313,075 21,343 278,377 36,059 278,387 206,566 278,397 185,683 243,843 181,799 225,656 166,001 221,466 127,866 
41 148,464 16,577 313,188 21,494 260,196 36,102 260,398 179,861 247,107 156,652 243,843 156,662 225,656 149,673 190,184 119,750 
51 152,286 17,254 313,188 20,838 236,908 36,059 245,440 149,669 278,397 165,991 243,845 149,665 192,651 149,665 172,817 119,735 
61 195,121 16,577 343,659 21,048 236,908 34,669 247,249 147,150 246,993 127,657 242,913 125,878 147,171 113,294 122,550 110,659 
71 198,820 16,577 343,659 22,785 237,206 41,270 273,582 125,786 236,798 125,796 213,246 121,436 174,038 122,889 125,899 106,790 
81 195,121 16,531 313,228 21,343 225,668 35,998 245,599 99,051 156,737 95,090 187,805 99,024 115,838 83,318 99,016 79,784 
91 147,154 16,577 230,762 21,601 189,669 34,420 156,364 83,636 121,832 65,093 104,393 60,741 65,896 50,539 53,343 45,943 
8 
21 146,809 17,077 247,618 23,494 225,668 42,189 233,186 149,689 233,193 149,673 225,656 165,178 175,902 142,432 142,441 118,813 
31 147,154 16,577 234,296 21,265 225,668 34,420 234,296 125,786 187,685 127,657 187,069 104,830 187,179 127,466 155,508 104,759 
41 148,410 17,254 278,346 22,071 225,668 40,798 222,355 118,393 147,176 104,839 174,949 94,968 160,295 90,524 103,310 88,121 
51 147,118 16,577 278,313 22,567 189,669 37,590 156,727 79,404 121,542 57,507 83,037 39,029 53,172 28,770 29,550 29,330 
61 112,100 17,419 209,890 20,480 156,717 32,873 125,787 47,961 77,036 23,326 34,205 7,516 9,645 1,578 895 344 
71 187,108 16,577 278,346 21,265 225,668 34,420 156,364 75,439 147,708 70,132 98,786 59,101 82,886 52,946 55,722 44,038 
81 153,280 16,531 232,801 22,529 226,430 35,479 157,176 70,051 141,428 56,768 88,620 35,914 46,037 24,300 24,549 20,923 
91 185,542 17,254 232,801 22,071 189,607 33,160 139,584 62,020 104,277 31,823 45,365 12,303 17,036 4,500 3,859 2,755 
Maxes 198,820 17,419 343,659 23,494 278,377 42,189 278,387 210,139 278,397 186,960 243,845 225,656 232,964 182,822 225,655 136,709 
MC 2 21 172,184 17,231 260,186 21,494 225,668 36,102 225,668 134,634 225,668 149,673 243,843 142,539 210,217 105,368 105,381 63,445 
31 246,906 19,094 312,976 22,558 313,248 42,581 313,268 206,566 313,288 185,683 313,122 202,127 313,076 161,637 278,423 119,755 
41 278,303 19,805 313,035 22,529 278,569 39,656 278,387 163,653 278,397 225,668 278,386 226,392 278,609 226,392 278,423 132,568 
51 198,820 19,805 343,659 22,422 260,196 36,102 278,387 179,861 278,589 209,821 278,386 207,809 246,999 153,244 246,623 138,346 
61 198,820 19,997 343,659 22,690 260,196 36,782 273,549 163,645 278,589 155,454 226,646 178,193 273,632 178,192 225,656 154,844 
71 198,820 19,805 343,659 23,721 237,214 43,327 273,582 149,689 278,397 147,170 226,646 144,900 225,656 147,190 225,656 147,200 
81 195,121 18,839 343,659 22,529 226,358 37,876 225,656 109,384 214,894 99,050 186,389 75,837 125,894 75,300 108,085 68,566 
91 165,917 18,624 247,300 22,422 180,381 37,966 156,496 88,122 142,531 75,610 147,186 69,570 121,447 59,158 68,708 50,516 
4 
21 174,815 19,843 260,186 22,402 232,877 45,610 226,004 192,488 226,004 205,057 226,557 157,055 243,805 157,055 243,805 98,350 
31 195,121 19,774 343,659 22,529 278,569 43,912 278,329 147,927 278,329 205,057 278,598 202,126 278,417 168,606 226,092 127,717 
41 198,820 19,843 343,659 22,529 260,196 38,611 260,189 146,446 278,329 149,744 278,308 157,596 226,392 149,731 225,656 147,190 
51 195,121 19,843 344,789 22,422 260,196 38,717 273,541 129,391 278,397 127,657 224,930 125,878 214,875 127,697 208,879 109,628 
61 195,124 19,498 343,659 22,229 236,908 36,102 273,549 149,689 246,993 154,891 242,913 127,675 214,875 110,682 163,932 104,857 
71 195,124 18,879 313,089 23,494 232,792 41,791 247,214 149,689 214,894 94,948 186,389 94,968 173,271 83,153 147,191 79,794 
81 225,667 18,879 313,850 22,597 226,216 41,270 174,008 85,051 156,737 79,444 147,186 64,778 108,077 61,087 87,246 53,956 
91 209,975 18,306 230,762 22,567 157,176 38,702 155,451 79,398 119,513 52,322 91,102 41,548 51,377 26,991 33,560 21,308 
8 
21 172,184 19,498 260,186 22,597 225,668 42,698 232,411 102,420 232,830 118,504 226,175 104,741 210,091 78,546 200,568 59,115 
31 210,016 18,833 278,346 21,601 226,325 35,998 225,656 100,178 185,479 110,681 185,489 94,968 175,902 80,377 163,902 70,161 
41 227,190 18,879 314,356 22,529 225,668 39,522 247,282 94,928 156,737 99,459 170,861 80,006 155,502 68,088 110,488 65,610 
51 175,712 18,780 231,671 21,494 189,574 35,905 177,340 81,495 139,584 69,506 95,165 51,880 62,348 29,479 33,011 24,373 
61 112,100 17,584 209,890 20,246 156,717 32,873 125,787 47,961 77,036 23,586 34,205 7,516 9,481 1,587 904 346 
71 225,667 18,306 247,266 22,597 185,626 38,132 156,397 75,503 147,176 70,072 85,087 49,002 64,063 38,121 40,562 30,362 
81 225,667 18,390 278,346 23,494 189,669 36,500 156,455 69,940 121,075 51,697 66,427 31,574 41,513 17,766 19,738 13,572 
91 225,667 17,577 232,801 21,828 189,607 35,423 139,584 61,085 88,395 31,517 47,918 12,529 17,712 4,382 3,705 - 
Maxes 278,303 19,997 344,789 23,721 313,248 45,610 313,268 206,566 313,288 225,668 313,122 226,392 313,076 226,392 278,423 154,844 
 
 
Supplementary Table 13: 100bp HiSeq read of V. cholera, with reference genome size of 4,033,464bp. The 
test results are reported based on the NA50 of the re-assembly process (using the combined contigs CC and the 
merged contigs MC) using SPAdes and Velvet as re-assembler. The test was conducted over all combinations 
of kmers used in the partitioning step PK and the kmers used in the re-assembly step RK; as well using 2, 4, and 
8 partitions P.  
    Rk 21 31 41 51 61 71 81 91 
CT P Pk SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet SPAdes Velvet 
CC 
2 
21 60,417 16,994 137,240 35,171 198,468 72,349 246,268 95,621 246,417 106,179 246,360 140,210 246,381 151,581 98,744 66,247 
31 61,392 16,551 106,150 33,716 198,848 72,349 199,733 97,164 199,311 110,792 225,933 126,179 198,888 129,194 135,310 81,800 
41 60,567 16,719 107,884 33,716 198,492 61,861 187,797 91,944 187,895 102,721 187,781 135,138 246,591 152,441 140,875 116,602 
51 68,319 19,742 129,123 42,104 188,115 75,457 180,764 112,883 198,512 113,741 213,452 125,294 213,395 125,302 135,085 111,932 
61 68,319 16,498 129,147 34,264 198,492 72,349 199,637 90,974 201,613 94,635 163,446 81,845 127,866 88,571 105,380 75,819 
71 68,319 19,343 127,817 40,280 246,377 75,468 246,397 86,148 201,646 81,069 200,332 67,944 114,971 89,132 92,002 75,748 
81 71,631 19,725 124,943 40,218 199,187 74,732 199,637 87,800 206,201 70,048 151,486 66,733 102,129 68,163 85,213 66,563 
91 68,323 16,461 109,139 34,029 175,807 72,349 198,505 80,945 199,311 66,712 109,010 63,881 95,057 51,714 59,995 43,296 
4 
21 65,962 21,176 130,154 42,104 198,821 76,413 199,600 97,164 191,851 112,903 216,591 112,934 124,685 112,943 99,673 71,778 
31 68,319 17,358 114,798 34,029 162,815 77,422 180,696 90,974 167,903 91,964 151,486 98,700 126,782 96,302 98,584 94,782 
41 60,512 16,815 129,147 33,716 152,314 62,973 199,757 90,974 199,323 91,964 132,786 91,984 124,685 98,700 113,860 90,399 
51 71,631 19,672 143,792 40,218 199,722 72,805 180,696 86,148 180,716 90,445 127,940 82,806 115,871 75,317 85,213 71,439 
61 60,567 19,725 136,129 39,781 224,346 63,686 199,712 80,945 199,311 70,242 136,986 71,416 96,380 59,062 69,903 58,902 
71 77,183 20,405 168,338 35,768 197,503 55,498 198,858 75,614 210,179 64,833 117,445 66,733 102,635 53,630 58,193 42,794 
81 72,656 16,498 168,338 32,712 192,987 59,585 192,953 63,214 180,716 63,224 117,445 50,913 90,439 39,077 46,220 36,659 
91 72,656 19,343 143,808 35,327 167,847 63,202 198,505 65,786 126,399 51,287 100,643 37,769 64,783 25,329 29,641 20,597 
8 
21 71,631 20,405 136,492 38,041 199,590 70,443 343,935 81,818 180,716 71,396 153,810 74,893 81,084 67,036 62,655 46,009 
31 65,501 18,120 102,639 38,030 199,554 55,953 208,395 65,971 126,764 61,180 117,439 62,568 78,018 54,554 55,905 47,572 
41 70,631 16,719 129,147 32,712 180,988 59,301 180,696 63,212 152,103 51,646 109,549 45,170 68,199 32,513 37,132 31,763 
51 90,617 16,994 143,746 32,711 198,477 58,416 152,969 48,727 108,757 32,527 94,604 20,328 31,485 9,667 9,424 9,845 
61 52,111 16,994 92,125 32,985 176,065 51,596 135,971 36,198 79,284 18,398 59,574 8,771 16,717 2,683 1,692 447 
71 83,702 16,551 137,067 32,712 197,840 52,911 202,016 56,578 190,593 45,959 108,767 33,735 62,386 23,154 22,640 17,103 
81 88,178 19,698 141,523 32,968 180,676 62,745 152,161 55,599 159,284 41,120 92,721 29,496 47,084 16,503 17,482 11,999 
91 77,151 16,994 92,042 35,247 176,065 51,596 135,971 39,468 92,241 26,389 90,503 13,499 24,223 5,605 4,474 2,342 
Maxes 90,617 21,176 168,338 42,104 246,377 77,422 343,935 112,883 246,417 113,741 246,360 140,210 246,591 152,441 140,875 116,602 
MC 
2 
21 95,555 22,719 140,075 37,179 199,163 64,314 246,465 87,298 199,201 106,179 353,590 126,179 246,243 97,421 171,655 63,641 
31 86,581 20,582 129,983 35,142 174,109 62,897 199,757 87,277 207,823 101,302 207,833 104,871 198,888 109,976 174,535 90,285 
41 95,555 22,023 135,629 36,056 156,235 61,861 199,200 91,944 199,210 101,357 201,656 129,184 152,355 129,194 174,535 129,204 
51 93,352 22,023 153,000 45,895 181,141 75,468 199,757 113,692 207,823 91,964 246,125 91,984 152,127 95,008 135,211 102,299 
61 82,046 21,721 165,986 34,029 165,996 64,545 152,161 90,974 199,210 68,980 198,525 72,838 142,280 74,386 107,841 72,672 
71 93,352 22,827 151,742 42,027 181,035 72,719 198,505 90,624 152,335 66,753 108,489 64,828 95,940 59,817 68,941 51,953 
81 106,146 23,920 151,742 42,121 180,794 72,349 174,185 85,054 153,030 64,828 108,767 57,659 79,566 47,610 68,181 42,410 
91 102,474 22,402 198,754 35,871 198,495 62,913 174,300 71,856 152,090 59,299 126,774 45,703 71,438 38,748 42,140 27,040 
4 
21 95,555 23,439 168,042 44,321 198,468 75,457 344,908 107,308 199,323 96,281 216,591 107,431 216,538 89,890 113,860 63,641 
31 88,259 24,917 137,122 33,716 152,668 62,957 207,813 89,964 172,778 79,489 152,698 81,086 132,867 79,004 124,757 79,998 
41 89,822 22,481 153,275 34,029 137,109 71,603 156,160 90,854 199,323 75,926 152,100 83,609 124,685 83,628 124,695 69,130 
51 103,944 23,439 156,140 42,121 156,150 63,507 156,160 87,277 156,204 71,504 137,253 70,013 115,871 66,732 85,213 53,666 
61 98,525 23,439 156,122 40,155 201,593 59,374 156,142 84,131 152,171 66,940 108,834 66,939 92,147 51,646 64,899 48,191 
71 126,698 22,023 156,122 37,232 199,283 62,897 156,142 75,630 144,061 66,945 104,108 63,984 85,213 33,670 53,813 34,854 
81 126,698 21,815 151,761 30,960 180,754 62,092 152,274 63,582 144,061 57,398 92,093 40,325 68,199 31,010 45,246 26,137 
91 128,460 22,976 129,147 35,247 198,492 60,193 166,580 58,106 98,701 43,090 92,721 30,521 58,988 18,929 25,502 12,899 
8 
21 106,146 21,434 130,164 33,971 167,863 52,263 199,303 62,790 166,947 49,665 126,808 47,103 90,439 33,167 68,181 31,858 
31 106,605 21,815 146,550 31,624 156,147 58,698 152,274 62,758 126,764 55,690 95,213 50,068 81,245 33,670 62,686 32,691 
41 126,698 22,481 152,274 31,633 175,807 62,712 198,505 66,133 152,103 43,424 104,108 39,678 69,598 30,552 42,210 29,420 
51 95,885 21,816 177,014 32,740 165,996 52,263 152,103 51,629 135,555 32,790 92,721 25,148 41,066 13,199 12,247 9,754 
61 53,982 16,994 92,143 35,247 176,065 52,263 135,971 36,847 79,284 18,733 59,574 8,829 17,098 2,727 1,708 453 
71 198,477 22,408 197,767 31,624 207,776 51,515 151,466 59,764 116,287 51,211 91,988 30,969 58,779 20,087 21,829 12,631 
81 136,067 21,812 136,129 33,101 198,497 62,094 151,051 54,856 130,126 40,158 90,533 26,857 52,350 13,939 15,262 8,313 
91 91,986 19,672 105,866 30,948 167,847 51,935 130,716 36,198 92,102 26,389 70,334 13,608 24,807 5,592 4,667 - 
Maxes 198,477 24,917 198,754 45,895 207,776 75,468 344,908 113,692 207,823 106,179 353,590 129,184 246,243 129,194 174,535 129,204 
 
 
Assembly commands: 
The values of $mean and $std are reported in Table 1. 
ABySS 
$abyss_dir/abyss-pe k=$kmer l=1 n=5 s=200 name=asm in=file.fastq 
CABOG 
echo "unitigger = bog" > config  
   
$cabog_dir/fastqToCA  -insertsize $mean $std -libraryname reads -mates 
file.fastq > ./reads.frg 
$cabog_dir/runCA -d ./ -p asm -s config ./reads.frg 
MIRA 
echo project = MyFirstAssembly > config 
echo job = genome,denovo,accurate >> config 
echo readgroup = DataIlluminaPairedLib >> config 
echo data =file1.fastq file2.fastq >> config 
echo technology = solexa >> config 
echo template_size =  $mean $std >> config 
echo "segment_placement = ---> <---" >> config 
echo "parameters= -NW:cmrnl=warn" >> config 
$mira_path/mira config 
MaSuRCA 
echo PATHS > config 
echo JELLYFISH_PATH=$MaSuRCA_path  >> config 
echo SR_PATH=$MaSuRCA_path >> config 
echo CA_PATH=$cabog_path >> config 
echo END >> config 
echo DATA >> config 
echo PE= p1 $mean $std file1.fastq file2.fastq >> config 
echo END >> config 
echo PARAMETERS >> config 
echo GRAPH_KMER_SIZE=$kmer >> config 
echo NUM_THREADS=8 >> config 
echo JF_SIZE=2000000000 >> config 
echo END  >> config 
perl $MaSuRCA_path/masurca config  
./assemble.sh 
SGA 
sga preprocess  --pe-mode 1 -o reads.pp.fastq file1.fastq file2.fastq 
sga index --algorithm=ropebwt -t 8 reads.pp.fastq 
sga correct -k $k -t 8 -o reads.ec.fastq reads.pp.fastq 
sga index --algorithm=ropebwt -t 8 reads.ec.fastq 
sga filter -t 8 reads.ec.fastq 
sga overlap -m $kmer -t 8 reads.ec.filter.pass.fa 
sga assemble -o primary reads.ec.filter.pass.asqg.gz 
 
SOAPd2 
echo [LIB] > config 
echo avg_ins=$mean  >> config 
echo reverse_seq=0 >> config 
echo asm_flags=1 >> config 
echo rank=1 >> config 
echo q1=file1.fastq >> config 
echo q2=file2.fastq >> config 
$soapdenov2_path/SOAPdenovo-127mer all -K $kmer -F -R -E -s config -o asm 
-p 4 >> SOAPdenovo.lo 
SPAdes 
$spade_dir/spades.py -t 8 -k ${kmer} --12 file.fastq -o ./  
Velvet 
During the installation of Velvet, Velvet should be installed with option 'LONGSEQUENCES=1' in the make 
command, to allow Velvet to accept contigs (long sequences) as input; as well and 'MAXKMERLENGTH=111' 
as the default max kmer length in Velvet installation is 31. 
 
Now to run the assembly commands: 
$velvet_path/velveth ./ $kmer -fastq -shortPaired file.fastq 
$velvet_path/velvetg ./ -exp_cov auto -ins_length $mean -ins_length_sd 
$std -scaffolding no 
 
Interleaving the paired reads for the datasets tested in this thesis 
If a reader will test HGA method using the datasets in this thesis, then in order to have the same results as the 
reported results, please note the following. 
 Firstly in our tests we used the interleaved (interlaced) fastq file, rather than the 2 paired fastq files. 
 Since HGA method involve a partitioning step, note that the order of the reads in the interleaved fastq 
file should be in the same order as was tested in this thesis. So, after downloading a datasets from 
http://ccb.jhu.edu/gage_b/ ; the downloaded pair fastq files must be interleaved using this script (not any 
other scripts to ensure the order of the reads is the same as was tested in this thesis), 
https://gist.github.com/ngcrawford/2232505 . The script runs as follow: 
python interleave_fastq.py file_1.fastq file_2.fastq  file.fastq   
 
Partitioning the reads sets: 
We assumed the reads in the datasets are already randomized, so we sequentially selected the reads for each 
partition.  
 
Note: If a reader will test HGA methods using the datasets in this thesis, then in order to get the same reported 
results in this thesis, reads datasets (fastq file) should be whether raw or clean as recommended in table 2 for 
the assembler that will be used to assemble the partitions.  
Combining contigs command 
 Firstly we merge all parts’ contigs into one file, e.g. merged_contigs.fa, and then we run the following 
command: 
$velvet_path/velveth ./ 31 -fasta -long merged_contigs.fa 
$velvet_path/velvetg ./ -exp_cov $parts -scaffolding no 
 
Note: we input the number of parts as the -exp_cov value. Also, Velvet should be installed with option 
'LONGSEQUENCES=1' in the make command, to allow Velvet to accept contigs (long sequences) as input; as 
well 'MAXKMERLENGTH=111' as the default max kmer length in Velvet installation is 31. 
Re-assembly command 
We add the parameter --trusted-contigs and give it the fasta file of the merged or the combined contigs.  
 
$spade_dir/spades.py -t 4 -k ${kmer} --12 file.fastq --trusted-contigs 
combined(or merged)_contigs.fa -o ./ 
 
Note: If a reader will test HGA methods using the datasets in this thesis, then in order to get the same reported 
results in this thesis, for the re-assembly step reads datasets (fastq file) should be whether raw or clean as 
recommended in table 2 for SPAdes assembler, as the re-assembly process was performed using SPAdes 
assembler.  
QUAST command: 
quast.py -R genome.fasta  --min-contig 200 contigs.fa -G genes.gff 
 
Platform: 
We tested the method on Linux platform, AMD Opteron(tm) 2.4GH, 256GB Memory, 64 core. Python v2.7.6.  
 
